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Abstract 
It is widely accepted that engineering research, design, development and manufacturing 
processes are highly reliant upon the valuable knowledge, experiences and skills stored 
within the company's systems, processes, documents and employees. If these key 
knowledge resources can be identified, maintained and efficiently controlled, prior 
successes and failures can be capitalised upon, best practices can be captured and 
transferred and new solutions can be developed with minimal duplication of efforts and 
without unnecessary replication of prior work. 
Away from manufacturing and engineering organisations, in the broader business world, 
exists an array of solutions, tools and techniques developed specifically to facilitate the 
management of knowledge and experience these are collectively labelled as Knowledge 
Management (KM) tools and solutions. Such solutions, tools and techniques have 
achieved widespread recognition for their capabilities and consequent importance in 
enhancing processes across a variety of business applications and contexts. However 
their relevancy, applicability and relative merits in particular manufacturing and 
mechanical engineering (MME) contexts have generally not been identified or 
investigated. 
This thesis reviews and presents a large number of diverse KM solutions and 
implementations across industries and organisations and creates a new and unique 
single KM solutions space in which these solutions are characterised. The KM solution 
space is subsequently utilised by a new KM methodology and support tool that 
facilitates and demonstrates the enhancement of mechanical and manufacturing 
engineering processes through analysis followed by selection and implementation of the 
most appropriate existing KM solutions. The KM Tool is demonstrated via three 
industrial case studies detailing the process concerns and associated improvements 
identified and implemented. 
The KM Solution Space developed during this research has shown that there is 
significant opportunity to improve mechanical and manufacturing engineering processes 
through the adoption of appropriate KM solutions from the broader business world. The 
KM Tool developed via this research facilitates this identification and adoption of the 
most appropriate KM solution. In addition to the MME processes covered by the scope 
of this research there is additional scope to extend the use of the KM Tool and KM 
Solution Space to other business areas that have not yet had extensive exposure to KM. 
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Glossary of Terminology 
KM: Knowledge Management. 
KM Solution: An example of a KM implementation from academia a 
business or another organisation, usually developed to solve a 
specific KM problem or issue. 
Characterisation A single set of descriptive parameters developed from the 
parameters: literature to describe individual KM Solutions. 
KM Solutions Space: The single solution space developed via this thesis containing 
all the reviewed KM solutions indexed by their core 
characteristics. 
KM Frameworks and Existing methodologies, systems, models and frameworks 
Models: identified via the literature for either implementing KM 
systems or selecting appropriate KM solutions. 
KM Tool: The combined KM methodology and KM solution space 
developed via this thesis. 
Resources: Within the context of an engineering process being analysed 
by the KM Tool the resources are anything that is used, 
created or referenced at any stage in the MME process. 
NVH: Noise, Vibration and Harshness. 
MME Organisations: Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering Organisations. 
OHV: Off -Highway vehicle. 
SDE: Structures Department Engineer 
VDE: Vehicle Development engineer. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
Chapter One: Introduction 
It is widely accepted that engineering research, design, development and manufacturing 
processes are highly reliant upon the valuable knowledge, experiences and skills stored 
within the companies systems, processes, documents and employees. (Rothe 2002 & 
Wright et al 1999) 
With an ageing population, highly mobile and dispersed work force and compressed 
development times across all engineering industries, the effective management and 
exploitation of these knowledge, experience and skills `resources' are critical success 
factors to both develop and subsequently sustain competitiveness. Indeed, it is apparent 
in some cases that merely the survival and continuation of the business can be reliant 
upon the manner in which these key knowledge and experience resources are treated. 
(Wright et al 1999) 
If key knowledge resources can be identified, maintained and efficiently controlled, 
prior successes and failures can be capitalised upon, best practices can be captured and 
transferred and new solutions can be developed with minimal duplication of efforts and 
without unnecessary replication of prior work. 
Away from manufacturing and engineering organisations, in the broader business world, 
exists an array of solutions, tools and techniques developed specifically to facilitate the 
management of knowledge and experience. Such solutions, tools and techniques have 
achieved widespread recognition for their capabilities and consequent importance in 
enhancing business processes across a variety of business applications and contexts. 
However their relevancy, applicability and relative merits in particular manufacturing or 
mechanical engineering contexts are generally not clear. 
Initially the non-specific and broad nature of terms such as `knowledge management' 
can imply a `fix all' generic tool or technique. Further investigation however, quickly 
uncovers a myriad of extremely diverse, context specific and highly customisable 
solutions that are often implemented and adapted locally. It can therefore be a daunting 
challenge for a company to identify effective and efficient knowledge management 
solutions to appropriately meet their requirements. 
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It is evident that engineering organisations recognise and accept the value of and 
consequences associated with their key knowledge and experience resources when it is 
brought to their attention, yet most have failed to effectively exploit the available value 
and benefits. (Barnard 2005) 
The research presented in this thesis is based on the belief that existing tools and 
solutions that have been developed and implemented to manage knowledge and 
experience in the wider business world should also be exploited within manufacturing 
and mechanical engineering organisations to enhance the utilisation, management, 
control and protection of identified key `resources' critical to the success of engineering 
processes. In the context of this thesis the processes referred to are enterprise level 
processes that would occur within many different areas of the organisation many times 
and where improvements in one instance can be cascaded across to others. 
It is proposed that this should be accomplished via the following three elements: 
9 Identification of the key knowledge and experience resources within the 
engineering/manufacturing organisation i. e. those that are critical to the 
engineering processes. 
" Improved understanding of suitable established knowledge and experience 
solutions, tools and techniques from the broader business world to enhance and 
protect the use of the identified key resources. Increased awareness of their 
strengths, weaknesses and areas of applicability. 
The provision of appropriate information and guidance to facilitate the selection 
and implementation of the most appropriate solutions, tools and techniques by 
someone with limited experience of such tools. 
A major contribution of this research is: 
"A methodology and support tool to identify key knowledge and experience 
resources critical to an engineering process and subsequently select and support 
the implementation of the most appropriate existing solutions, tools and techniques 
from the broader business world, to augment the exploitation, management, 
control and protection of these key resources". 
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Chapter Two: Scope of the Research 
This chapter describes the scope of the research reported in this thesis. The aims and 
objectives are established and the context, focus and boundaries of the research are 
discussed. The research novelty and contribution to knowledge are identified and finally 
an overview of the thesis structure is presented. 
2.1 Research aims and objectives 
The overall aim of this research is: 
To augment the exploitation, management, control and protection of those resources 
that are considered key to engineering and/or manufacturing processes of a 
particular manufacturing organisation by providing a mechanism to identify and 
implement the most appropriate proven knowledge and experience solutions, tools 
and techniques from the broader business world into the identified engineering 
processes. 
This aim has been fulfilled through the following two steps: 
1. Identification of a solution space from existing Knowledge Management 
implementations. 
2. Design and refinement of a mechanism to audit a process and recommend 
improvements utilising the solution space developed in step 1. 
Each of the above steps has been completed through the satisfaction of several 
objectives, as listed below: 
1.1 Survey knowledge management (KM) literature, locating examples of 
businesses implementations and academic theories, and identifying solutions 
from a broad range of industries and contexts. 
1.2 Compare, contrast and analyse results of 1.1 and generate a solution space 
containing and exploiting the different types and formats of KM solutions 
identified. Cross reference KM Solutions to the type of issue resolved or 
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enhancement offered, the situation and context used in and any other key 
considerations, via a suitable set of parameters. 
2.1 Design and refine a structured technique for auditing the resources used and 
created whilst completing an engineering process. 
2.2 Design and refine an automated analysis of the evaluation results to determine 
the potential for improvement to the engineering process through better use of 
resources to either enhance the use of resources or alleviate risk to the process. 
2.3 Design and refine an automated mechanism to select a suitable existing solution 
from the solution space (1.2) based on the findings of 2.2. 
2.4 Evaluate the prototype KM tool and KM solution space via industry based case 
studies. 
2.2 Research Novelties and Contribution to Knowledge 
K111 and the Literature 
A review of the literature finds a plethora of KM solutions and tools (chapter 5 and 6) 
and systems (chapter 4), providing a diverse range of KM implementations, models, 
tools and solutions either proposed or exemplified via adoption within organisations. 
Several authors refer to a spectrum of KM tools (chapter 5) from which to select 
solutions. These spectra often contain a narrow selection of tools specific to their 
industry, sector or experiences. 
Chapters 4,5 and 6 show that the quantity and flexibility of reported KM solutions and 
implementations potentially provide industry with powerful solutions to meet their KM 
challenges, however the literature provides very little guidance on how to identify and 
implement appropriate KM solutions for particular companies or circumstances. The 
research reported in this thesis therefore addresses this gap in currently published 
research. 
K11i and Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering (MME) 
By reviewing the key drivers and benefits from KM implementations (chapter 3) in a 
wide range of contexts it becomes clear that the stated drivers and benefits correlate 
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well with the needs and requirements that can readily be identified within MME areas 
and are summarised from the literature below in Table 2.2a 
Table 2.2a : KM Needs and Requirements identified in the literature for MME Organisations 
9 Sharing and transferring findings and knowledge for future use. 
" Understanding reasons for and results from previous work and decisions. 
" Managing increase in product knowledge associated with huge increase in product 
complexity. 
" Reduced timescales and increasing competition. 
" Increasing personnel turnover rates and a more fluid workforce (traditionally 
engineering was perceived as a job for life) 
(Rothe 2002, Wright 1999, Francisco 2002 & Barnard 2005 - WISE project) 
The literature presents only isolated incidences of KM implementations in the MME 
fields (chapter 5) whilst offering a wealth of implementations away from such sectors. 
The research reported in this thesis therefore seeks to exploit (where possible) existing 
solutions from the wider business world to provide new opportunities within MME 
sector, to address the needs listed in table 2.2a. 
A further benefit of the research reported in this thesis is therefore that it provides a 
mechanism for exploiting existing inter-sector research and facilitating its uptake in the 
MME fields promoting `cross-fertilisation' and inter-sector learning. 
Selecting the appropriate KM Solution 
Many KM solutions are suggested and exemplified within the literature but it is 
apparent that research stops short of developing or suggesting any framework or 
mechanism to facilitate the selection of the most appropriate KM tool dependent upon 
the particular circumstances. Evidence of the prior development of tools to facilitate the 
selection of KM solutions for a specific issue or use is limited to Lovett's discussions 
(Lovett et at 2000) of a methodology whereby the company's organisational structure is 
mapped out and the fields where the company can gain from KBE are identified and 
some other smaller scale internal processes developed by Rolls-Royce (Cadas 2005) 
Novelty 
The novelty in this research therefore originates from two distinct areas: 
i) The extensive review and analysis of the literature and KM 
implementations with the objective of developing a single solution space 
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encompassing a broad range of KM solutions from across industry and 
business sectors. 
ii) The design and development of a mechanism to facilitate the selection of 
an appropriate existing KM solution from the solution space to enhance 
the use of knowledge resources specifically within an MME 
organisation. 
Contribution 
The contribution to the research lies within both of the following areas: 
i) The development of a new holistic solution space via extensive review 
and analysis of the literature identifying existing KM solutions discussed 
and implemented across a broad range of industries. (chapter 6) 
ii) The design, refinement (chapter 7) and use (chapter 8) of a new 
mechanism (a KM tool) to analyse an MME processes, identify issues or 
enhancements and suggest an appropriate KM solution from the solution 
space to enhance the process and resolve knowledge reuse issues. 
2.3 Overview of the research methods, scope and structure 
This research is based on the belief that the management and control of valuable 
knowledge, experiences and skills within MME organisations can be enhanced through 
the implementation of existing KM tools as used by other industries. 
To demonstrate this, the KM literature was extensively reviewed (across all industry 
sectors) a solution space developed and a mechanism subsequently designed and 
developed to facilitate the selection of the most appropriate KM solution specifically for 
use within the MME organisations. The scope of this research and content of this thesis 
is described in the following sections. 
Review of the Literature Part A (Chapter 3) 
This section starts with a review and summary of the terminology to be used in the 
thesis. The drivers and benefits associated with implementing KM solutions are then 
reviewed and summarised. The selection and implementation of KM solutions 
represents a significant challenge and change for most organisations and therefore this 
section also provides an overview of the requirements, success factors, problems and 
issues associated with such implementations. 
Review of the Literature Part B (Chapter 4) 
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There are a multitude of KM models and systems presented in the literature, and these 
are reviewed and summarised through the characterisation of their core features and by 
comparing their similarities. 
Review of the Literature Part C (Chapter 5) 
As this research aims to develop a solution space containing existing KM solutions, an 
extensive literature and company review has been conducted to determine which tools 
are available and the circumstances of their use. 
Design and Development of the Solution Space (Chapter 6) 
The reviews and analysis from chapters 3-5 are used to develop a single solution space 
by considering the details of where each solution is used, what it is used for and any 
specific requirements it may have. The output from this chapter is a single solution 
space containing a list of requirements and conditions of use cross referenced to a range 
of KM solutions.. 
Design and Development of the prototype EAI Tool (Chapter 7) 
Considering the drivers and benefits, the requirements, success factors, problems and 
issues (chapter 3) the models reviewed (chapter 4) and using the solution space 
developed (chapter 6) a tool has been designed and subsequently refined to facilitate the 
review of an MME process, analysis of results, identification of potential enhancements 
and issues and finally the selection of the most appropriate KM solution(s) from the 
solution space. 
Case Based Implementation of the tool (Chapter 8) 
The prototype tool that was designed and developed in chapter 7 is demonstrated via 
case based studies within an MME organisation in chapter 8. 
The content of this thesis can be summarised in 5 core sections, (shown in Figure 2.4a) 
Context 
Chapters 1 and 2 cover the main introduction, principles, objectives, identification of 
need, novelty and finally an overview of the thesis structure 
Research Background 
Chapters 3,4 and comprise the core literature review identifying and reviewing KM 
models, tools, drivers, and benefits, implementations in companies, problems, issues, 
success factors, and requirements. 
Design of the solution space and tool 
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Chapter Six considers the findings of Chapters 3,4 and 5 and develops a single solution 
space comprising of all the KM solutions identified and discussed. 
Chapter Seven discusses the design and refinement of a tool to make use of the Solution 
Space by facilitating the review of an MME process, analysis of results, identification of 
potential enhancements and issues and finally the selection of the most appropriate KM 
Tool(s) from the solution space. 
Test and Validations 
Chapter Eight contains case based evidence of the use of the KM Tool and Solution 
Space with an MME organisation. 
Conclusions 
Chapter 9 summarises the findings of the research and provides a commentary on how 
the objectives have been met. A discussion of further work is also provided. 
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2.4 Overall Research Methodology 
The core of' the research basis I 'or this thesis is tbunded on reviewing a substantial 
number of existing sources and implementations, analysing the features and details of 
these and summarising them into generic formats or against developed criteria to satisfy 
the appropriate objectives. 
As such the research process is based around reviewing all of the relevant references 
(including publications, papers, trade material, conference proceedings and personal 
contact), the structured analysis of each of these reviews (to identify common themes 
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and distinct differences) and the creation of summary statements, frameworks or 
structures. 
The methodology adopted to conduct this process is analogous to Blessings (Blessing 
95) design research methodology, the key principles and concerns were to ensure an 
initial robust review identifying all of the relevant literature (and also company sources, 
conferences and trade literature due to the practical and industrial nature of the KM 
solutions i. e. not all instances appear in typical academic publictions) and a subsequent 
rigorous analysis of the identified sources to fulfil the appropriate objectives. This was 
achieved by; 
(i) a clearly defined problem (objectives to fulfil were identified for each 
element of the research), 
(ii) prescribing a solution (including the review and analysis of appropriate 
criteria, scope and sources to fulfil these objectives) and 
(iii) evaluating how the problem is fulfilled (i. e. via. satisfaction of objectives) by 
subsequent quantitative and qualitative analysis. 
The table below summarises these for each distinct research element. 
'r-Li,. 11 A... Ve.. Dene-nl. nýuno *Äufl, nrinlnnv ýnri 
Racrrlte 
Cb Objective Criteria/Scope/Source Results 
3 Identifying and comparing the cited 5 key benefits and drivers Identify benefits and benefits and drivers from a spectrum of were identified by analysing drivers for KM company implementations (28 the literature (Table 3.2b) 
companies from 16 industry sectors) 
3 Identifying and comparing the key 20 key requirements in 7 key Identify key 
requirements for successful KM sections were identified by requirements for KM implementations cited in 116 analysing the sources (Table implementations. 
references across 16 industry sectors. 3.3a) 
4 Identifying and comparing a spectrum 10 distinct models identified Identify Key KM of KM implementations from 157 via comparing and contrasting 
models referenced sources 55 companies and e sources (Table 4.2b) th 16 industry sectors. 
4 Identifying and comparing a spectrum 9 distinct classification 
Identify key KM of KM classification criteria from 157 schemes identified via 
classification criteria referenced sources 55 companies and comparison and contrasting 
16 industry sectors. the sources (Table 4.3h) 
5 Identify tools Full spectrum of 16 industry sectors, 
21 distinct KM tools 
identified by analysis and 
currently in use in 150 incidences and 55 companies was comparison of the industry and business reviewed. implementations (Table 5.2a) 
6 Full spectrum of 16 industry sectors, 
19 generic solutions were 
Compile list of KM 150 incidences, 55 companies and 157 
identified by reviewing and 
solutions referenced sources was reviewed. 
analysing the identified tools 
and solutions (Table 6.2a) 
6 Review and analyse the classifications 
4 top level and 78 lower level 
Derive KM schemes from Chapter 4 (9) and the 
characteristics were identified 
classifications generic KM solutions from Chapter 6 
by analysing the 
characteristics of the solutions (19) were reviewed and analysed. (Table 6.3a 
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Chapter Three: KM Background. Drivers and Benefits - Review of the 
Literature Part A 
Chapter 3 provides a foundation for the detailed reviews of KM models, systems and 
tools that are provided in subsequent chapters it therefore examines (in section 3.1) the 
definitions, terminology and historical elements associated with knowledge and 
knowledge management. Section 3.2 considers the drivers and reasons for organisations 
using knowledge management as presented in the literature and stated by companies and 
then finally in section 3.3 the requirements, success factors, problems and issues 
relating to KM implementations within organisations, are discussed. 
3.1 Knowledge and Knowledge Management Definitions 
This section presents an overview and discussion related to accepted and proposed 
definitions for knowledge and KM related terminology, a brief historical perspective on 
KM and finally a statement relating to the definitions in use for the remainder of this 
thesis. 
3.1.1 Knowledge Terminology 
The Oxford English dictionary definition of knowledge that has been adopted by other 
authors is: 
Knowledge: "awareness or familiarity gained by experience" (Satyadas 2001) 
A broadly accepted hierarchy relating to knowledge terminology is shown in Figure 
3. la. 
Figure 3.1a : Data, Information, Knowledge, and Wisdom Hierarcy 
Wisdom 
Knowledge 
Information 
Data 
Data 
Data may be viewed as a "set of discrete, objective (raw) facts about events. " (Bollinger 
2001) (Merlyn 1998) 
Information 
Information is "data that makes a difference" and may be considered as "an organised 
set of data, although still in separate `chunks' " (Gundry 1996), 
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Knowledge 
Knowledge is perceived as "meaningful information"; or "the understanding, awareness, 
familiarity acquired through study, investigation, observation, or experience over the 
course of time" (Bollinger A 2001) (Merlyn 1998). 
Fischer (Fischer 2001) recalls that John Brown and Paul Duguid argue convincingly that 
knowledge is more that just information because it - usually entails a knower, appears 
to be harder to detach than information and is something that we digest rather than 
merely hold. Fischer also determines that knowledge is information that is attached to a 
particular context (for example a task, problem or question). 
Knowledge exists as a body, the expectation is that people acquire knowledge over 
weeks and days not minutes and hours. (Gundry 1996). 
Metaxiotis (Metaxiotis 2003) defines knowledge as an "individual's interpretation of 
information based on personal experiences, skills and competencies". 
Wisdom 
Kakabadse (Kakabadse 2003) summarises the flow of knowledge development as; Data 
4 Information 4 Realisation 4 Action/Reflection 4 Wisdom. Wisdom is acquired as 
an individual gains new knowledge through the transformation of collective experiences 
and expertise. The acquired wisdom is required to make use of information within any 
given context. 
Table 3.1a summarises other knowledge definitions that have been adopted by the 
literature, the definitions reach a general consensus that knowledge is related to human 
actions, people's experiences and subsequent ability to complete actions. 
Table 3.1 a: Knowledge definitions adopted by the literature 
Finds agreement in knowledge definitions from a range of sources - information is defined as a 
flow of messages with knowledge defined as the creative result of a flow of messages anchored on 
(Shapiro the commitment and beliefs of its holder- i. e. knowledge is related to human actions. Information 
1999) is a necessary medium for initiating and formalising knowledge. Information may be described as 
`facts' about products, processes and markets and knowledge as providing the context within 
which information is interpreted. 
(Davenport Knowledge may be considered "information combined with experience, context, interpretation and 
1998) reflection" (Davenport 1998). 
Defines knowing as a form of action as being about interaction with the world - social and 
physical in short; 
(Scott 1999) "The term knowledge is about what we possess, it is a term of prediction. In all its forms (explicit, 
tacit, know-how) we use it to indicate something someone can possess or needs to possess. The 
terms knowing about dyadic relations it is about interaction between the knower and the world": 
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(Satyadas 
2001) 
Defines knowledge as the "Fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual and actionable 
information and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new 
experiences and information. " He relates knowledge to information by "Knowledge is actionable 
information" 
Gundry summaries that knowledge is a human capability rather than a inanimate object, it is a 
(Gundry personal capability to do something , acquired as a result o£ Reading, seeing, doing, feeling, 
1996) listening: this is not the knowledge though just the medium by which it is transferred. Gundry 
concludes "Knowledge is the result of a personal transform. " (Gundry 1996) 
Gundry also finds that Knowledge is generative- 
Having knowledge is having an appreciation at the level of a map or a web, not a non dimensional 
(Gundry data point, one can explore and apply interpolations and abstraction. Most importantly to have 1996) 
knowledge means one can generate new appropriate statements about a subject not just reproduce 
the statements that were received. 
3.1.2 Types of knowledge 
3.1.2.1 Explicit vs. Tacit Knowledge 
Many authors throughout the literature accept and propose that knowledge may be 
divided into two distinct types, 
(1) Explicit knowledge 
(2) Tacit knowledge 
(1) Explicit knowledge 
Explicit knowledge (Snowden 1998) - "reusable in a consistent and repeatable 
manner, It may be stored... in a computer system. The documented procedure of 
lessons learnt in a workshop, the write-up comments of an economist examining 
a set of financial figures... all of these are explicit knowledge that we use to 
support or make decisions and exercise judgement. 
Satyadas (Satyadas 2001) states that explicit knowledge can be captured as it is 
created and implicit knowledge can be elicited from the sources using 
questionnaires, interviews, or leveraging a collaborative environment. Explicit 
knowledge can be represented using schemes such as semantic networks, scripts, 
expert systems, etc. 
(2) Tacit knowledge 
Tacit knowledge, is defined as "something we simply know, possibly without 
the ability to explain... " Human beings are the storage medium of tacit 
knowledge (Snowden 1998) 
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Generally tacit knowledge transfer is limited to educational programs and the 
apprenticeship structure of most projects, where participants learn from each 
other. (O'Leary 2001) 
Tacit knowledge cannot be captured as it is created but can only be identified as 
existing in a particular expert's mind, this expert can be codified as a knowledge 
source. (Satyadas 2001) 
Nonaka has published much work and discussion regarding tacit and explicit knowledge 
summarised as "While tacit knowledge held by individuals may lie at the heart of the 
knowledge creating process, realising the practical benefits of that knowledge centres on 
its externalisation and amplification through dynamic interactions between all four 
modes of knowledge conversion" Nonaka's four modes of knowledge conversions are 
tacit - tacit, tacit - explicit, explicit - explicit and explicit to tacit. The interaction of 
these transfers are detailed in Chapter Four. 
3.1.2.2 Separating Tacit and Explicit knowledge 
Alderman (Alderman 2001) reports that contrary to Nonaka and Takeuchi they do not 
see knowledge as having two separable components of explicit and tacit forms. Whilst 
some aspects of customer requirements are indeed codifiable (explicit) in the form of 
specifications or project briefs, associated with this is always a tacit element that cannot 
be expressed in this way. Alderman argues that the two components are intrinsically 
part of the same contextually dependent knowledge and understanding and cannot be 
separated in any meaningful way. 
Further to this, `purists' consider "knowledge" to be that which is within and between 
the minds of individuals and is tacitly possessed. (Armbrecht 2001), hence after 
knowledge has been explicitly captured (i. e. documented), the purist considers it to be a 
form of data or information (Armbrecht 2001). 
3.1.3 Knowledge management definitions and terminology 
From the reviewed literature it is clear the Knowledge Management is associated with 
the use of tools to facilitate the creation, re-use, control and sharing of knowledge. For 
the purposes of this thesis knowledge management shall refer to managing knowledge 
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within a business/corporate context. A summary of knowledge management definitions 
and discussions from the literature can be seen in Table 3.1b. 
Table 3.1b: Summary of Knowledge Management Definitions and relevant discussion. 
(Fischer 2001) Knowledge management is a cyclic process involving, creation, integration and 
dissemination of knowledge. 
(Scarborough Two broad tendencies of Knowledge Management were reported by Scarborough 
2005) 1 Exploring the past / Tapping into previous knowledge / Packaging 
Re-using past work 
2 Creating the future / Identifying Emergent knowledge / 
Bringing different Knowledge together and watching sparks fly. 
(Winkler 2005); Knowledge management is seen as the control of three core facets 
People = Carriers of Knowledge 
Processes = Generation of Knowledge 
Product = Incorporation of Knowledge 
(O'Dell 1998) For some KM is a "conscious strategy of getting the right knowledge to the right 
people at the right time and helping people share and put information into action 
in ways that strive to improve organisational performance" 
(Beckman 1997) Knowledge management consists of formalisation of and access to experience, 
knowledge and expertise that creates new capabilities, enables superior 
performance, encourages innovation and enhances customer value" 
(Alavi 2001) Alavi et al summarise the goal of Knowledge management as being able to 
effectively apply an organisation knowledge to create new knowledge thus 
achieving and maintaining competitive advantage. 
(Metaxiotis 2003) Knowledge management is concerned with the exploitation and development of 
the knowledge assets of an organisation with a view to furthering the 
organisation's objectives. The knowledge to be managed includes both explicit, 
documented knowledge and tacit subjective knowledge. 
(O'Leary 2001) Knowledge management facilitates the capture, deployment, access and reuse of 
information and knowledge - typically using contemporary technology. 
(Mason 2003) Masons findings support the mode of KM as fundamental management of 
people. 
(Kim et al 2003) Capturing and representing knowledge buried in people and in organisations are 
the fundamental building blocks of knowledge management implementations. 
(Armbrecht 2001) Discusses KM as being beyond having excellent data/information storage and 
retrieval to embrace, creation, capture, use, and reuse of knowledge and 
information for innovation. A central focus for R&D innovation is the successful 
exploitation of ideas to create new useful products or services. 
(F M Ross Armbrecht Jr 2001) also writes that there are two distinct but 
complimentary aspects of KM; 
i) KM utilising existing knowledge to new problems 
ii) KM with the purpose of managing knowledge to create new 
knowledge 
Ambrecht also considered that managing knowledge is literally not possible and 
specifically from a Research and development point of view, KM really concerns 
knowledge flow. He also uses an analogy between managing the flow of a river 
by building dams, locks etc (most commonly practised teclmo centric form) 
whereas managing knowledge flow is ensuring river banks are not washed away 
etc AND if the river breaks its banks the newly deposited rich deposits are 
exploited by `knowledge workers". 
3.1.4 History of Knowledge Management 
KM is not new in the sense that enterprises want to capture and document processes for 
quality, automation, or to create document methodologies. This may be done adequately 
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for routine work but organisations often set out to capture non routine work or process. 
This becomes a specific exercise in getting the information from people who have `done 
it' and making this info available across the enterprise. (Gundry 1996) 
An historical perspective of KM reveals that it is an old quest pursed both by Eastern 
and Western philosophers (Kakabadse 2003). The first attempts at KM, such as capture, 
storage and retrieval, began with the Cuneiform language in about 3000BC (Kakabadse 
2003). Knowledge was inscribed with a stylus in wet clay and then baked. Through 
centuries, new technologies have found their way in influencing KM processes. For 
example, the craft guild culture of the thirteenth century introduced more explicit and 
systematic KM practices (Kakabadse 2003). 
3.1.4.1 Why KM? 
One of the oldest practices of knowledge management is the system of apprenticeship, 
for example in the workshops of craftsmen, such as carpenters, painters etc. Masters 
with a large amount of experience worked together with novices, and taught them 
through example how things should be done (Barnard 2005). Knowledge transfer in 
such workshops was informal and came naturally. However, this kind of knowledge 
management is slow, and expertise only comes gradually over many years. In large 
multi-national industries, informal knowledge sharing is still important, experts transfer 
their knowledge to young engineers, but this is not enough. Knowledge management 
needs to be organised for reasons of safeguarding, continuity, verification, validation, 
justification, traceability and efficiency. 
3.1.4.2 First and second generation Knowledge Management 
From reviewing the literature, by the early nineties, it was clear that there were two 
distinct branches of Knowledge Management. 
First generation Knowledge Management involves the capture of information and 
experience so that it is easily accessible in a corporate environment. An alternative term 
is "knowledge capture". Managing this capture allows the system to grow into a 
powerful information asset. 
Second generation Knowledge Management gives priority to the way in which people 
construct and use knowledge. It derives its ideas from complex systems, often making 
use of organic metaphors to describe knowledge growth. It is closely related to 
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organizational learning. It recognises that learning and doing are more important to 
organisational success than dissemination and imitation. 
3.1.5 Definitions adopted for this research 
For the purposes of this thesis the following definitions will apply, 
Knowledge 
It is apparent from the literature that knowledge is related to human actions, people's 
experiences and subsequent ability to complete actions and that knowledge is clearly 
one step up from pure information, hence Davenport's 1998 definition of knowledge 
will be adapted for the purposes of this thesis i. e. Knowledge may be considered to be 
information combined with experience, context, interpretation and reflection. 
(Davenport 1998) 
Knowledge Management 
From the literature reviewed and the 11 KM definitions identified it is clear from all 
sources that KM related to the creation, re-use, control and dissemination of knowledge 
hence Fischer's (Fischer 2001) definition of Knowledge Management will be used, i. e. 
Knowledge Management is a cyclic process involving, creation, integration and 
dissemination of knowledge. 
3.2 Benefits and drivers for Knowledge Management 
A wide-ranging review of the literature relating to drivers, motivations and justifications 
for implementing KM has been conducted with 3 core objectives: 
i) Identify the core drivers and reasons for using KM as 
presented, discussed and developed in the literature. 
ii) Identify the core reported drivers and reasons for specific 
organisations implementing KM. 
iii) Produce a succinct summary of drivers and motivations for 
KM implementations as ascertained from the literature and 
published company information. 
3.2.1 Categorising the drivers identified in the literature. 
The drivers for improved KM can be categorised as follows. 
3.2.1.1 Changing Markets and Staff Development 
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Shorter development times and fast changing markets 
With fast changing markets demanding shorter development times and subsequent 
product lifecycles, KM has been cited (Chua 2004), (O'Leary 2001), (Armbrecht 2001) 
(Love et al 2005) (Liebowitz 2002) (O'Leary 2001) as a significant tool to accelerate the 
knowledge creation process in Research and Development and to facilitate the close 
integration of different departments and operations necessary to achieve reduced 
development times, including up to date views of customer behaviour and strategic 
activities of competitors. 
Staff development 
Knowledge Management has been cited as a mechanism to enhance employees 
capabilities (Liebowitz 2002) and specifically to increase the abilities of workers to 
perform knowledge intensive tasks (Fischer 2001), decrease time to competence 
(Satyadas 2001) and improve the organisation's ability to learn and to disseminate 
learning effectively from one part of the organisation to others within it. (Love et al 
2005) (Kakabadse 2003), KM can provide an environment to foster and enhance skilled 
people (Sharkie 2003) 
Mobile and Ageing workforce 
Recognising that expertise critical to the organisation's core competencies is held within 
an ageing and highly (and increasingly) mobile workforce prompts serious and valid 
concerns regarding the retention of this important knowledge and serves as a key driver 
for implementing KM (Rumizen 2002) (Liebowitz 2002) (Chih-Ping Wei et al 2002) 
(Chua 2004) (Mason 2003) (Widmer 2005) 
3.2.1.2 Improved Products and Efficiency 
Effective Use of past experience 
Facilitating the capture, dissemination and re-use of existing knowledge within an 
organisation is widely published as a fundamental characteristic of KM (Sharkie 2003) 
(Armbrecht 2001) (Satyadas 2001) (Scarborough 2005) (Pun 2003) these characteristics 
are widely accepted (if difficult to achieve in practice) as critical factors for future 
success. (Komi-Sirvio et al 2002) (Williams et al 2005). 
In the future the success of organisations may no longer be a measured by their size or 
by the number of their assets, but rather by the amount and quality of their experiences, 
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expertise and intellectual capital and how these can be applied to manage and leveraged 
new solutions (Love et al 2005) (Wiig 1999) (Wilkins 1997). 
Access to other experience (internal and external) 
KM can be used to leverage knowledge from both inside (employees and internal 
customers) and outside (shareholders and customers) of the organisation (Rubenstein- 
Montano 2001). In the current era (moving from information age to knowledge era 
(Liebowitz 2002)) knowledge is being treated as a key asset and thus competitive 
advantage can be achieved by sharing knowledge internally with employees and 
externally with customers and stakeholders (Liebowitz 2002) (Love et al 2005). 
KM can play a key part in innovation, which is fuelled by working beyond existing 
norms, social groups and experiences, new ideas can be generated by having access to 
different experiences and knowledge (Scarborough 2005) (Satyadas 2001). 
Organisations aim to acquire knowledge from valued individuals and to analyse 
business activities to learn from both successes and failures, KM can then provide the 
tools to make these available throughout the organisation in a timely and appropriate 
manner (Preece 2001) (Satyadas 2001). 
Combination of new and existing knowledge to create solutions 
Considerable drivers for KM are evident when considering KM as an element of the 
innovation process for facilitating and catalysing knowledge sharing, leverage of 
communal knowledge (Armbrecht 2001) (Love et al 2005) and for making the 
connection between existing knowledge and the requirements for creation of new 
knowledge (Scarborough 2005) (Fischer 2001) (Sharkie 2003) especially when 
considering that ultimately innovative knowledge developed today will become the core 
knowledge of tomorrow (Zack 1999). 
3.2.1.3 External Factors 
Distributed workforce and Global companies 
Globalisation has placed businesses everywhere in new and different competitive 
situations where knowledgeable and effective behaviour provides the competitive edge 
(Metaxiotis 2003). A key feature of globalisation and the prevalence of worldwide 
organisations is the distributed nature of the organisation's employees and the 
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increasing complexity of organisations resulting in more complicated and risky decision 
making (Metaxiotis 2003). 
KM (coupled with appropriate technology) provides the capability for organisations to 
work effectively across continents and time zones, with a distributed workforce, using 
appropriate telecommunications (Chua 2004) and virtual teams (Chua 2004) (Satyadas 
2001). In effect, KM can be used to leverage the global capabilities of an organisation 
for the purposes of a single task (Behin 2005) achieving the required solutions by 
getting the right experience to the right person at the right time to help solve business 
problems. 
3.2.2 Organisations reasons for using KM. 
KM has provided valuable solutions to many companies in a range of contexts as can be 
seen by the examples in Table 3.2a of the many accredited references identified in 
current literature. 
Table 3.2a : Organisation's reasons for using Knowledge Management 
M Sveiby (Sveiby 3M is a long term user of KM, with over 60,000 products of their own innovation 
2001) process. 3M has an organisation that balances between creativity and conservatism. 
3M's values encourage learning and risk taking, but managers are required to link 
continuous learning to revenues. 
Airbus (Peltier 2001) Airbus has adopted KM practices and tools in order to effectively respond to questions 
and (Dotter 2002) such as; 
"I need information on topic xz. How do I find somebody who can help me? " 
"I'm retiring soon. Shall all my experience be lost? " 
"I know we have done that before, but when/where/by whom? " 
"I have all the documentation I need, but still I don't find what I'm looking for? l How 
do I structure it? How do I search in it? " 
"I want to have all information for topic xy accessible from a single workspace, now it's 
all spread over network drives, handbooks, my colleague's desk... " 
BAE Systems. BAE systems have implemented KM practices and tools as part of their efforts to create 
(West 2005) a learning capability that drives the organisation forward. 
Belron (RatioOne Belron (Belron technical - R&D subsidiary of Belron the world's largest vehicle glass 
2004) repair and replacement company) adopted KM practices after identifying a need to find 
an efficient way of sharing knowledge stored across global sites. Knowledge within the 
company was stored at a local level, but was difficult to collate or share effectively 
across the enterprise. There were elements of best practice in each branch - from 
knowing the best windscreen cutting equipment to applying glass adhesive. They used 
a knowledge management system to solve this problem. 
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BT (Malhotra 2004) While 26 per cent of knowledge in the average organisation is stored on paper and 20 
per cent digitally, an astonishing 42 per cent is stored in employees' heads, this is a 
significant incentive to implement KM, (Steve Lakin, manager of intellectual capital 
with BT. ) 
BP(Rumizen 2002) BP introduced KM practices to get effective and efficient results from business 
(Parcell 2001) objectives, they identified that the company needed to "learn before, during, and after" 
everything that was done - as an integral part of the way work is done. This included 
stopping before you do something to ask if others - either inside or outside the company 
have done this before. If the answer is yes then you need to learn from them. 
Chevron (Rumizen After implementing KM practices, focused around connecting people distributed around 
2002) the organisation, Chevron achieved a 15% annual growth target in stockholder return 
through better utilising its knowledge base, a core element to their approach was best 
practice sharing. 
Coopers and Ellen Knapp former vice Chairman of Coopers & Lybrand, commented "All our assets 
Lybrand(Foley 1996) are knowledge assets". 
Ely Lily (Schafer-Jugel Ely Lily recognise that it is natural to share knowledge in a research community such as 
2005) theirs and adopted KM practices to foster and enhance this sharing. 
Ericsson Global Ericsson Global Services simply stated that they must Manage Knowledge for better 
Services, (Anna performance, 
Guldstrand 2005) 
Ernst & Young As a consultancy Ernst & Youngs intellectual (knowledge) assets are of paramount 
(Lindvall et al 2001) importance to the business, however the geographically distributed workers use of 
multiple, poorly integrated information management technologies and tools meant that 
often consultants were performing similar assignments without re-use of material and 
knowledge. Through the implementation of KM practice E&Y realised the importance 
of identifying sources of knowledge, capturing and organising knowledge, and for 
document management and technology integration, such that access to knowledge 
would become easy regardless of time or place of access. 
Frito-Lay (Lindvall et al Frito-Lay adopted KM practices after identifying that support staff were performing the 
2001) same task over and over again, there was not routine knowledge capture or 
documentation procedure and that the majority of company knowledge resided within 
its sales personnel. Even if information was filed then it was likely to be scattered 
around the company, with no way for the geographically dispersed sales force to access 
it. There was no mechanism to disseminate key findings or information. 
Fulcrum Pharma Fulcrum introduced formalised KM practices for a number of key reasons; 
developments Different divisions within Fulcrum are different companies so there are no informal 
(Walters 2005) chats. 
The key to the Pharmaceutical product is the creation and communication of 
knowledge. 
Development knowledge is created by multidisciplinary teams and influenced by 
external audiences. It is contained in people and in documents, but needs to be 
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leveraged with external audiences (e. g. regulatory authorities, customers) and also needs 
to incorporate an understanding of risk management. 
Hewlett Packard HP is known for its decentralised organisational structure and mode of operation. This 
(Sveiby 2001) (Lindvall structure brings strong business specific focus (via decentralisation) but there was little 
et al 2001) organised sharing of information, resources, or employees across units. People often 
moved between business units resulting in some informal knowledge transfer, this was 
considered insufficient and the need for some organised form of knowledge 
management was acknowledged. 
Results/objectives: Informal networking, establishment of common language and 
management framework for KM. 
Intel(Intel 2002) An example of a specific KM implementation and bespoke development at Intel was 
based around Intel's realisations that considerable business value is lost when they 
relied exclusively on presentation software to record business decisions and strategies. 
The problems discovered by Intel were based around the fact that once the presenter has 
left the room a substantial amount of the presentation is lost, the context and detail 
provided by the presenter does not travel forward with the presentation materials in, for 
example emails. Intel adopted and developed a dedicated KM process to deal with this 
by creating presentations that were independent of the presenter enabling preservation 
of context of presentations. 
KPMG (Foley 1996) Allen Frank former chief technology officer at KPMG noted " We're basically a giant 
brain. For us the knowledge management system is the core system to achieve 
competitive advantage" 
McKinsey(Behin 2005) The management of know-how and past experiences is fundamental to a consulting 
firms success, (80% of McKinsey's knowledge is Tacit (Daniel Behin 2005)) McKinsey 
recognised this as the core of their business and made it each of their professional's 
responsibility to share expertise wherever possible. 
Microsoft (Abecker Microsoft recognise that due to the fast changing nature of software and related 
2000) technologies one of the requirements (and one of the competitive advantages) in this 
industry is that personnel continuously acquire new skills, both technical and business - 
related. Microsoft implemented KM practices as a key element to keeping track of its 
employees capabilities. Microsoft does not tolerate legacy people - i. e. people whose 
skills have become obsolete. An organisation must keep track of what its employees 
skills and expertise are for staffing projects and identifying training needs. 
Pratt and Whitney The driver for KM at Rocketdyne is the reduction of Risk (£ & $) by using more mature 
Rocketdyne (Sohn solutions, re-use or scale of a proven solution is considered less risky and hence more 
2005) favourable than the creation of a new solution. Rocketdyne have decided that the 
creation of Knowledge assets, people, media based and process is key to this process. 
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I Research community This community could be described as the most knowledge rich community, it has 
developed KM techniques and runs KM like forums, examples, databases, email TOCS 
symposia, conferences etc. 
Rolls Royce (Cadas Drivers for KM at Rolls Royce 
2005) 1 25% of engineer's time is spent looking for information 
2 50% of info is exchanged via direct interaction 
3 25% of searches are unsuccessful, people have to know they exist to search 
for them. Information is also often recreated because people cannot find it. 
4 80% of warranty work finds missing critical knowledge components. (Cadas 
2005) 
5 Critical things are to save time, improve product and reduce quality concerns. 
Siemens Medical Siemens medical consider "A knowledge driven corporate culture is one of the main 
(Winkler 2005) success factors in global competition". At Siemens Medical in general, Knowledge 
Management means a two-dimensional approach: Foremost, the creation, distribution & 
discussion of new and innovative ideas through global collaboration. Secondly, the 
enhancement of quality & productivity within a company's core processes. 
Medical knowledge is growing dramatically; the need to manage and access this 
knowledge is mandatory for any efficiency improvement in health care. The 
infrastructural improvements achieved by applying Knowledge Management internally 
thus create a new business opportunity for Siemens Medical Solutions". 
Software Dingsoyr reports on KM developments in the software development industry, this by its 
industry(Dingsoyr nature, is a very knowledge intensive industry. Knowledge changes rapidly in software 
2002) engineering because of technological and market changes and the management of this 
knowledge is considered of critical importance to product success. Successful KM 
implementations in software companies have delivered improved software quality, 
reduced development costs and shown evidence of better working environments. 
Texas Texas instruments made the strategic focus of KM increasing revenues through 
instruments(Davenport licensing of patents and intellectual property. 
1998) 
The World Bank The World Bank's decision to embrace knowledge management in the mid 1990s was 
(APQC 2003) rooted in turning internal knowledge into commercial success, achieving operational 
excellence, and forming more intimate ties with external customers. 
"Clients are coming to expect from global organisation, not merely the know-how of the 
particular team that has been assigned to the task but the very best that the organisation 
as a whole has to offer. " 
Tennessee Valley Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is the world's largest supplier of electric power and 
Authority (TVA) typical of many engineering oriented organisations, TVA have already produced 
(Rumizen 2002) procedures, field manuals and reports - they introduced KM practices when they 
realised they were missing the ability to control and realise the tacit knowledge 
embedded in their people, TVA assessed what knowledge was being lost by asking 
employees directly and identified the greatest risk of knowledge loss. 
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United States United States Government agencies are turning to KM as they face down sizing and the 
Govemment(Liebowitz retirement of half their workforce. 
2002) 
United Technologies At United Technologies KM was considered one way of increasing business value 
(Lindvall et al 2001) through information sharing and brainstorming. The company is comprised of many 
companies with very diversified application domains, they still believe that sharing 
knowledge between engineers across the organisation could be very beneficial. But the 
organisation is very large and decentralised with 142,000 employees and 5 major 
divisions. The company realised the need for structuring and organising knowledge and 
knowledge sources and providing the right infrastructure for people to share. 
3.2.3 Summary of section 
The overviews in (3.2.1 and 3.2.2) indicate that there is significant evidence of a broad 
range of drivers for implementing KM within an organisation. There also appears to be 
a set of core driver elements that are frequently cited across publications and 
organisations. These core elements are presented in the summarised below (Table 3.2b) 
and presented in the Balanced Scorecard diagram (Figure 3.2b). 
Table 3.2b : Summary of benefits and drivers identified in Fart Three. 
" Share, transfer and capture knowledge, findings and experience from across entire 
organisations to ease and facilitate future use and to concurrently reduce the 
opportunity for unnecessary repetition of tasks. 
" Provide a mechanism to access different pools of knowledge internally and 
externally and to provide appropriate tools to leverage these. 
" Increase employee effectiveness, and manage and track employee competencies 
within a distributed more fluid and ageing workforce. 
" Reduce time-to-market and improve reaction to market changes, reduce risk by 
using more mature solutions. 
" Provide a driver for the innovation process by creation, distribution and discussion 
of new ideas. 
3.2.4 Representing KM drivers within a business context. 
An existing management model, known as the balanced-scorecard has been chosen to 
represent the drivers for KM. In principle the balanced scorecard model looks at the 
organisation and its strategy from four different perspectives and is intended to give an 
indication of aggregated consequences to the organisation's performance relating to 
measures or features from each of the four perspectives shown in Table 3.2c and Figure 
3.2a. 
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Table 3.2c : Balanced Scorecard four perspectives 
Is the company's choice of strategy, its implementation and its 
Financial Perspective: 
execution contributing to the bottom line'? 
How are efforts regarding service and customer satisfaction 
Customer Perspective: 
affecting our top and bottom line? 
How successful is the company at setting up and managing 
Internal Process Perspective: business processes to meet future customer demands and deliver 
service? 
Is the business successfully managing, developing and retaining 
Learning, Growth perspective: 
human resources, knowledge and systems? 
Figure 3.2a : Balanced scorecard approach - Overview 
Succeed 
racially, horn 
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ear to our 
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appear to our what business 
custor-ners? ° processes must 
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"To achieve our 
vision, how will 
we sustain our 
ability to 
change and 
improve? " 
The KM Balanced Scorecard. 
Figure 3.2b shows a balanced scorecard with the core drivers for KM as identified in the 
literature (Table 3.2a) summarised (Table 3.2h) and related to the appropriate 
perspectives on the balanced scorecard (Table 3.2c) 
By presenting the KM drivers via a balanced scorecard in Figure 3.2b it becomes very 
apparent that KM has the ability to impact all elements of a business and its processes, 
KM implementations have the capacity to have wide reaching effect on the 
organisations mission, strategy and goals via each of the tour perspectives. The 
scorecard will also be familiar to organisations when comparing KM implementations 
to other change or transformation processes. 
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Figure 3.2b : Representing KM on a Balanced Scorecard 
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ise employee effectiveness. 
By presenting the KM drivers via a balanced scorecard in Figure 3.2b it becomes very 
apparent that KM has the ability to impact all elements of a business and its processes, 
KM implementations have the capacity to have wide reaching effect on the 
organisations mission, strategy and goals via each of the tour perspectives. The 
scorecard will also be familiar to organisations when comparing KM implementations 
to other change or transformation processes. 
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3.3 KM Requirements, Success factors, problems and issues 
A wide-ranging review of the literature was conducted with the intention of identifying 
the Requirements, Success factors, Problems and Issues relating to the implementation 
of KM within an organisation. 
Via extensive review of 116 references to KM implementations across 16 industry 
sectors to identify commonalities and differences 7 key headings were derived showing 
that there were certain common elements relating to the requirements success factors, 
problems and issues of KM tool implementations. 
The organisation's approach to KM: 
Relating the KM implementation to the organisation's goals and strategy. 
Understanding the organisation: 
Considering the culture of the company, prior KM implementations, change management, 
integration of KM systems, the company's reward and motivation structures and the human 
elements of KM implementations. 
IT and technology: 
Considering the IT and technology requirements and problems for KM implementations. 
Method of implementation: 
Considering the appropriate implementation methods and approaches. 
Company buy-in and support: 
The needs and requirements in terms of company support particularly from senior management. 
Location and integration of the KM initiative: 
Considering the influence that the location and integration of the KM initiative has on the 
results. 
Type of KM solution: 
Understanding the need for an appropriate solution and considerations when selecting the KM 
solution 
The literature is now summarised accordingly. 
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3.3.1 The organisations approach to KM. 
Lack of strategy (Satyadas 2001), poorly defined project objectives (Hameri 2003) and 
requirements (Chih-Ping Wei 2002), and a failure to connect with real business issues 
were cited as key problems with failed KM implementations. To mitigate against such 
failures the following approaches are recommended by the literature; 
" Ensure that the KM initiative is clearly and visibly aligned to business goals 
(Davenport 1998) (Dingsoyr 2002) (Rumizen 2002). 
" Ensure the communication of the KM purpose and language are clear 
(Armbrecht 2001) (Davenport 1998) (Mason 2003). 
" Introduce KM principles as early on in the development of a company or 
implementation of a project (Malhotra 2004), as possible. 
9 Ensure lines of communication are clearly defined and maintained to 
disseminate plans and evaluate results effectively (West 2005). 
" Ensure that measurable objectives for KM are in place where possible and 
appropriate. 
3.3.2 Understanding the organisation. 
How does knowledge fit into the current culture? 
People should not be inhibited in sharing their knowledge, they should not be alienated 
or resentful of the company and fear that sharing knowledge will cost them their jobs, a 
key principle is the organisation's perspective on people who collaborate - are they 
heroes or `lone practitioners? " (Davenport 1998) (Armbrecht 2001). 
If present, the "knowledge is power" and the concept of "need to know" cultures will 
inhibit the sharing of knowledge within the organisation, these will need to be 
overcome, this will require an understanding of the current culture and strong change 
leadership (Armbrecht 2001). It can often be the case that the justification for protecting 
proprietary knowledge can be outweighed by the value created through sharing. 
Many authors have found that the organisational culture must value knowledge creation 
and knowledge sharing (a knowledge friendly culture) for successful KM 
implementations (Chih-Ping Wei 2002) (Dingsoyr 2002) (Kim 2003) (Davenport 1998) 
(Armbrecht) (Barnard 2005). If this is not the case then for a successful implementation 
gradual changes must be implemented to promote knowledge seeking and sharing. 
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(Armbrecht 2001). A force field analysis can identify what helps and what hinders 
within a specific organisation. 
Consider how finances and time management will perceive knowledge sharing and 
discussion of `other peoples' project's, typically finances may tightly control project 
direction and resources and managers may question how to record or account for the 
time used in discussing other peoples projects (Love 2005). 
"Culture will defeat strategy every time " Carl-Henric Svanberg. 
How is knowledge currently transferred in the company?: 
An analysis of the organisation's lines of communication can identify how knowledge is 
or can be transferred (Shapiro 1999). For example, a typical engine project at Rolls 
Royce will create 40,000 documents - after the project is closed the documents are 
accessed on average once a year, this is because people prefer to pick up the phone and 
speak to the individuals responsible (Cadas 2005). However the inefficiencies of 
transferring knowledge by phone has also been reported since on average (Sohn 2005) it 
takes 10 phone calls to get the answer to a question, Rocket Scientists do not like asking 
questions - they are often too proud to ask and instead they end up reinventing the 
wheel. 
Cultural history of KM within the organisation: 
It is important that the company's history relating to KM is investigated and understood 
to avoid any cultural pitfalls based on previous attempts, KM World Bank (APQC 
2003). If there are unresolved cultural issues or past bad KM experiences then no 
amount of technology, knowledge content or good project management practices are 
likely to make the KM Implementation successful" Davenport (Davenport 1998). 
Cultural history of change within the organisation: 
The implementation of KM will represent change for all organisations in one way or 
another (Armbrecht 2001). Changes in organisational culture and how these occur are 
critical to the successful KM implementation and can significantly influence the success 
or failure of the project. (Guldstrand 2005) (Mason 2003) (Love 2005), the organisation 
needs to develop the capabilities to handle change and learn rapidly, this will be 
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developed by focusing attention on such skills and attitudes as agility, flexibility and 
speed (Sharkie 2003). 
Integrating the KM system: 
The goals and strategies of the organisation need to be integrated into the KM system, 
ideally the KM system can be developed such that a normally explicit message can be 
converted, developed to the extent that the entire organisation can internalise it or made 
tacit, to ensure that each individual uses this knowledge to focus and prioritise all 
activities (Armbrecht 2001). 
Motivations and rewards: 
Davenport et al note that knowledge does not emerge or flow easily across role or 
functional boundaries. Therefore, motivating organisational members to create, share 
and use knowledge is a critical success factor. There is no simple answer to this 
challenge but motivational approaches should be long term and tie in with the general 
evaluation and compensation structure of the firm. Short term incentives should be 
highly visible (Davenport 1998). 
(Love 2005) argues that the tendency to share or hoard knowledge depends on 
organisation incentives and motivations. Characteristics are shaped by industrial and 
organisational circumstances and understanding these underlying characteristics and 
circumstances will facilitate better utilisation of explicit knowledge in KM. 
Efficient knowledge creation, sharing and leverage require an organisation climate and 
reward system that values and encourages cooperation, trust, learning, and innovation 
and provides incentives for engaging in those knowledge-based roles activities and 
processes. 
Competition can be prohibitive to knowledge sharing as it needs trust and a social 
network (Scarborough 2005). A sound KM policy lets you recognise and reward 
employees' accomplishments and, crucially, can help to retain good people (Malhotra 
2004). Reward, recognition and incentives are listed by numerous authors as key 
success factors in KM implementation particularly when considering how to encourage 
knowledge sharing and knowledge re-use (West 2005) (Guldstrand 2005) (Love 2005) 
(Kim 2003). 
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Typical reward and appraisal schemes are aligned with specific improvements and 
individuals abilities to meet specific objectives, these have little consideration for 
knowledge capture or transfer activities beyond financial accountability (Love 2005). 
(Armbrecht 2001) reports from his literature review that KM implementations are 
enhanced by a move away from individual rewards to more group based rewards, these 
appear more effective at encouraging sharing and cooperation. 
Figure 3.3a below depicts the relationship between the type of organisation (closed or 
open) the level of trust inherent in the organisation (low or high) and the amount of 
knowledge sharing typical of each combination. Figure 3.3a makes it clear that the 
existing knowledge sharing/hoarding culture is; (i) very dependent upon the type of 
organisation (open/closed, high/low trust) and (ii) should be considered when 
considering implementing a KM solution. 
Figure 3.3a : Organisation type vs. Level of trust related to impact on knowledge 
sharing. 
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Relationships and people: 
Knowledge Management is not simply a matter of managing information, it must take 
into account human and social facets (Clarke 2001) (Thomas 2001), consider elements 
such as seeking consent before utilising someone's tacit knowledge (FSA 2005). 
KM initiatives require the development and nurturing of relationships, awareness and in 
general, a common ground amongst organisational members. This will often require a 
significant change in organisational culture from one that values explicit and codifiable 
information to one that values the knowledge held only in their employee's heads and 
give those employees reasons to share their knowledge as part of their job (Mason 2003) 
(Armbrecht 2001) (Fischer 2001). A study in New Zealand (Mason 2003) suggested 
taking staff attitude studies prior to embarking on Knowledge Management solutions to 
determine people's expectations and concerns. 
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3.3.3 IT and technology. 
A successful knowledge management strategy combines the power of IT with the 
creative and innovative capacity of your own people, it is about creating a culture in 
which the idea of becoming more productive by the exchange of information is accepted 
by everyone (Malhotra 2004). 
For a long time most organisations have perceived technology to be the solution to all 
KM issues and are often tempted to turn to technology as the quick solution since 
implementing knowledge management technology has offered highly visible and 
tangible solutions (Chua 2004). Technology applications do not, in themselves, create a 
need or demand to change behaviour or share knowledge but appropriate technology 
can be a key enabler and critical success factor (West 2005) (O'Leary 2001) (Armbrecht 
2001) (Chua 2004). It is important to select and implement technology as part of a 
larger, systematic knowledge management change initiative, KM World Bank (APQC 
2003). 
The use and benefit of technology is dependent upon the type of KM tool or system 
being implemented, under certain circumstances the role of technology can be 
unnecessary or even potentially harmful, (Mason 2003), particularly if undue focus is 
given to developing the IT system without adequate consideration of other areas 
(Armbrecht 2001). Technology can also not replace social interaction in affording rich 
interactions among individuals which is necessary for knowledge creation (Chua 2004). 
When the use of technology is appropriate it is beneficial to integrate this with existing 
technology within the organisation to reduce learning time and foster system acceptance 
and use (Chih-Ping Wei 2002) (Satyadas 2001). 
It is important to ensure that IT tools are well distributed throughout the company, open 
to all, current, easily searched, sustainable and secure (Armbrecht 2001) there are 
several examples of KM projects failing due to unforeseen technological problems 
(Satyadas 2001) (Chih-Ping Wei 2002) (Hameri 2003). If users can not modify a system 
at use time to support new practices and new emerging information then they will 
become locked into old patterns of use or they will abandon the system for one that 
better supports how they want to work (Fischer 2001). 
The benefits from the implementation of IT with KM include communication, storage, 
retrieval, automation, security, flexibility and back-up (Armbrecht 2001) (Liao 2003) 
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however the culture of knowledge sharing benefits greatly from face to face contact - 
this is crucial and rarely provided perfectly by technology (Chua 2004). 
3.3.4 Method of implementation 
It is necessary to integrate and embed the KM function into existing business process 
(Guldstrand 2005) (O'Leary 2001), the processes or KM tool may need re-engineering 
but this ensures alignment, fit and relevance to the organisation (Barnard 2004). Initial 
KM implementations could be implemented via small case studies or pilot 
schemes(West 2005) (Rumizen 2002), good examples and success will promote 
adoption in the wider arena, provide example incremental developments and 
improvements. (Dingsoyr 2002), the speed of implementation and transparency of 
process and results are key to achieving buy-in (Schafer-Jugel 2005). 
KM could be implemented via closely coupling the KM initiative with some other 
current business activity - for example making the case that KM is critical to the 
company's current roll-out of Six-Sigma, by creating a `void' for KM to fill the need 
and benefits can be made very visible. Although not ideal, actions such as this may be 
necessary to facilitate initial KM uptake as it is hard to quantify the benefits of KM 
without a proven case study (Armbrecht 2001). 
3.3.5 Company buy-in and support 
For a successful KM implementation it is important to get CEO or equivalent level of 
management to buy into and commit (Guldstrand 2005) to explicit support of the 
process, to the fact that knowledge and experience is very important and to the fact that 
KM needs perseverance and use (West 2005) (APQC 2003) (Kim 2003) (Davenport 
1998) (O'Leary 2001) (Rumizen 2002). Support of senior executives can encourage 
others to approach KM with a more open mind (Satyadas 2001) (Mason 2003) and the 
use of a well selected executive steering committee can also have a strong positive 
influence (Rumizen 2002). There is strong evidence (West 2005) (Armbrecht 2001) 
(O'Leary 2001) (Satyadas 2001) that support and involvement from specific key 
personnel at each level within the organisation is necessary for optimum KM 
implementation, this can often take the form of informal "champions" throughout the 
organisation. However, contrary to the above views several authors (APQC 2003) and 
(Ellis 2005) report that KM initiatives stand most chance of success when conducted 
`under the radar' of the organisation becoming visible only when established and 
successful. 
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3.3.6 Location and integration of the KM initiative 
HSBC (Ellis 2005) located an early KM initiative within human resources, this was 
unsuccessful as it was deemed too far away from the business front end, the KM 
solution should be located very close to the target business or operation with the aim of 
becoming fully integrated over the long term (Ellis 2005) (APQC 2003). 
The KM solution and hence use of knowledge must be embedded into the employees 
workflow so that knowledge can be captured, shared, and reused during daily 
responsibilities rather then being seen as ancillary to the employee's core tasks and role 
(Satyadas 2001). Consideration must be given to the business model and structure, 
Hewlett-Packard encountered significant issues when trying to implement a centralised 
KM initiative within a very decentralised organisation (Lindvall 2001). 
3.3.7 Type of KM solution. 
Techniques for selecting the most appropriate KM tool must be based on a thorough 
knowledge of what is needed and what has been done before (Komi-Sirvio 2002). By 
selecting the appropriate combination of tools the organisation can be significantly 
enhanced by helping to "know what they know" and "use what they know" (Armbrecht 
2001). It is very unlikely that within any KM implementation a single solution can 
provide adequate solution and improvements to all identified needs and problems, many 
researchers find that a range of appropriate tools are necessary to satisfy different 
situations and contexts, consider the needs of the individual recipient or user (i. e. 
detailed or abstracted knowledge) (Armbrecht 2001) (Cadas 2005) (Dingsoyr 2002) 
(West 2005) (Davenport 1998) (Satyadas 2001). 
It is frequently reported that it is beneficial to have multiple solutions for solving even 
single issues e. g. knowledge transfer: successful KM implementations have shown that 
knowledge is transferred through a multiplicity of channels - not only via technology, 
but importantly also through face to face interaction (Davenport 1998). 
Wherever possible consider the use of existing business systems and processes to house 
the KM implementation, as this will aid adoption of the solution as users will already be 
familiar with the interface and procedures, (FSA 2005) (Rumizen 2002) and may 
prevent duplication of problem solving and process improvements (Sohn 2005). 
Selected tools should be easy to use to facilitate quick and easy addition of new 
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knowledge and provision of answers via identification of experts and key knowledge etc 
(FSA 2005) (Armbrecht 2001). The easier the system is to use the more likely it is that 
someone will find the critical knowledge or result they need. 
Language differences can be a huge barrier in multinational companies so it is 
beneficial to consider the use of a multilingual search engine, with results combining 
summarised abstracting and where appropriate the use of video and voice (FSA 2005). 
KM can produce a negative impression due to the cost of installing KM tools and it is 
therefore important to consider how the return on investment of KM tools and 
implementations can be demonstrated (West 2005). 
3.3.8 Summarising the findings and presenting against core elements of 
an organisation. 
Table 3.3a presents a summary of the identified KM requirements, success factors, 
problems and issues as identified in section 3.3. The summary was developed by the 
systematic identification and comparison of the requirements for successful KM 
implementations cited across 116 academic publications and 16 industry sectors. 
In order to present and summarise the above findings in a more business like manner a 
suitable (existing and well used) framework developed by McKinsey has been selected 
(McKinsey's 7-S Framework). The model was originally developed to present and 
support thinking about `organising an organisation' and the impact that change has on 
different elements of an organisation. 
The McKinsey framework is now used extensively to comprehensively review a 
strategy and consider how it works with relation to the (7) core elements of an 
organisation. By presenting the findings in this manner it becomes very apparent that 
KM has far reaching and deep implications across an organisation and each of these key 
areas and factors should be considered prior to and during an implementation. 
The findings of the literature review specifically related to KM implementation 
considerations are shown in Figure 3.3b. 
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Table 3.3a : Summary of KM Requirements, success factors, problems and issues from section 3.3 
Goals and Objectives: 
" Clearly align the KM initiative to the business goals. 
" Involve personnel and ensure the plan and strategy are clearly communicated. 
" Define measurable objectives for implementations. 
Culture: 
" Understand how knowledge fits into the current culture, particularly the organisation option 
on sharing knowledge and collaboration internally and externally. The culture should value 
knowledge creation and knowledge sharing. 
" Understand how knowledge is currently transferred within the organisation and how it could 
be i. e. analyse the lines of communication. 
" Understand any history relating to change or previous KM implementations within the 
company - these can have serious effects on future implementations. 
" Understand and if necessary implement reward and recognition systems and schemes that 
reward sharing of knowledge and collaborative working, individual based rewards can 
hinder knowledge sharing and ultimately prevent KM initiatives. 
" KM requires a common ground amongst people, the organisation culture should value the 
knowledge held in their employees heads and give them reasons to share the knowledge. 
Technology: 
" IT can complement and facilitate the implementation but is rarely the key or sole solution to 
KM problems. 
" IT KM solutions must complement and fit in or ideally utilise existing IT and technology 
systems wherever possible. 
" Benefits of face to face contact are rarely provided by technology and should not be 
forgotten. 
Integration: 
" Integrate and embed the KM tools into existing business functions. 
" Couple the KM implementations with another business activity. 
Implementation: 
" Top level commitment for the KM project is important and a well selected and influential 
steering committee is needed. 
" Support should be from all levels of the organisation, ideally via informal champions at each 
level of the organisation. 
" Dependent upon organisation type it may be most appropriate to implement early KM 
initiatives "under the radar" becoming visible when established and proven successful. 
Location and structure: 
" Locate the KM initiative close to the business front end where the effect can be seen. 
" The KM initiative should have the aim of becoming fully integrated into the business 
processes over the long term with the KM solution embedded into the work flow so that 
knowledge can be captured, shared and re-used as part of day-to-day work. 
" Consider the physical business structure and how this will influence the KM initiative. 
Organisation: 
" Chosen KM solutions must be matched t 
considering what has been done before 
employees. It is essential that the chosen 
solved and the organisation. 
o what is needed within the organisation whilst 
and the capabilities of the organisation and its 
solutions are appropriate to the problem being 
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Figure 3.3b : McKinsey's Seven S's related to KM Implementation considerations. 
Description KM Considerations. 
The organisation's aims and strategy should he 
"The manner in which the organisation derives, clearly understood and the KM initiative should 
Strategy " articulates, communicates and implements the vision be aligned to them with the intention of 
integrating with them. 
Consider how the organisation's structure will 
"Organisation's structure, hierarchy and coordination, influence the choice of KM initiative, a 
Structure " including division and integration oJtasks and activities centralised KM initiative is unlikely to succeed in 
a decentralised organisation. 
Understand current and potential flows of 
"Primarv and secondary processes the organisation knowledge within the organisation. Any KM 
Systems employs to get things done support the strategy and implementation should ideally complement and 
cow hir e ofthe organisation 
utilise existing systems wherever possible. 
Top level commitment and buy in to the KM 
Shared 
"Values underlying the very reasonJor the company's implementation is essential as this ensures 
existence. including the core beliefs and expectations that 
Values 
individuals have of their company " 
appropriateness of the solution and supports 
acceptance by the rest ofthe organisation. 
''Organisational culture: dominant values and beliefs and 
Understand flow knowledge tits into the current 
norms which develop over time and become relatively culture, particularly the organisation option on 
Style enduring features of organisational life. Indicators include sharing knowledge and collaboration internally 
symbolic hehariour und the way bosses relate to their and externally. The culture should value 
rrorkc'rs'' knowledge creation and knowledge sharing. 
KM initiative should aim to become embedded in 
the workflow of employees with capture, re-use 
"Comprised of the people in an organisation and in and creation of knowledge considered a day to 
Skills " pm-ticulm- rheircollectneprescnce Clay task. KM will value the knowledge stored in 
peoples heads and give them reasons and 
mechanisms to share. 
-7h' people; lu man resource management process n. u i to 
develop managers. socialisation process, ways ofshaping Understand how people's skills and competencies 
Staff basic values of management cadre, ways of introducing are presently valued and managed, and how KM 
young recruits to the company. ways of helping mane initiative will lit in with this. 
careers of employees 
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Chapter Four: KM Processes & Models, Classifications & Categories - 
Review of the Literature Part B 
4.1 Overview of Chapter 
This chapter provides a review of published knowledge management practices and 
processes. The literature presented here aims to satisfy the following objectives: 
Objective One: Identify, review, compare and summarise the different KM 
processes, models and methodologies presented in the literature (see section 4.2). 
Objective Two: Identify, review, compare and summarise the different 
classifications and categories for KM solutions/tools as presented in the literature 
(see section 4.3). 
This chapter has therefore been structured into two main sections, literature from 
section 4.3 will be considered when collating details of the KM solutions and tools for 
chapter five and literature from section 4.2 and 4.3 will be considered when developing 
the solution space and the associated categories in chapter six. 
4.2 KM Process, Models and Methodologies 
Considering objective one above 186 papers and referenced articles, conferences and 
publications were reviewed with the intention of identifying key KM models. 
The models were chosen based on the fulfilment of number of requirements to satisfy 
the objective including the extent to which the models were referenced and refereed to 
in the literature (to ensure sufficient credibility and reliability) and the breadth of the 
model (based on the earlier findings that KM covers a plethora of tasks from knowledge 
capture and storage though to dissemination and his should be reflected in the models). 
Kakabadse (Kakabadse 2003) found that a review of the literature revealed as many KM 
models as there are papers, in this thesis a cross-section of ten models and frameworks 
has been used in order to present an overview of the differences and commonalities 
found in the literature. The ten models selected were chosen as they cover all the main 
aspects of KM models and frameworks as reported in the literature. 
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4.2.1 Overview of selected models and frameworks; 
(1) Preece (Preece 2001) identifies three key facets to KM; Knowledge Capture, 
Knowledge Storage and Knowledge Deployment. 
(2) Behin (Behin 2005) developed the Knowledge Virtuous Circle, comprising six 
KM functions; Acquiring Skills, Developing Skills, Building Knowledge, 
Applying Knowledge, Codifying Knowledge and Dissemination of Knowledge. 
(3) Liebowitz (Liebowitz 1997) formulates a nine-step KM approach from a process 
perspective; transform information into knowledge, identify and verify, capture 
and security, organisation, retrieval and application, combinations, creation, 
learning, selling/distributing. 
(4) The CORMA (Wunram 1999) methodology consists of seven elements; 
Identification, Acquisition, Generation, Structuring, Storing, Distribution, and 
Assessment/evaluation. 
(5) Shapiro (Shapiro 1999) identifies four steps in inter project learning from a KM 
perspective; abstractions and generalisations, embodiment of learning, 
dissemination of learning and application of learning. 
(6) Nonaka (Rumizen 2002) proposed a well referenced model known as the 
knowledge spiral, the model represents how tacit and explicit knowledge interact 
to create knowledge within an organisation via four conversion processes; 
Socialisation (Tacit to Tacit), Externalisation (Tacit to Explicit), Internalisation 
(Explicit to Tacit) and Combination (Explicit to Explicit). 
Figure 4.2a : Nonaka's Knowledge Spiral 
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Adapted from The Complete Idiots Guide to Knowledge Management, Melissie Clemmons Rumiscn. 
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(7) Ten Have and Shapiro (Ten Have et al 2003 & Shapiro 1999) characterise KM 
processes in terms of the `Learning organisation', this consists of four sub- 
process; Absorption, Diffusion, Generation and Exploitation of knowledge. 
Figure 4.2b : The Learning Organisation characterisation of KM Processes 
Competencies 
Absorption Diffusion Generation Exploitation 
Instruments for External professional Assembly and use of Programme and Cross disciplinary 
growing networks manuals project management probed learns 
competenctL Education Regulations and Concepts of final Using existing know, 
Conferences procedures reports and products how's or new 
Having evaluated Customer contacts Knowledge Simulation of markets products 
the companies Competitive analysis information systems and processes Market research 
existing Supplier co-operation Best practice study Quality reviews Promoting knowledge 
competencies Acquisition Internal knowledge Action learning (internally and 
weaknesses can Patents and licenses exchange Dialogue externally 
be Improved on Research Coaching and Self Assessment Improving products 
by developing Knowledge mentoring Performance based on customer 
these features. management Peer assessment measurement and reviews. 
Creative scenarios Informal networks records. Prototyping 
Job rotation Business process Delivery 
reengineenng Breaking through 
Professional learning barriers. 
feedback 
(8) The process proposed by Studer in On-to-Knowledge (Studer et al 2000) focuses 
on acquiring, maintaining and accessing weakly structured information sources 
via three processes; Acquiring, Maintaining and Accessing knowledge. 
(9) Coombs (Coombs 1997) summarises an early review of common dimensions 
with KM processes and identifies four common processes; capture or retrieval of 
knowledge, modifying knowledge format, validation of knowledge and making 
the knowledge of the appropriate context. 
(10) Armbrecht (Armbrecht 2001) presents a `Simplified Linear KM Model' 
knowledge is taken from tacit (in expert's heads) to explicit (databases and 
archives) through four stages; filtering and focusing, review of useful 
information, creation of new knowledge and re-use of existing knowledge. New 
knowledge is created at each stage in the model and there is continual 
interchange of knowledge with the knowledge base. 
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Figure 4.2c: Simplified Linear KM Model 
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Summary Table 4.2a 
Table 4.2a over page presents the 10 models next to each other, each of the KM 
processes and models identified is presented with its core elements detailed as discussed 
and presented in the literature. Models vary from having only 3 core elements (Model 8: 
Acquisitions, Maintenance and Accessing of knowledge) to 9 core elements (Model 3: 
Transformation, Identification, Capture, Organisation, Retrieval, Combination, 
Creation, Learning and Distribution). 
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Chaptcr Four. KM Proccss & Modcls, Classifications & Categories 
4.2.2 Frameworks and Models Summary 
Many different commonalities and differences can be identified within KM processes. 
This is partly because authors use varying terminology and processes have often been 
developed within organisations for specific contexts. However from the ten processes 
identified it is clear that the functions and sub processes identified can be divided into 
four appropriate `top-level' categories relating to the need for processes to; Capture, 
Transfer, Create, and Locate knowledge,. 
Table 4.2b illustrates that all ten of the processes identified exhibit at least three of these 
four coninion processes identified. 
Table 4.2b : Summarv of models vs. processes (Canture. Transfer. Create and Locatel 
Model TKM Process Systems REF capture Transfer CreN" Local* 
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Some models (5) arc predominantly focused on the human elements of managing 
knowledge with the functions and sub processes relating to actions performed by people. 
Other models focus on the IT based KM functions (9,8,1) whereby people may provide 
an initial input to the system but the KM work and function is fulfilled via software and 
hardware, finally other, perhaps more realistic models (10,6,5,4,3,2) present a mix of 
appropriate IT supporting appropriate human based functions and vice-versa. 
The processes and functions identified will be considered and utilised in chapters five and 
six when compiling and charactcrising the KM solution space. 
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4.3 KM Classifications and Categories 
This section reviews literature by a range of authors who have classified different KM 
tools or solutions and techniques according to; 
" The type of problem or issue the tool or solution is used on. 
9 The generic types of KM tools. 
4.3.1 KM system approaches 
Different approaches to KM systems have been documented in the literature and the 
alternatives are generally divided into people based or technology bases approaches for 
example (Sveiby 2001) considers two broad elements to KM, which are classified as 
`Hard' and `Soft' aspects, shown in Figure 4.3a. 
Table 4.3a :I lard vs. Soft approaches to KM systems 
" Hard aspects - relating to the deployment and use of technology 
" Soft aspects - relating to the capture and transformation of knowledge into a corporate asset. 
(including the management of people and processes) 
Peter Love (Love et at 2005) and Dingsoyr (Dingsoyr 2002) present and discuss two 
distinct types of approach to KIM codification and personalisation as shown in Figure 
4.3b. 
Table 4.3b : Codification vs. Personalisation approaches to KM systems 
" Codification - Using people to document approaches (often used by consulting firms that have 
grown from accounting backgrounds) systemise and store information 
" Personalisation - Strategy used by more specialist consultancies with the emphasis on a network 
of people and dialogue between individuals rather than via databases. This approach supports the 
flow of Knowledge within a company by simulating knowledge exchange between people. 
4.3.2 KM system elements 
Precce (Preece 2001) divides KM into two core elements, the Knowledge Acquisition 
process, where the knowledge is captured for subsequent use and the Knowledge 
Representation technology, where the focus is on the technology used to store the 
knowledge and preserve important relationships, shown in Figure 4.3c. 
Table 4.3c : Acquisition process vs. Representation technolo .y 
in KM Systems 
" Knowledge Acquisition process - Process used to capture structured knowledge systematically 
for subsequent use via knowledge representation technology. 
" Knowledge representation technology - The technology used to store the knowledge. Important 
relationships are preserved in a far richer means than a conventional database. 
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(Chua 2004) proposes a three tier KM system, consisting of presentation services, 
knowledge services and infrastructure services, Ilamcri (Ilamcri 2003) discusses a three 
tier KM model in a project environment consisting of a communication layer, a resource 
layer and a process layer, shown in Table 4.3d. 
Table 4.4d : Chau vs. Ilameri's 3 Tier KM Systems 
Chau (Chua 2004) three tier KM system. 
" Presentation service: Responsible for " 
personalisation and visualisation of the 
knowledge. 
" Knowledge services: Responsible for " 
knowledge creation, sharing and re-use. 
" Infrastructure services: Responsible for " 
storage and communication of the knowledge 
to the relevant people and via the most 
appropriate mechanism. 
Ilameri (Ilamerl 2003) three tier model for 
Communication: Critical to the KM 
workspace, fuelling the flow of appropriate 
and timely information between. 
Communication should be integrated as 
closely as possible to the information that it 
discusses to maintain the correct relationship 
and context. 
Resource layer: Resource layer provides 
statistics and reporting tools that provide 
information about the performance of the 
project in comparison to the project 
workspace. All work in the project workspace 
is connected to the tasks, this online 
connection opens up possibilities for online 
reporting, benchmarking and distributed 
project coordination. 
Process layer: Process layer provides tools to 
analyse individual throughput times, attention 
is drawn to project phases that contribute 
most to project delivery. 
KM system functions 
Satyadas (Satyadas 2001) considers there to be nine core aspects and functions to a KM 
system, Content, Portal, Collaboration, Learning, Social capital, Expertise, Business 
intelligence and Business integration, detailed in Table 4.3e. 
Table 4.3c : Satyadas's nine core aspects and functions to KM Systems. 
" Content: create, store, deliver, value, manage, aggregate, filter, taxonomy. 
" Portal: single-sign on, integrated, user interface personalise, pervasive, search navigate, context, 
" Collaboration: synchronous such as instant chat, c-meeting, virtual agent, phone, web, 
asynchronous such as virtual workspace, email. 
" Learning: llT, self paced, instructor lead, learner led, collaborative, face to face. 
" Social capital: Collective value of organisations individuals 
0 Expertise: awareness, affinity, value. 
" Business intelligence: data warehouse, analytics. 
" Business Integration: process, application, integration, and data aggregation. 
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4.3.3 Classification of Specific KM tools 
(Binney 2001) developed the KM spectrum for two reasons, firstly to help individuals 
understand the KM landscape and secondly to plan KM related investment strategies 
based on the framework. Ile found that KM applications tended to be based around 
common ideas or business problems such as; Creation of new knowledge, Process 
consistency or improvement, Understanding patterns in vast amount of data, Tapping 
expertise in organisation and Developing employee capabilities and competencies. 
Considering these common ideas or business problems Binncy identified 6 core 
"elements" that combine to represent the KM Spectrum; Transactional KM, Analytical 
KM, Asset management KM, Process-based KM, Developmental KM and Innovation or 
creation KM, these are detailed in Table 4.3f. 
His intention was that the spectrum could be used as a tool to inventory and position 
current KM related activities in organisations which in turn could be used to assist the 
planning of future KM applications. 
"The KM spectrum has been developed to assist organisations to understand the range of KAI options, 
applications and technologies available to them" 
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4.3.4 Classification of dissemination and transfer processes 
Knowledge transfer is a key factor within KM since captured and organised knowledge 
should be ready for dissemination via the most appropriate means to ensure maximum 
value is leveraged from it. Satyadas (Satyadas 2001) considers two mechanisms for 
dissemination, firstly `pushing' the knowledge to the users and secondly allowing the 
user to `pull' the knowledge they need. Dixon (Dixon 2000) identified five distinct types 
of knowledge transfer (Serial, Near within Team, Near outside of Team, Far, 
Strategic/Expert), shown in Table 4.3g. 
Table 4.3g : Dissemination and transfer processes, Dixon vs. Satyadas 
Dixon (Dixon 2000) identified 5 types of Satyadas (Antony Satyadas 2001) considers 2 
knowledge transfer/dissemination: mechanisms for dissemination: 
" Serial transfer within the same team " Push mechanisms - include, information and 
" Near transfer within the same team knowledge portals, intelligent agents and 
" Near transfer to a team in a different location recommendation systems. 
" Far transfer of non-routine tasks " Pull mechanisms - include, search engines, 
" Strategic transfer of complex knowledge and knowledge map browsers and adaptive 
expert transfer inferential information retrieval 
mcchanisms. 
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4.3.5 Summary: Categorisation Summary 
The following summary (Table 4.3h), prepared to meet the requirements of objective two, 
presents a range of classification categories and frameworks in which different elements 
and aspects of KM systems may be located, including; 
Table 4.3h : Summary of classification categories for Chapter Four Objective Two 
Functions/Area Categories Reference 
The Approach " hard vs. Soft approaches. (Sveiby200! ) 
taken; " Codification vs. Pcrsonalisation. 
(Love ei el 2005) & 
(Dingsoyr 2002) 
" Two core elements: Knowledge Acquisition Processes 
(Frette 2001) 
and Knowledge representation technology. 
" Three tier KM system: Presentation services, Knowledge 
(Chug 2004) 
services, Infrastructure services. 
" Three tier KM model: Communication, Resource Layer, The KM (I Ian, eri 200]) Process Layer. 
processes 
" Nine core aspects to KM: Content, Portal, Collaboration, Involved; 
Learning, Social capital, Expertise, Business intelligence, (Satyadus2001) 
Business integration. 
" KM Spectrum: Transactional, Analytical, Asset 
Management , Process, Developmental, Innovation and (nümey 2001) 
Creation. 
Dissemination " Five types of transfer: Serial transfer, Near transfer in 
(Dixon 2000) 
and transfer team, Near Transfer, Far transfer, Strategic transfer. 
processes; " Two transfer mechanisms: Push vs. Pull. (soºyadn*2001) 
These characterisation parameters are considered and utilised in Chapters five and six 
when compiling and characterising the KM solution space. 
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4.4 Summary: Chapter Four 
Objective One has been satisfied as ten KM processes were identified and reviewed from 
the literature, the functions within these processes were presented (Table's 4.2a and 4.2b) 
and common features and differences identified. 
Objective Two has been satisfied since the review of KM classifications, categorisations 
and frameworks revealed relevant research from nine authors ranging from complete 
spectrums of categories to categories for specific groups of tools (i. e. knowledge 
transfer). (Table 4.3h) 
The KM processes and classifications identified and illustrated in this chapter will be 
considered and included when compiling and characterising the K NI solution space in 
Chapters five and six. 
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Chapter Five: Knowledge Management Tools and Solutions Used and 
Implemented In Organisations - Review of the Literature Part C 
This chapter reviews KM implementations across a broad range of 55 different 
organisations, focusing on specific tools and suggested or implemented solutions. 
Analysis of this literature has resulted in the identification of 21 generic types of tool 
and thcsc have been summarised, with details of the organisations which have applied 
them (Table 5.2a) at the end of this chapter. 
5.1 Objectives of Chapter 
Objective One: Review organisation's use of KM and KM solutions identifying what 
tools/solutions have been used and what they have used them for. 
Objective Two: Summarise organisation's use of KM and KM solutions from the 
literature. 
5.2 Organisation's implementations of KM tools and solutions 
In order to fulfil objective one above it was necessary to review a range of 
industrial/business implementations of KM to ensure that sufficient breadth of 
implementations was covered. Examples were identified from 16 industrial sectors (as 
below) identifying KM implementation within 55 organisations (limitations on this 
include information available in the public domain and the commercially sensitive 
nature of many of the implantations details). Brief summaries of each of the 
implementations are listed below with particular emphasis being placed on key features 
of the implementations, learning achieved and problems or benefits identified. 
(The implementations chosen cover the full spectrum of industrial sectors as below; 
Admin and Business Services / Hotel and Leisure / Public sector (Armed forces, Local Authorities, 
Education and Government) / Media and Internet / Agriculture / Retail including Food and Drink / 
Telecommunications / Electronics, Ili-tech and Computer Hardware / Manufacturing and Engineering 
(Aerospace, Automotive, Transport and Construction) / Energy and Utilities / Accountants and 
Management Consultants / Biotech, Phannaccutical and Healthcare / Not for Profit / Software and 
Computer Services / Banking, Financial Service and Insurance / Oil, Gas, Minerals and Chemicals) 
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Aff irsviirldcn Sweden, Business Journal (Svciby 2001) 
Aff irsvärldcn, Sweden uses "piggy-backing" or "team-writing" to speed up learning 
amongst new journalists. Interviews and larger articles are routinely assigned as team 
work, rather than to individuals. This speeds up transfer of the tacit skills from seniors 
to more junior employees. 
Agro Corp (Svciby 2001) 
Agro Corp uses data on farm soils combined with weather forecasts and information on 
crops to conduct analysis. The analysis results are fed back to the fanner via sales 
representatives to help them select the best combinations of crops. 
Airbus (Peltier 2001), (Dotter 2002) 
Airbus seeks to use KM to enable a knowledge process based on the transfer from 
informal knowledge to formal knowledge via identification and justification of goals, 
collection of knowledge, distribution of knowledge, rc-use of knowledge and 
knowledge processing. KM at Airbus is facilitated via n Knowledge Portal, the portal 
provides access to and use of, Knowledge Capture, Design Rational, Digital Libraries, 
Enterprise Portals, Model based KAI, Knowledge based systems, Document 
management and intranet. In addition to this the portal connects people, promoting, 
disseminating and sharing best practices, Airbus's focus is to use KM to connect people 
before connecting databases. Engineering, operations, programs and manufacturing 
operations are all supported via the knowledge portal. A central unit provides KM 
solutions in terms of; ensuring efficient processes, deployment methods and tools, 
managing transverse projects and KM research however each entity is ultimately 
responsible for managing its own knowledge, implemented applications and building 
KM projects. 
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Allen and Overy (Jannari 2005) 
In this report KM is used to convert knowledge from expertise to experience to 
commodity, (sec Figure 5.2a) whilst distinguishing capture from creation, the principles 
are best practice capture and transfer; 
Figure 5.2a : Knowledge from Expertise to Commodity at Allen and Ovcry 
Expertise: " Bespoke work, less based on past knowledge" 
Knowledge aim here: Promote superb technical and strategic knowledge. 
Experience: "Apply past deal experience to similar deals" 
Knowledge aim here: Turn expertise quickly into procedure. 
Commodity: "Delivery against specific requirements" 
Knowledge aim here: Efficient improved margins. 
R 
ö 
V WWW 
Analog (Shapiro 1999) 
At Analog the virtues of Openness and Objectivity were expressed within the KM 
implementations; Openness meant a willingness to put all the cards on the table, 
eliminate hidden agendas, make motives, feelings and biases known, and invite other 
opinions and points of view, thereby engendering trust in relations between people, 
specific to KM in projects Objectivity meant searching for the best answers based on 
reasoned positions and objective criteria, as opposed to political influence and narrow- 
minded interests. 
Analog also adopted a 360 degree approach to appraisal to solicit views from both 
subordinates and peers - "it is only when you tic pay and promotion to these intangible 
factors that the organisation knows you are serious and begins to modify its behaviour" 
RAF (West 2005) 
RAE adopted and implemented KM by creating communities that want to work together 
and moving away from building large systems which store enormous amounts of data. 
This was facilitated by choosing tools which enable employees, customers and partners 
to collaborate, contribute and access business critical content. 
Beiron (Ratio Onc), (Microsoft) 
Bclron enlisted an IT services company called Ratio One to create a central repository 
based on Microsoft Office SharcPoint"' Portal Scrvcr 2003. 
All the company's lines of business and applications (such as its 75,000 part database 
lists) have been integrated into and are managed via one portal, including product 
discussion, supplier relationships and the sharing of best practice tips across the 
organisation. 
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Sonne features and benefits include; 
" Documents published from a common library so most up to date version is 
accessible. 
" Portal users can easily view applications they need for day-to-day work and sec 
alerts and important discussion. 
" Discussion content can be collated and viewed to identify hold-ups ctc. 
" Portal is accessible from any Bclron site in the world. 
" The system generates a sense of virtual teams for the technical managers based 
remotely through Europe. 
Benetton (Svciby 2001) 
Benetton, Italy produces "mass-customised" apparel to fit latest trends in colours and 
designs. Daily sales data from their own boutiques arc integrated with Computer Aided 
Design (CAD) and Computer Integrated Manufacture (CIM) systems to adjust design 
and manufacture parameters (colours and styles) to best suit the current market. 
Boeing (Svciby 2001), (Lovett 2000) 
Boeing has used KBE to capture aeroplane design knowledge to reduce requirements on 
resources for current and future projects. Boeing pioneered the first "paperless" 
development of aircraft. More than 200 teams with wide range of skills both designed 
and constructed sub parts, rather than the usual organisation of design team and 
construction team. Supplier's world-wide used the same digital databases as Boeing, 
with customers and suppliers being integrated into the design teams. 
British Petroleum (Rumizcn 2002), (Parccll 2001) 
British Petroleum is using KM as a means of drawing together talents from all over the 
organisation. BP emphasises transfer of tacit knowledge rather than accumulation and 
transmission of raw data and has installed a communication network comprising video- 
conferencing, multi-media and email. In this way, BP employees can learn about 
previous work in several ways, including searching the corporate intranet, querying the 
BP communities of practice, by consulting the BP yellow pages to locate experts or by 
running a Peer assist exercise where people arc invited to shah: experiences, insights 
and knowledge. 
BP also adopted the After Action Review (AAR) technique used by the US Army, 
which is a quick method used immediately after an event to identify; what was supposed 
to happen?, what actually happened?, what worked well? and what did not work well? 
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Buckman Labs USA (Svciby 2001) 
Buckman Labs USA is a biotcch firm that has reorganised itsclf to optimisc knowlcdge 
sharing. A 'Knowledge Transfer Department' has been created to co-ordinate cfforts. 
Employees who are best at knowledge sharing gain both financial rewards and 
management positions. 
Caterpillar (APQC 2005) 
Caterpillar is an excellent example of a grassroots, non-pilot KM program that 
recognised knowledge sharing as valuable and later introduced a larger enterprise wide 
initiative. The route involved proving value to the business units from the beginning. 
Early expectations were modest: lessons learned are captured to avoid duplication of 
effort and tests in the testing area. 
Caterpillar's "Knowledge Network" is its centrepiece for KM and is based on 
communities of practice. The network's innovative design features, coupled with a 
taxonomy based on business processes, reflect the business environment at Caterpillar. 
The Knowledge Network has rapidly gained acceptance and has become an integral part 
of how Caterpillar does business, as confirmed with documented return on investment 
and consistent growth across all user bases. 
The keys to Caterpillar's successful communities arc; validated knowledge entries, 
strong community discussions, and focused expertise location, four success factors were 
identified as; solid links to strategy, ingrained learning culture, user-friendly tools and a 
core KM support group. 
Celami (Sveiby 2001) 
Celemi, Sweden. Published the world's first Audit of its Intangible Assets in its 1995 
Annual Report. Since then other companics have also tried to quantify intangible assets 
within annual reports. 
Chevron (Rumizcn 2002), (Lindvall 2001) 
Whilst implementing KM Chevron found that individual solutions can provide valuable 
stand alone systems but found that they are best used as a combined approach. 
Individual KM elements included; 
" The development of a Chevron knowledge map made accessible via the intranct 
to guide employees in their search for best practices inside and outside of the 
company, 
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9 The formation of a numbcr of bcst practicc tcams, each one 1cd by a 'mastcr' 
chosen for strong technical expertise, knowledge rnanagcmcnt skills and high 
team leadership compctcncics, 
The creation of a "best practice" database that captures experience of drilling 
conditions and innovative solutions to problems on site for sharing globally with 
other sitcs. 
Clarke Chapman control systems (Alderman 2001) 
Clarke Chapman (control systems) found that by having staff on-site at the location of a 
new project in Argentina, much of the local custom of conducting business together 
with an appreciation of the local regulatory environment was effectively internalised. 
This was beneficial and formed an important clement of learning on the project. 
Coca Cola (Satyadas 2001) 
Coca-Cola in Monsanto have adopted an organisational learning route to KM. 
DOW chemicals (Sveiby 2001) 
DOW has entered all of its 25,000 patents into a database, which is used by all of its 
divisions to explore how existing patents can gain more revenues. The experience from 
this application is now being transferral into other intellectual asses such as brands. 
Ely Lily (Schafer-Jugel 2005) 
Ely Lily focused its KM efforts on the transfer of tacit knowledge between employees, 
journalists were brought in to train people to communicate for news updates etc, this has 
hclped to overcome language barriers and improve communication. 
Ericsson Global services (Guldstrand 2005) 
Ericsson adopted KM practices via the knowledge management activities palette; from 
networking to document management, project databases and best practice systems. 
Ernst & Young (Lindva112001) 
Ernst &Young (G&Y) realised the importance of identifying sources of knowledge, 
capturing and organising knowledge and for document management and technology 
integration, such that access to knowledge would become easy regardless of the time or 
place of access. 
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A knowledge architecture and taxonomy was developed with the purpose of focusing 
knowledge acquisition, organisation and retrieval effort. The knowledge architecture 
would specify the categories and terms in which C&Y needed to bather and store 
knowledge. The architecture would also be used by consultants and knowledge 
facilitators to search databases and document files. Knowledge managers believed that 
knowledge primarily resided in people, not technology. However the scope and 
geographical distribution of the knowledge base and its users meant that technology had 
to be used as an enabler wherever possible. Embedding knowledge in technology was 
an ongoing issue with the technology options changing rapidly and support 
requirements growing with increased use. 
To facilitate the uptake and adoption of KM, E&Y introduced a Centre for Business 
Knowledge (CBK), amongst the KM functions; the CIK spent considerable time 
identifying and tracking subject matter experts, and ensuring that they were present in 
sufficient numbers on industry and client teams via a database of consultant skills, 
knowledge networks were organised for each key domain within the consulting practice 
(facilitated via Lotus Notes) and knowledge focus groups were formed for narrower 
topics. 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) (Licbowitz 2002) 
The FAA has embraced KM and finds communities of practice are the primary resource 
for the transfer and capture of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge. 
Ford Motor Company (Svciby 2001), (Kwiccic 1997) 
Ford transformed itself by outsourcing and creating virtual networks of vendors using 
IT. As early as 1997 Ford had develop a best practice replication process focused on 
three elements, Process, People and Tools; 
Process - Establish business processes for the collection and approval of high value 
practices that can be distributed and implemented throughout the Company. 
People - an ideal application for building relationships by quickly communicating 
information. 
Tools - Provide tools and technology to enable nimble and intuitive communication of 
the information. 
Key strategies adopted by Ford as part of this initiative; 
9 Worldwide product excellence and low cost producer, 
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" Replicating best practices assures leveraging high-value proven practices, 
improving products, lowcring cost, and incrcasing consumcr satisfaction. 
" Empowering people incrcascs the span of influence for cvcry cmploycc by 
sharing their knowlcdgc throughout the Company. 
Kcy clcmcnts of the proccss wcrc; 
" To capture proven valued practiccs(gcros), 
" Quantify or qualify value the added to the business, 
" Manage the process actively via, real-timt status reporting, policy deployment 
and management reviews, 
" Business partners providing the People and owning the Process, Process 
Leadership (IT) providing the Tool (Intranet based database application) 
Frito-Lay (Lindvall 2001) 
Frito-Lay implemented KM within a sales team, initially via a KM portal on the 
corporate intranet. A central location was developed to give the department a location 
for all sales related customer and corporate information and cut down on the time it took 
to find and share research. The portal contains sales, analysis and latest news, employee 
profiles, this facilitates internal expert finding and sets the basis for competence 
management. 
The sales test team doubled the standard growth rate of customers business and 
contributed to employee retention rates by increasing staff satisfaction due to reduced 
travelling, better communication, access to the desired information (including 
experiences and best practice) and reduced paper circulation. 
The scheme spread to other areas; a health and safety derivative of the process that now 
proactively distributes concerns and corrective actions, patents were applied for the 
software & process derivatives and the process was licensed to Shell Oil and Nabisco. 
Fulcrum Pharma (Walters 2005) 
Drug development at Fulcrum Pharma generates a huge amount of material that needs 
to be archived for the lifetime of the drug (201- years). Their KM1 objective was to create 
a central knowledge repository, an archive of internally and externally derived 
information to manage both regulatory and commercial risk. This was achieved via a 
customised documentation process called MIRS (Message, Issue, Response & Support) 
that is used to define, capture and communicate information; 
Message - What do we want or need to say and what can we say? 
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Issue - What stands in the way of the mcssagc? 
Response -I low do we overcome this issue? 
Support - What reasoning supports our message & where is the data? 
Tools to support the MIRS process include; shared virtual workspaccs, secure wcbsitcs, 
and email, discussion forums, learning points, project histories, projcct/mccting 
management and documents repositories. 
General Electric (GE) Research (Kornfein 2003) 
GE research developed a framework consisting of a knowledge portal that encapsulates 
the functionality of process knowledge capture tools. Since 1982 GE has also collected 
all customer complaints in a database that supports telephone operators in answering 
customer calls. GE has programmed 1.5 million potential problems and their solutions 
into its system. 
Honda 
Honda and other Japanese companies routinely build-in "redundancy"; people are given 
information that goes beyond their immediate operational requirements. This facilitates 
sharing in responsibilities, creative solutions from unexpected sources and acts a sclf- 
control mechanism. 
I lewlett Packard (Svciby 2001), (Lindvall 2001) 
Hewlett-Packard (l1P) is famous for its overall culture of collaboration, which 
encourages knowledge sharing and risk taking on all levels. IIP's KM initiatives were 
designed to address the function of making employees aware of material developed for 
similar classes within the organisation and to be able to reuse that material, tools and 
experience, this was facilitated via; using lotus notes, trainers trading post (discussion 
database on training topics), training library (a collection of training documents) and the 
training review (a consumer reports collection of evaluations of training resources) 
Intel (Intel 2002) 
Intel identified a need to create presentations that were independent of the presenter and 
to preserve the context of presentations. They discovered that considerable business 
value is lost when they relied exclusively on presentation software to record business 
decision and strategics, this arose from the fact that once the presenter has left the room 
a substantial amount of the presentation is lost, the context and detail provided by the 
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presenter does not travel forward with the presentation materials in, for example emails. 
This was resolved by combining presentations with video or audio capture. 
Jaguar (Lovett 2000) 
Jaguar cars have automated elements of car design in a number of exercises including 
an early adoption of KBE to dramatically reduce the time taken to design a vehicle 
bonnet. 
Lotus (Lovett 2000) 
LOTUS - introduced integrated car engineering for the Elise, design of vehicle layout, 
systems, modules, suspension, engine, power train, wheel and wipers were all managed 
via electronic design systems. 
Aickinsey (Benin 2005), (Svciby 2001) 
McKinsey, the management consulting firm has developed "knowledge databases" that 
contain experiences from every assignment including names of team members and 
client reactions internal and commercial databases contain over 20,000 internal reports 
and records of all engagements since 1975. 
Each team must appoint a "historian" to document the work, this results in access to 
6500 consultants and over 1000 knowledge professionals via intensive knowledge 
transfer programs (conferences, trainings, McKinsey Ol)mnpics, McKinsey Global 
Institute). 
Microsoft (Microsoft) 
Microsoft use SPUD -, akills Jlanning and Development to better match employees to 
jobs and work teams. Online competency profiles are developed for employees and for 
jobs within Microsoft IT. The competency model is used to transfer and build 
knowledge, identify skill gaps and training needs and match them with educational 
offerings both within and outside of Microsoft. 
N1 IRA (Bridge 2003) 
Bridge developed a spreadsheet basal cost effective indicator of heat flow from an 
automotive exhaust system to predict the likely need for shielding. The knowledge 
based system developed selected the best starting model for the situation, used the 
exhaust gas temperatures and then calculated distances and dcrivcd temperatures for 
shiclded/unshielded and abed/soilal heat shielding. Non-technical people could quickly 
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and accuratcly cvaluatc the targct problem bcforc embarking on or requesting a mors 
mathematically cxtcnsivc study. 
NASA (Licbowitz 2002) 
NASA recognise that much of their historical and legacy data is contained within expert 
employees and as such have adopted KM practices and solutions to tackle this, 
including; Who's who database and a locator of experts (MyExpcrts), knowledge 
preservation projects involving video capture of lessons learnt with search and index, 
forums and communities to facilitate knowledge sharing in engineering and scientific 
areas and dissemination of lessons learnt and best practice via CDs. 
National Bicycle Company (Svciby 2001) 
National Bicycle Industrial Company, Japan. produces "mass-customised" bikes to fit 
customer's exact height, weight and colour preferences in a day. This is achieved 
through computer aided design and computer integrated manufacturing integrated with a 
customer database. 
Netscape (Sveiby 2001) 
Netscape USA has very close links via intcrnct to opinion leaders among customers, 
who are encouraged to report problems to enable it to create new generations of 
software at a very fast pace. 
Nokia (Nokia 2002) 
Nokia's expectations and requirements for KM tools include: 
Supports knowledge creation and sharing on individual, team and organizational level. 
Modular - supports "plug and play", flexible to follow the rapidly changing market, 
supports and uses existing environments and information sources, easy to use, efficient 
access control and easily searchable. 
Generally tools are web-based (Intranet and Extranct capable), Portals and Lotus Notes 
TcamRooms. 
Otlcon Denmark (Svciby2001) 
Oticon Denmark, has created a "spaghetti organisation", that is a chaotic tangle of 
interrelationships and interactions. Knowledge workers have no fixed job descriptions, 
but work entirely on project basis 
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Pfizer Switzerland Svciby (Svciby 2001) 
Pfizer, Switzerland has created competence models for recruiting treasury executives 
that call for knowledge building and sharing in addition to basic financial skills. 
PLS-Consult Sveiby (Svciby 2001) 
PLS-Consult, Denmark, categorises customers according to value of knowledge 
contribution to the firm. This is followed up and reported via the management 
information system. 
Recruitment consultants (Love et at 2005) 
Recruitment companies have a culture of codification and knowledge sharing supported 
by electronic (mechanistic) tools, interest in documents or papers lead to extra funding 
for research. Extending and consolidating the company knowledge is almost a pre- 
requisite for promotion to director. Tacit knowledge is valued but seen as of limited use 
until codified. 
Research community 
The Research community could be considered as one of the most knowledge intensive 
organisations as its development and existence is based on understanding and enhancing 
the current knowledge base. Common tools used to try and achieve this include 
databases with `push' facilities such as cmailed table-of-contents and abstracts, 
conferences, web based forums and published journals. 
Ritz Carlton (Svciby, 2000), (Davenport et al. 2001) 
All staff are required to fill in cards with information from every personal encounter 
with a guest. This data plus all guest requirements are stored and printed out to all staff 
when the guest arrives again, so that each guest receives a personal treatment. 
Pratt and Whitney (Rockctclync) (Sohn 2005) 
In Pratt and Whitney Rocketdyne (P& V), KM is a formal engineering function; 
KM team - responsible for developing KM processes and tools educating People and 
supporting organisations to deploy and adopt KM Processes. 
KM Council - responsible for promoting KM processes and tools to respective 
organizations, and for steering the KM Team. 
KM processes at P&W include, Map, Capture, Organisc, Transfer & Utilise knowledge. 
KM applications include; Design Rationale Capture within Pro/C - Encapta a web based 
historical engine database, Legacy Information Knowledge Capture (Archiving), 
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Content Mining tool - Goldfirc, a Critical Capability Retention (CCR) Program, Legacy 
Tacit Knowledge Capture (video) Capability a fonnaliscd series of Knowledge sharing 
seminars and experts nctworks/cxpcrt locator (AskMc). 
Rolls-Royce (Callas 2005) 
Rolls Royce use KM in order to; 
" Establish a knowledge sharing environment, 
" Understanding their knowledge needs and assets, 
" Share experience between people, 
" Document knowledge 
" Capture/share lessons learnt. 
Typical KM activities include; 
" Using young graduate engineers to codify and capture knowledge as part of their 
induction. 
" Lessons learnt reviews are held after projects are completed to enable capture 
and dissemination across projects. 
" `People Pages' are utilised to showcase people's experiences and skills. 
Rolls Royce has a spectrum of tools to choose from dependent upon the situation and 
the problem or issue to be resolved. 
A knowledge audit may be conducted to identify; Which tools to apply first, Why use 
the tools(Benefit), What to use the tools on and When to use them? The Rolls Royce 
knowledge audit identifies strong and weak areas, where others could help and where 
you need to focus your KM efforts need to be focused but does not identify which tools 
to use. 
Siemens medical (Winkler 2005) 
Having the right knowledge at hand enables Siemens MED to always take effective 
action. KM at Sicmcns MED drives the optimization of information flows and 
knowledge creation within the business processes. Siemens MED KM is based on four 
areas, common process, focused dissemination and central research, expert communities 
and integrated KM system (portal). Both internal and external communities of practice 
are well established. 
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Sony (Scarborough 2005) 
Sony Entertainment has more than 200,000 master recordings that the company licensed 
to Sony licensees. The website solution by "thinkmap" allowed potential licensees to 
search amongst the recordings by key word. Before the website was implemented the 
knowledge about songs was tacit, mainly one person at Sony was in charge of 
recommending songs to potential licensees, the enquirer would ask Sony for songs to go 
with a commercial and the Sony person would use their memory to go through and find 
related tracks. 
The first part of creating the website was eliciting the tacit knowledge and turning it into 
a keyword based taxonomy that could be used by the program. A graphical display 
indicates how the searched keyword is related to other keywords. 
Telia Swedish telecom company (Svciby 2001) 
Since 1990 Telia, a Swedish Telecoms company has published an annual 'Statement of 
Human Resources' including a profit & loss account visualising human resource costs 
and a balance sheet showing investments in human resources, this can be considered as 
a form of knowledge audit. 
Texas Instrument (Satyadas 2001) 
Texas instruments have initiated KM projects through quality re-engineering and best 
practice projects. 
Tennessee Valley Authority (Rumizen 2002) 
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) the world's largest supplier of electrical power had 
a KM pilot project that looked at extracting knowledge, codifying it and then building a 
database and expert system. They found only limited value for this approach - TVA is a 
typical technical engineering orientated organisation and it already produces procedures, 
field manuals and other forms of codified knowledge, the missing criteria was its tacit 
knowledge. This tacit knowledge was badgcd by T\VA as the higher order 'experiential 
knowledge' TVA created "Business Assets" compiled and detailed knowledge 
specimens explaining the content of the asset and the key message. 
United states navy (Licbowitz 2002). 
The United States navy has spent $30 billion to transform itself onto a "knowledge- 
centric organisation". 
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United Technologies (Lindvall 2001) 
Existing facilities were cmails and conversations for informal exchange of information 
related to 18 different functional disciplines and knowledge sharing via an annual 
conference. This needed expanding to all engineers whilst incorporating greater 
structure and accountability into the system. A formal list of best practices and lessons 
learnt was created and a directory of experts established. 
US Army (Rumizen 2002) (Parcel 2001) (Satyadas 2001) 
After Action Reviews (AAR) - The Rock Island District, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers 
has published a guide to AAR's; 
"To improve the effectiveness of our operations and retain a history on actions taken in 
the past, we implemented a policy of conducting After Action Reviews. These reviews 
allow us to improve and learn from both our successes and failures". 
AAR's are a professional discussion of an event focused on improving the performance 
of the organization or team. The heart of the AAR is identifying what was supposed to 
happen, what actually happened, why it happened, and how to sustain strengths and 
improve weaknesses. An AAR is not a critique and does not allocate blame. Feedback 
generated during the AAR process compares the actual output of a process with the 
expected outcome. 
Xerox- (Fischer 2001) 
Xerox Eureka has an information repository for copier repair in which users create and 
evolve the repositories information, subject to peer review. This is a serious attempt at 
tackling bottom up knowledge creation whereby users gain recognition for their 
contributions to the system. 
Engine Cylinder Block - non destructive testing (Dwivedli 2003) 
Dwivedi presents work on the application of artificial intelligence techniques to the field 
of non destructive testing. Resulting in a knowledge based engineering module for the 
diagnosis of dcfccts in cylinder block casting. 
Dwivcdi also developed an expert system adviser for detection and interpretation of 
defects by magnetic, ultrasonic and dyc-penetrant techniques based on comparing the 
pattern obtained to a database of previous pattems. 
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FE Mesh creation (Chapman 1999) 
Chapman's work covers the automatic creation of a Finite Element (FE) mesh using 
KBE (the resulting solution taking minutes rather than the previous weeks to produce). 
Outokumppu Finland (Svciby 2001) 
Smelter of copper and other metals. Knowledge on how to build smelting plants is used 
to construct whole plants including education of personnel and managers to customers 
all over the world. This clement of the business is now more profitable than the original 
smelting business. 
5.3 Summary of KM Tool and Solution Usarte 
As each implementation and use of a Kh1 tools and solutions was identified in the 
literature it was recorded along with its description, title and key features. When the 
information available in the literature on KM implementations across all industry 
sectors was completed each of the ISO incidences were manual compared and reviewed 
to identify commonalities and differences, this lead to the subsequent identification of 
21 generic tools and solutions as detailed in Table 5.3a. 
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Table 5.3a: 21 Generic KM Tool and Solutions identified via the literature rcvicw 
KM Tools & Solutions Al Organisations Using Tools & Solutions (150 incidoncos of use) 
Ford Molor Company (Sved+y 201) I) A (Aw mcla 1997), I esw Iwuremoat ISatyadas 20lä). F. rleuon Best Practice Capture 7 (aobnl servkes (clukl tmnd 21105). Chevron IRumven 2002) & (l. mdval121x11). It%F: (kkhard West 
and Re-use Systems 2005). Airbus (Peltlcr 2001) & (IMtct 2002). Outoºumppe Flalaod (Svclby 2001). Caterpillar (APQ)C 2(X)S 
Best Practice Design 3 Chevron (Rumurn 2002) 3 (Lindvall 2001). Trisector* Valley Aeihortty (Rutnven 2012). Xeres. 
Guides (rischcr 2001) 
Capturing Best 4 Intel (Intel 2002). NASA (l. ichowilt 2002). Pratt and % hlt. ry Rocketdyna (Sohn 2005). Orlilsh 
Practices via Video Petroleum (Rumlun 2002) & (Pant!! 2001) 
RAF (West 005). lklron (Raliol nc) & (Mn nwllº. British PNrokem (Rwmicn 002) (Purcell 
2001), Caterpillar (APQC 2005). Chevron IRumlion 2002) & (tindvall 2001). Frost & Voong 
Communities of ractice 13 (Liwivall 
2001), Frito-Lay (Lindvall 20011, SIcllwrey (Ikhm 2003) R (Svelby 2001), Rolls-Royce 
p (Cadas 2003). Siemens tnedkal (Wudkr 2003). F ricason Global services (Guldatrand 2005). Federal 
Aviation Admlahlralloa (FAA) (Licbowni 2002). Ford Motor Company (Sveiby 2001) A 
Kwiecie 1997 
Ernst & ioung (Llndvall 00I1. Slkrosoll (kI, rosoli . 
PRM SMlirerlalld (tivelhy 20011. Prato a" 
Competency 10 %%hitaey Rocketd)me (Sohn 2003). United Technologies Il uwtvall 2001). Roll*-Royce (Codas 2003). 
Management NASA (Lklwwitz 2004 siemens medical (Wnlºkr 2(X)S). Caterpillar (AI'QC 2005). Olkon 
Denmark (Svviby 00 
Pratt and %%hitney Rockeldyw (Sohn 2005). Swiss (Svelby 2001) & (l. ovctt 21xtO), (: corn 
flecirk (GF: ) Research (Komkm 200)). Mckimsey (Ikhm 2003).! (Svelhy 21x11). 11(1W chemicals 
Content Management & ISved+y 2(x11). Frtio4. ay Ihlikael Lindvall 2001). National Rk>ck Company (Svelhy 2001), Nokia 
E i i 
17 (Nokia 2002). PISColnelt Sveihr (Svelby 20011, Sony IScarhlrourh 21x12). Xeres. (I ocher 2001). 
ng neer ng Ernst & Yount (UwJvall 20011. Recruitment consultants (Lote et a) 21x]3). NCIron (Ralku(Äle) A 
(Mkrosofl), Airbus (Pchicr 2001) & (Ik4tar 2002). Irkuo. Global senkrs (Guklstna! 2005). 
Research commoally 
Hewlett Packard (Svciby 2001) & (Lindvall 2001). Xerox- (riacher 2001). Pratt and MkIlacy 
Database & Search 16 Rockeld) .e (Sohn 20051. Iklron (RatinOnc) R (Mlcrouft hickImsey (Ikhln 21x13) R (Svciby 2001), 
system Frkrom Pharma (Wallen 2015), Pratt and NAit. ry kecketd)as (Sohn 2()()». I1(1W Chemicals 
(Sveiby 2001). Frnl m Veneto it mdvdl 200! ). Research eemmen$ty 
Expert Networks 
National IIic)ck Company (Sveiby 2001). F. phw C Nodrr Much " son destructive orating 
(llwivcdl 2001 (Svolh 2001) Ikas-noe (Svmb 2(11111 PI 5-Consult (Svelhy 2001) A re Car , , r . y , c p , External & Internal Pratt and % hiuey Rockeldyne (Sohn 2001). SlsUanry (lkhln 2005) A (Svelby 2001). Neucape 
(Svclhy 2001) 
Ilewlen Packard (Svelby 1101) 1t va W) rem karma (Na ten utl3). Pratt and 
Forums a Nhfney kockrtd3n, (Sohn 2003). MR (West 2005). NI,. S. T (Licl%wlu 2002). Research 
comm nit 
Knowledge Audits 3 Celaml (Stel+y 2001). Rolls- Ro) (Carina 200$1, Tells (Sveiby 2001) 
Airbus (Peltier . "000A l)uitsr (114) It tog (eve Y 20611A 1 owu 2000L notrar 1 uvelt (kM)º, Knowledge Based g Lotus (towit 2ax1º, Prato and % hitaey k. rºrtst). e (Sohn 21x)3). k«Ils. k. )c" (coda. 211)3). Engineering F opine C)IIadrr Hturk " two destrertitt Iestiatt (11wivvdt 2(x11), FL hlnh rreallus (Chapnam 
Knowledge Maps I Chevron (Rumiscn 2002) 41 (I inivall 2001) 
Learning during an 
event, document and s Clarke Chapman control s)stem. (Akknnan 2(x11), Rita earliest (Svviby. 2(m)(11awnplwtal. 
experience 20111). Northumbrian N atrv (Akknnra 21101) 
management. 
Lesson learnt reviews I 4 British Petrule. m IRumi, en 2(0 2) A (Pu v fl 2001), UN Army (Romiran 2(x2) (Panel 2001) After Action Reviews (Satya1as 21101). kolk. kelce (CaJas 2(X05), ºokº. m charms (Walters 21103) 
Lessons learnt System, Rolls-ko)re (Cad" 2005). Pratt amt %%hiiney Randri)t. (Sahn 21x131. NAM Il Showaa 2(x12). 
1 
Databases & Logs 
Chevron (Rumuoa 21x1-) d 1ln ivall . WI L. (. errs º lect ýk (Q) Research (Kornfan 2(10)1. Vatted W O I d d P l h l i tl5) t)otakemppuIu Tec crom Aama( alles. alr es (Llndvall200I), FM (Swt +y2001) no og 
Mentorlng I Piggy. 2 Roll-Rotte (Galas 21105). Afnrs%llºhkn sands. Rwlnr.. looranl (Svelhy 2(1011. Affºnvirhkn 
backing S%edre. ltwlm+s jaw eel (Svolhy 2(x) l) 
Peer Assist 3 lirltu 'ýv eons 1 uml. ea uu) ( sate ial ti . 11ý . te. l w< " .l! mo.. k NX11kr, txn 
Ford hooter Care my Iýw y 0Kl t wit iv 14 irk rtr om 1 unnroa ial º 1)1 P l) 2(101 l Ik h k l R 2 
Portal 12 
ane ler 20 one w ), A tbw (Pe 004), I ett Packard I%votby 21x11) A Ituidvall ( ( ) 
2001) Alrhw (Pohkr 21111) R 11><tror 211U2ß º`tkison (dub. ) as-vkes i<iubl. umwl 2(113). I File. Lay 
It mdvall 2(x11), Nokia (Nokia 7002X Nerot n t". lurr 'tin o Pratt and %%hliney kerºetd)ne (Mohn 2103), 141ron (Saugtor) A (Mkiusoll. 111/ºinsey (tbhm 2oo3) a (S%alhy 2(111). Ford hlwur 
omll(InY (\velby hMl11 A(Kn ts- 1"1) 
Storytelling I facilitating 
communication 
3 F tY Lily (Schakr. Ju ! 2(, 031, lair( (Intel W) Rolla-key" Ye 1 (Ca Jas 2at3) 
TRIZ 2 Pratt and %%hltne Re ketdt. e John 21)115), Raublkw ee I('adns 7Klt 
wutalt Petroleum (Rulauva 2(512) A (Paw'slI 300! 1. ( Artrom (kulnlfen 2012) A (I Is*hall 2(5)11, 
Yellow Pages a Frlta. l. ay it Inuvall 211111, hlrhiaNy (1khln 2(103) A (Svelhy 21x)1), ('slut lechaviogive (I indvall 2(1)11, NASA II irMo its JIMI;. Rolla. ks%ee (('adsa 21111'), Nsmrwr mnikal (Wlnºkr 2tslt) 
The findings of this chapter will now be utilised in chapter six along with findings from 
chapters three and four to summarise the KM solutions discovered in the literature, 
derive suitable characterisation parameters and populate a KM solution space. 
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Chanter Six: Creating and Comnilino the Solution Snaco 
The combined results from chapters 3,4 and 5 provide the essential components of a 
KM solution space. Section 6.1 provides an overview of the assembly of the solution 
space, demonstrating the inter-relationships of the previously reviewed literature. The 
findings of chapters 3,4 and 5 arc then utilised in section 6.2 to develop a set of 
`characterisation parameters' to enable the categorisation of a KM tool based on the 
problem or issue that the tool is to be used to address. The characterisation parameters 
have been determined by considering previous parameters that have been defined by 
authors (chapter 4) and the scope, application and features of the KM tools and 
implementations detailed in section 6.2 and the preceding chapters. 
Having determined the KM tool classification parameters a solution space was created 
by first representing each of the KA1 tools identified in chapter 5 in a homogeneous 
format and subsequently populating the solution space with the characteristics of each 
tool. This creates a profile of each KM solution and presents all solutions on one single 
solution space. 
6.1 Objectives of the Chapter 
Objective One: Present a summary of each of the KM solutions identified via the 
literature review. 
Objective Two: Drawing on the existing classification indexes presented in the 
literature and the identified KM processes (charter 4) and the tools identified in chapter 
five, determine a set of characterisation parameters to classify all the tools presented and 
formalised in Objective One and present each of the KM solutions in this format. 
Objective Tliree: Compile the KM solution space by categorising each of the KM 
solutions identified in charter 5 and fornialised through the satisfaction of Objectives 
One and Two. 
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6.2 Extract and Derive a List of KM Tool and Solutions 
In order to develop a single solution space for the KM solutions and allow comparison it 
was first necessary to summarise cacti KM solution (6.2.1) and then present them in the 
same format (6.2.2). 
6.2.1 KM Solution Overviews 
Love ct al (2005) stated that considering the unique nature of valuable (knowledge) 
resources within individual companies it should not come as a surprise that firm specific 
KM systems will develop. From the reviews conducted in chapters four and five 
initially this may appear to be the case, however on closer scrutiny and by considering 
the features and roles of the different tools and solutions it becomes clear that many of 
the tools and solutions are fundamentally the same, varying only in the terminology 
used to describe them and the specifics of the resources and contexts they are used 
within. 
Examples of this include; 
Communities of Practice (T8), also known as communities of interest, knowledge 
sharing communities and forums, although on close inspection it is apparent that each 
solution is fundamentally the same. 
Competency management (T17), customised and known by different names by various 
organisations (Yellow Pages, Expertise Directories, Expert networks (internal)) 
however when reviewed each tool is actually providing the same solution. 
Each of the KM solutions identified via the literature is briefly described below, and 
where appropriate alternative designations as used by different organisations are 
detailed. 
[; xpcrt Systems - Case Based reasoning (CUR) 
The primary use of cxpcrt systems (CUR) is in the creation of new solutions using 
previously captured knowledge, rules and results front similar prior work. CUR will 
usually be based within a computer Programme or cork; with the past result being stored 
in a database. An example is the selection of n hydraulic rum for a new off -highway 
vehicle. Inputs to the CUR system are the required paramcters and perfonnance from 
the components. The CUR coole then queries the database of components and identifies 
the most appropriate solution. 
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Expert Systems - Knowledge based engineering (KITE) 
The primary use of expert systems (KBE) is in the automated (i. e. via computer code) 
creation of solutions using previous knowledge that has been captured and is in the form 
of a series of rules, parameters and numerical constraints. Principally used for the 
automation of computer based design functions KBE can include iterative refinement 
and adaptation of results to converge on a solution using quantitative measures. An 
example is the automatic creation and refinements of a finite-clement (FE) mesh for an 
automotive structure - with no designer input other than specifying initial boundary 
conditions and constraints. (Chapman 1999) 
Storytelling 
Storytelling facilitates the transfer of experience and knowledge between individuals 
and groups via an informal, discussion based process. The process involves simply 
asking people to explain and discuss their experiences related to an event or process. 
Ely-Lily (Schafer-Jugel 2005) facilitates this process by using journalists to train 
employees to communicate effectively. 
Lessons Learnt Databases (LLD & BPDG) 
Lessons Learnt Databases provide a mechanism to store results from previous work and 
to facilitate subsequent transfer of these findings into future projects. The database will 
contain all the findings from a project, including positive and negative elements and will 
often be accessible via an internal or external computer network. 
Content Engineering 
Content engineering is concerned with realising and releasing the intrinsic value held 
within organisation's documents, reports and other information sources. Content 
engineering facilitates the transfer of appropriate knowledge to people by providing a 
(software based) means to locate and make use of captured and stored knowledge assets. 
Common content engineering solutions include Microsoft SharePoint and Lotus 
Domino suite of tools. 
Disseminate - Push 
This group of solutions overcome issues with conventional dissemination tools by 
actively pushing appropriate content out to people - facilitating the transfer of 
knowledge from the storage medium to the correct people. Examples include automated 
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news updates, research paper abstract dissemination systems and lessons learnt 
databases linked to user's profiles providing relevant information to the appropriate 
people. 
Disseminate - Pull 
Dissemination pull solutions provide a mechanism for people to access storied and 
archived information thus facilitating the location and transfer of this information and 
knowledge. Examples include search engines running on local networks and knowledge 
map browsers representing the location and details of knowledge stored within a 
company. 
Collaboration Tools 
Collaboration is a key element of any KM system to enable effective and efficient 
communication and transfer of information and knowledge. Collaboration tools 
facilitate the transfer of knowledge and information between employees usually based 
on providing a means for tacit-to-tacit conversation to occur. Examples include chat 
tools such as Instant Messenger packages (Lotus Messenger, MSN Messenger, Yahoo 
etc) more complex solutions can provide the facility to co-author documents between 
sites and across time zones. 
I'ost Project Reviews 
Post project reviews are held to capture key knowledge, information, findings and 
results at the end of a project or event. Their format is usually a structured and 
professional discussion of the event or project focusing on improving the performance 
and results of any subsequent events or project by capturing the appropriate feedback. 
Examples include after action reviews (AAR) used by the US Army to "To improve the 
effectiveness of our operations and retain a history on actions taken in the rast". the 
AAR framework has also been adopted by UP. 
Communities of Practice 
A community of practice arises out of n group of people sharing n common practice or 
domain of interest sustained over time. The community of practice is n mechanism for 
transferring knowledge between individuals. Typically a community of practice is 
formed from a distributed (organisationally or geographically) network of experts 
within an organisation. 
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Peer Assist 
Peer assist is a formal process of seeking assistance from other people within or from 
outside of the organisation that have already worked on or solved a problem similar to 
the one you are trying to tackle. The process involves assembling a diverse team of 
people with broad experiences and skills in order to seek assistance on a specific 
problem or task. BP and others (Rolls Royce, Siemens Medical etc) use this process to 
tackle specific technical or commercial challenges by accessing a broad pool of 
experiences and knowledge stored within internal and external experts. 
Competency Management 
Competency management is concerned with the control, regulation and recording of the 
tacit knowledge within an organisation i. e. that which is located with employees. 
Competency management is a mechanism to help locate knowledge and experience 
stored within individuals by capturing and storing employee profiles. Examples include 
a database of consultant skills at Ernst & Young (Lindvall 2001) and the SPUD (Skills 
planning and development process) used at Microsoft to create employee competency 
profiles. 
Capturing Best Practices & Lessons Learnt via Video 
This is a very specific solution to overcoming problems with relying on PowerPoint 
presentations and written reports for capture and storage of knowledge. It was 
recognised that much of the context and detail is lost when the presenter/author is gone. 
To overcome this organisations (including NASA, Intel and Ely Lily) have used 
narrative case studies and video recording to capture the full detail. 
Piggy Backing 
Piggy backing facilitates the transfer of knowledge and experience between individuals 
whilst a task is taking place. Piggy backing is also known as on the job training, 
shadowing and mentoring etc. Piggy backing can be used to transfer the type of tacit 
knowledge that is hard to capture in an explicit form but can be readily transferred by 
observing an action or process as it occurs. Piggy backing is a formalised process in 
many organisations (Cadas 2005), (Fischer 2001), & (Sveiby 2001). 
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Data Alining 
The principle of data mining is to locate and discover knowledge hidden within existing 
data, information and knowledge bases. DM tools try to automatically reveal patterns 
and relationships between data and identify hidden knowledge about the underlying data 
it represents. Examples include the analysis of sales data to determine shopper profiles 
and analysis of archived engineering reports and data to uncover new knowledge (Sohn 
2005) 
Learning Histories 
The learning history was developed by MIT (Roth 1998), (Kransdorff 1996) to facilitate 
the capturing of knowledge and experience as an event is occurring i. e. during the 
process. The learning history is a formal structured record containing a narrative 
description of the events that have occurred (by the people involved) and a second 
description by trained `historians' who analyse and question the narrative to produce a 
complete record of the event, its context and the factors which influenced the process 
and actions. 
TRIZ (Teoriya Resheniya Izobreatatelskikh Zadatch) 
TRIZ originated from the analysis of patents and the identification of patterns, rules and 
the realisation that many were solving the same fundamental or abstracted problems. 
The TRIZ technique is a mechanism to create new and innovative solutions based on 
successful elements of prior solutions thus reducing risk. TRIZ is applicable to 
engineering and management problems and is used by Rolls-Royce (Cadas 2005), BAE 
Systems, BNFL, Rocketdyne Pratt & Witney (Sohn 2005) and Proctor and Gamble 
amongst many others. 
Expert Networks - External 
Much as competency management identifies where and provides access to expertise 
and knowledge residing within the company, the objective of expert networks 
(external) is to locate and provide access to knowledge and experience from outside of 
the organisation. Common features include expertise brokerage and expert 
identification, communication between people and features for capturing questions and 
answers, typically experts are tracked and ranked, dedicated companies exists to 
provide such services including Nerac (www. ngrac. com) and Teltech (Lindvall 2001). 
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Knowledge Maps 
Knowledge maps are used to locate sources of knowledge and experience within or (less 
commonly) external to an organisation. Knowledge maps are created by transferring 
aspects of knowledge location and type into a graphical form resulting in a `map' of 
where knowledge resides within and outside of the company. Knowledge maps can 
point to people, documents and databases etc. The creation and use of knowledge maps 
is widespread and well referenced (Kim 2003), (Grey 1999), (Armbrecht 2001) and 
(Scarborough 2005). 
In order to satisfy objectives two and three each recorded incidence or report of KM 
tool usage from industry and the literature was recorded, when the review was 
completed each incidence and tool was manually analysed by methodically firstly 
identifying and then comparing the key characteristics to principally identify differences 
and similarities. This extensive analysis led to the identification of both similar and 
distinct solutions leading to the final identification of 19 distinct KM solutions (Table 
6.2a) as below. 
1 able o. za: summa List 01 KM Solutions 
TI Expert Systems/CBR 
T2 KBE 
T3 TRIZ 
T4 Storytelling 
T5 Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browsers, inferential information 
retrieval mechanisms passive portal sites 
T6 Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
T7 Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
T8 Communities of practice 
T9 Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
T10 Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
T11 Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons 
Learnt Reviews 
T12 Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
T13 Learning Histories 
T14 Content Engineer 
T15 Data Mining 
T16 Lessons Learnt database 
T17 Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
TI8 Expert networks - External 
T19 Knowledge Maps 
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6.2.2 Formalising the overview of KM Solutions 
In order to formalise the summary and compare each of the above KM solutions they 
were presented within the same template via the 8 sections shown in Table 6.2a. The 8 
template headings were derived from the initial review of the tools key characteristics 
leading to the previous Table 6.2a. 
Table 6.2b : KM Solution Overview Template 
1 Title / Name of tools 
2 Description 
3 Examples of tools use 
4 Strengths of the tool 
5 Weaknesses of the tool 
6 Resource required to implement this tool 
7 Resources that the tool works on. 
8 References associated with this tool 
The summaries were generated by compiling all the information relating to each KM 
solution available from the referenced literature, personal contacts, conferences and 
industrial publications. The completed summaries can be found in Appendix One. By 
presenting each tool in the same format it was easier to understand the difference and 
similarities and to begin to characterise the tools into suitable groups. Initially the tools 
were categorised in the following 4 primary functions (As identified in section 4.2.2); 
CREATE: Creation of new solutions and associated new knowledge: 
The principle purpose of these solutions is the creation of new results and solutions as 
outputs. 
[Expert Systems, Case Based Reasoning. Expert Systems, Knowledge Based Engineering, TRIZ] 
TRANSFER: Transferring Knowledge: 
The principle purpose of these solutions is the transfer of knowledge from one person, 
group of people or storage area to another. 
[Storytelling, Disseminate Pull, Disseminate Push, Collaboration tools, Communities of 
practice, Peer Assist, Piggy Backing, Post Project Reviews, Learning Histories, Content 
Engineering] 
CAPTURE: Storing of experience, knowledge and findings: 
The principle purpose of these solutions is the capturing of solutions and results from 
processes. 
[Lessons Learnt Databases (LLD & BPDG), Capturing Best Practices & Lessons Learnt via. 
Video] 
LOCATE: Locating knowledge and experience to facilitate transfer or use: 
The principle purpose of these solutions is the location of knowledge and experience 
within a storage area or process. 
[Competency Management, Expert networks - External, Knowledge Maps, Data Mining] 
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6.3 Developing the solution space categories 
From chapters three, four and five it is clear that; 
" KM implementations cover a plethora of tools and solutions. 
9 There are similarities in solutions used across different industries 
" The use and success of individual KM solutions is strongly dependent upon the 
circumstances and context 
From the surveyed implementations and the summarised solutions illustrated in 
chapters four and five the following statements can be made; 
Each KM solution will be associated with at least one of the following core actions; 
" Create - Create solutions using knowledge and experience. 
" Transfer - Knowledge and experience 
" Capture - Knowledge and experience from people, process, documents and 
findings. 
" Locate - Knowledge and experience 
Further to this it is apparent that the solutions can be categorised according to the type 
of resource or knowledge they work with or the knowledge and experience stored 
within; 
" People / People's experiences 
" Documents 
" Rules / guidelines 
The time within a process which the solutions are used; 
" Before an event occurs 
" During an event 
" After an event has occurred 
The generic type of solutions 
" `People based' with IT as a support. 
" IT based with People as support. 
By considering the above categories and reviewing each of the KM solutions surveyed 
against them, a set of solution space categories were developed and these are best 
illustrated on Figure 6.3a. 
The categories were identified by reviewing each of the KM implementations and 
identifying the individual defining characteristics for each implementation, these were 
then compiled into a list and filtered to produce a master set of characteristics that 
could characterise any of the KM solutions. 
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FiLure 0 ;a Solution Space Category Summary 
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6.4 Part Three: Compilation of the Solution Space 
Using the profile of each KM solutions as developed in 6.2 and the characteristics 
defined in 6.3 a solution space was then compiled linking KM problems to KM 
solutions, Figure 6.4b below. Figure 6.4b is intended to emphasis the 3 main sections of 
the solution space, labelled as A, B and C in the figure. Consequently some of the text is 
very small in the actual matrix. A further figure has been provided in Appendix 2 which 
gives larger, clear detail of the internal content of the solution space. 
Figure 6.4b: The KM Solution Space 
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6.5 Summary: Chapter Six 
The completed profile features the key characteristics of each of the identified KM 
tools. Key points on the solution space; 
" In compiling the solution space the total number of solutions was significantly 
reduced as it became apparent that some solutions and tools presented in the 
literature were fundamentally the same tools with different names. 
" Each type of solution has at least 1 of the 4 primary functions; Capture, Create, 
Locate, and Transfer. 
9 Each solution has secondary functions that they can also be used for i. e. 
Storytelling's primary purpose is to transfer knowledge and experience between 
individuals as part of this knowledge or routinely captured in the new 
individual's head or notes made. 
" Many solutions have tertiary requirements based on things that must have 
happened before i. e. A paper based or electronic Best Practice Design guide is 
primarily for transferring key information to other people - however the actions 
of creating/writing requires that the capture process must have happened or be 
happening. 
-. There is not an equal split between the 4 primary functions, [8 = Locate, 6= 
Capture, 4= Create and only I has a primary function of Transfer] It is 
important to consider the secondary and tertiary functions for a more rounded 
and accurate view of the solutions actual uses. 
" It is clear that KM can be used to tackle a broad range of problems and 
requirements. 
" Given a KM problem statement/profile comprised of one or more of the core 
action (Capture / Create / Transfer / Locate) and any further requirements 
(format, storage, timing etc) then suitable solutions can be selected by matching 
the KM problem statement profile to the profile of tools in the solution space. 
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Chapter Seven: Design of the KM Tool 
7.1 Chapter Introduction 
As proposed at the start of this thesis; 
The research presented in this thesis is based on the belief that existing tools and 
solutions that have been developed and implemented to manage knowledge and 
experience in the wider business world should also be exploited within manufacturing 
and engineering organisations to enhance the utilisation, management, control and 
protection of identified key `resources' critical to the success of engineering processes. 
It is proposed that this should be accomplished via the following three elements; 
9 Identification of the key knowledge and experience resources within the 
engineering/manufacturing organisation i. e. those that are critical to the 
engineenng processes. 
" Improved understanding of suitable established knowledge and experience 
solutions and techniques from the broader business world to enhance and protect 
the use of the identified key resources. Increased awareness of their strengths, 
weaknesses and areas of applicability. 
9 The provision of appropriate information and guidance to facilitate the selection 
and implementation of the selected tools and techniques by someone with 
limited experience of such tools. 
(For the purpose of this thesis the processes referred to within 
engineering/manufacturing organisations are enterprise level processes that would occur 
within many different areas of the organisation many times, where improvements in one 
instance can be cascaded across to others) 
In order to satisfy this proposal the findings of chapters three, four and five and the 
solution space developed in chapter six were exploited in the design and development of 
the KM tool. 
7.1.1 Objectives of the KM tool: 
To facilitate the selection and implementation of appropriate KM tool(s) into an 
Engineering process via a process consisting of three stages; Measurement, Analysis 
and Solution; 
" "Measure" - Review the selected engineering process, identify knowledge and 
experience resources used and created resources at each stage in the process. 
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" "Analysing and Ranking" - By drawing on the findings of chapters three, four 
and five, identify improvements and potential issues within the process relating 
to the use and creation of knowledge and experience resources. Having 
identified these, 
" "Solve" - having identified the areas for improvement and concern formulate a 
problem statement to be fulfilled and use this as input to the solution space to 
select a suitable KM solution to improve the engineering process through better 
use of knowledge and experience created or used. 
7.1.2 Scope of the tool: 
The tool was designed considering the following application scope, it is expected that 
this tool could be used to analyse a range of engineering processes, common features of 
these processes would be; 
9A clearly defined start and end to the process. 
" The use or creation of Knowledge and Experience related resources during the 
process, (or the requirement to assess if such resources should be used or 
created). 
" Typical engineering processes to be reviewed may include; Design of component 
xyz, Testing and evaluation of system xyz, Solving problem type abc, etc 
" The use of the tool should not be restricted to these examples since effectively 
any process whereby knowledge and experience related resources are created or 
used can be analysed. 
The tool could be implemented under several different scenarios; 
" When there is awareness that best practice KM is not being used and that 
improvements to the process are desired. 
" As a training tool to make people aware of KM and its benefits. 
" As part of an audit process to assess engineering processes. 
7.1.3 Overall Process improvements vs. Individual resource 
improvements. 
The output of the tool is split into two distinct but related aspects; 
i) Overall process issues and their respective improvements 
All resources throughout the entire process are reviewed by considering what 
the resources are (their format, content and purpose etc) and at what point 
they are being used or created, this is then compared to KM Best Practice. 
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Issues and scope for improvements are highlighted and the changes or 
additions to the overall process and its structure are suggested. 
and 
ii) Individual resource issues and their respective improvements 
Each resource is reviewed in isolation and its use, content, format and 
purpose is compared to KM Best Practice. Issues and scope for 
improvements are highlighted and changes, additions or improvements to the 
use of the individual resource are suggested. 
7.2 Tool Design specification and overview 
To assist in the design and development of the KM solution tool a detailed product 
design specification (PDS) was drafted to act as a guide and checklist for the features 
and functionality of the tool. This is presenting in Appendix Three. 
Fi<zurc 7.2a: 3 Core Stages to the KM I ool Process 
Staqe Title Inputs 
I1leasurel 
1 
En(incerin 
[Collect Data 4 Process 
on process and Review 
re. ourcc, j 
Description Outpu 
('haractcrisc each resource 
Used III the prOCCSS uSIIIL! Itiýýýýýrcc 
Sýtnuuary the resource 
characterisation. ýý x 1L 
r Analyse cacti resource 
With a set of Iilters to F: esource Filler 
-ý seminar,. identify problems or areas 4 2(i) jAnalyscl Rults 
for improvement with 
IFilter i) Process or ii) Resources 
------ Resources and 
create problem *------- Produce problem 
statetnent(s)l Filter statement for each issue or 2(fi) 
Results titutcmcnl area tier improvement 
identified 
Most (Solve 
Solve the problem appropriate 
Problem KNI Solutions 3 [Solve the st: ucnrent statement using the KM 4 and a statement problem solution space 
statement(s)]ustifyinw 
solution. 
Figure 7.2a shows the three core stages to the KM Tool process, Measurement, Analysis 
and Solution, these stages and their role in the process are explained below. 
Initial data on resource usage within the process is collected via. the Engineering 
Process Review and is summarised (1: Measure) into a `Resource Sunmmary', the 
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`Resource Summary' is then compared (2(i): Analyse) to a set of `Analysis Filters' and 
the results of this passed through a second matrix (2(ii): Analyse) to formulate a `KM 
problem statement'. The problem statement is then presented (3: Solve) to the `KM 
solution space' and the most appropriate `KM Solution' is identified. 
The features of the individual elements 1: Measure, 2: Analyse and 3: Solve are 
discussed in the next section. 
7.2.1 Stage 1: Measurement 
The purpose is to collect the appropriate information from the process to enable; 
" Firstly, identification of issues and concerns associated with the current knowledge 
and experience resources. 
" Secondly, provide sufficient information about the process to assist in the selection 
of the appropriate KM solution(s). 
By considering the characteristics defined by the solution space (chapter six) and the 
range of resources worked with as presented in the literature (chapters three, four and 
five) a check list was developed to describe the use of resources within a process 
considering. These characterisation parameters were generated by adapting generic 
circumstantial/probing questions (Who, What, Where, When & Why) to the specifics of 
the KM solutions. This was done by rigorous manual analysis of the KM solutions, 
identification of their individual characteristics and the subsequent compilation and 
rationalisation of characteristics from each of 19 KM Solutions to develop a master list. 
The list was developed to ascertain how well the resources were used from knowledge 
and experience management aspect - identifying the important factors relating to the 
core KM functions of Capture, Create, Transfer and Locate. In the process each 
resource is then manually characterised according to the 11 factors, summarised in 
Table 7.2a (shown in more detail with 81 characterisation parameters in Figure 7.2b). 
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Table 7.2a: Summary of resource characterisation parameters. 
Sub Section Description 
Do What? 
What is the core action associated with this resource i. e. Capture, Locate, 
Create or Transfer? 
When in the Process When in the process is this resource used? 
With What? What is the resource e. g. is it a work report etc? 
Format? What is the format of the resource i. e. electronic or paper etc? 
How is it stored? How is the resource stored i. e. in people, on an intranet etc? 
Where from? Where is the resource being captured, transferred or located from? 
Where to? Where is the resource being captured or transferred to? 
Why? What for? What is the purpose of the action associated with this resource? 
How do you get to it? How do you physically get access to the resource to carryout the action? 
Awareness of existence? How are people aware that the resource exists? 
Awareness of update? How are people aware when the resource is updated? 
Having identified the process and mapped out the resource usage this is the final manual 
stage where the user needs to select which of the statements is relevant to each resource. 
Having characterised each resource against the set of 81 parameters sufficient 
information is then available for the KIVI tool to analyse the resource usage. 
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hi. 'urc ' 2h Rcwurce Characterisation parameters. full list 
7a - Your own experience 
1a- Transfer: Share Disseminate - Update 
7b -An individual (expenence) 
1b Capture Store Create 7c Person doing the job before 
1c - Locate: Access - Find 
1- Do What? 7d - Experts (consultants) - External 
r-- 
,ld Create: Solution - Product - 7- Where to? 
7e - Contractor experience - External 
---- 
2a 
- Before the process begins 
7f - Within departmentlproject team 
r--- 2b - At the start of the process 
7g - Within group 
--- 
During the process 2- When? 
7h - Within 
company) 
2d - At the end of the process 
7i - Outside of company 
; 2e - After the process is completed 
7j An existing community within company 
r- 3a Work Reports 8a - To use again - future use 
_ 
3b - Rules (Equations, maths etc) 
"s 8b - To adapt and again - from past 
3c - Guidelines 
8c - To generate new ideas - from past 
FM 
- Rules of Thumb 
8d - To create solutions 8- Wh What fo - ---- 3e 
-Past Designs 3 -With Wha 
Be - To create reports for a reason - i. e. signoff 
3f 
- Previous Work j 
8f - Legislation says we should 
3g - Photos 
8g - Reference etc, no specific reason 
3h - Findings from work 
8h - No reason 
'3i Info on who did what - capabilities 
9a Stored in self 
4a -T mast someones head 
9b - Off 'own back', personal choise 
(4b Physipl Component etc , Characterisation P 
9c Shared resource accessible from desk i. e. intranel 
4c - Paper only 4 Format? 
ý9 - How do you get to i 9d - Central library store) 
f4d 
- Electronic, non editable 
9e 
- Contact database for resource identification and locationn 
4e Electronic, editable 
9f Accessible from any company site 
9g - Accessible from anywhere on and off site 
5a - In 1 person 10a Need al knowledge that it exists on al l 
Sb In a group o(peop'e 10b Need to be directed by someone else 
5cL? ca 5- How is it Stored. 
10c 
- It is part of role to know it exists 
5d Group wide 10d - It is part of role to look for it 
5e - Company w de 
r 
10e - Legislative requirements dictate we know 
5f Woýdwide ý 
- 10f Automalica ly pointed to it by 
a system 
6a Your own experience 
10 - Awareness? 10g - People will need personal knowledge that ti exists 
6b - An individual (experience) 10h - Poeple will need to be directed by someone else 
ý6c 
- Person doing the 
job before 10i - It is part of their role to know it exists 
6d - Experts (consultants) experience - 
External 10j - It is part of their role to look for it 
tie Contractor experience External -- 6 Where from? 
-- - 10k Legislative regwrements dictate they know 
6Within department/project team, ' 101- Automatically pointed to it by a system 
6g - Within group 11a No mechanism (no way of telling if up to date)j 
6h nth company 11 b- No mechanism other than check yourself 
6i - Outside of company 
11- Awamess of update '1c - Area to go and check for updates (not accessible from di 
6j An existing community within company 11 d- Area to go and check for updates (local - access from dE 
1 le - Information is pushed out to you 
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7.2.2 Stage 2(i): Analysis, Filter Results 
Having collected details on each of the resources used in the process and recording them 
in the above format the resource usage is analysed to identify; 
" If KM best practices are currently being used in the process. 
" If the implementation of KM best practices could offer improvement to 
(i) the entire process 
or 
(ii) the use of individual resources within the process. 
The analysis filter criteria were developed by manually analysing each of the 19 KM 
solutions, their prior implementation and specific characteristics and developing an 
understanding to answer the following question: 
"What circumstance would be/were present in order for this solutions use to be 
appropriate? " 
Having answered this question for each of the solutions a master list was compiled and 
then subsequently rationalised resulting in the filters presented in Figure 7.2c. (Full 
details Appendix Four) 
The purpose of the filters is to provide a framework in which to analyse the measured 
resource information and identify which resources or elements of the process present 
either 
(i) an issue with relation to KM 
or 
(ii) scope for improvement from a KM aspect. 
As discussed at the start of this chapter, the filters are split into two distinct elements 
i) analysing overall process structure 
and 
ii) specifically analysing the use of individual resources within the 
process. 
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7.2c: Summary of KM Tool Resource 
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I'KOCESS: Capture 
ndingsi transfer 
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TRANSFER: Into or out 4 
w process. of the process 
4 
\I END OF 4 CAPTURE: Learning 9 
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iling, transfer 1: -i 
TRANSFER: Findings -ý 
!, odings, capture CAPTURE: Key 
ource inlimnation resource infinmation 
P I-ER PROCESS: TRANSFER: key 
ýctiuns 
4 findings that have been 4 
captured - at a 
later date 
,t IOMATION: Creation via Automation of explicit 
rules 
AUTOMATION: Creation via automation of non-explicit 
Hiles/cases 
(REATION/LOCATION: Make use of archived data 4 
RE-USE: No m echanisin or evidence of rc-usc of past 
\%u rk 
FORMAT: Resource format presents a risk 4 
SI ORAGE: Storage of this resource presents a risk 9 
DISSEMINATION: Dissemination mechanism or making 4 
people aware resource exists presents potential risk 
(IPDATES: No mechanism evident to make people aware 
ul changes to this resource 
filters 
Details of Check/Question asked 
Checking for precious work that could be useful in this 
process? To benefit this process and avoid repetition. 
Finding people to make use of in this process? 
Checking for previous work that could be useful in this 
process'? To benefit this process and avoid repetition. 
Finding people to make use of in this process? 
During the process record findings and reasons for doing 
Transfer into process previous work that could be useful 
- internally 
Transfer into process previous work that could be useful 
- from outside of oreanisation 
During the process, disseminate findings as the process is 
Capture learning from the process for future use 
Transfer key findings from the project team immediately 
after the process 
Capture key resources - i. e. Mio did what? 
Transfer captured key findings after the process has 
completed (Should be a mechanism to transfer the 
findings at the end of the process) 
If creating a solution using guidelines and rules can these 
be automated? f? xplicit rules used? 
Identify if solutions created are based on an iteration of 
previous design (not on explicit rules) and/or past cases? 
Identify/Uncover if useful data may be stored Within 
archives 
Avoid repetition make use of past work - Identifies 
resources creation with no re-use mechanism. 
Identifies \%here resources represent a risk to the process 
because of their format(i. e. paper storage, experience 
Identifies ýNhere the storage process/mechanism of the 
resource mavpsent a risk to the process 
Identifies issues with resources where by they may be 
created and not known about 
Identifies issues with ttie resources N%Iiere by resources 
could be updated or changed and people may not know 
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From analysis of the problems and previous implementation of KM tools identified via 
chapters three, four and five a matrix (matrix 1, Figure 7.2d) was populated that detailed 
the different combinations of resource characteristics required to satisfy each of the 20 
filter criteria. 
The matrix is a means of recording and presenting the combination of resource 
summary results that meet the criteria for each of the different filters. The matrix is in 
the form of a two-dimensional truth table displaying the multiple if-then relationships 
between resource characteristics and the filter criteria. The left hand column is the 
resource summary results (input -A in Figure 7.2d) and the top row is the filter criteria 
(output -C in Figure 7.2d) the matrix indicates which combination of resource 
characteristics relate to which filter criteria. 
The characteristics for each resource are compared to filter criteria, to determine if there 
is a match i. e. which of the 20 filter criteria have been met for each of the resources and 
processes reviewed. This is shown in figure 7.2d 
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Matrix 1: (Resource Review Filter) Resource Review characteristics vs. filter Figure 
criteria. 7.2d 
Description: Takes resource summary characteristics results (A: Input I_I1 Column) as an input. If 
resource summary results match (via B: The matrix) one of the 20 vertical columns then 
that filter criteria (C: Output Top Rows) has been met. Output is a list of resources vs. 
filters met for each resource. 
(Larger Version of Matrix 1 is available in Appendix Sixi 
A: INPUT Resource C: OUTPUT Resource filter criteria 
characteristics (As detailed (As specified in Figure 7.2c and 
in Figure 7.2b) detailed in Appendix7.2a) 
.......... .. 
i=- 
.: 
- 
- 
............................................................................................................... 
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7.2.3 Stage 2(ii): Analysis: Creation of a problem statement. 
Having identified which of the resource filters are satisfied by each of the resources and 
the overall process being reviewed a list of identified issues is compiled. 
The second stage in the analysis process is the production of a problem statement in a 
format that can be presented to the KM solution space in order to suggest a solution. 
As with Part 2(i) a matrix was developed by reviewing the current KM literature and 
implementations as detailed in chapters three, four and five and summarised in chapter 
six. The matrix provides the link between analysis filter results and specific KM 
problem characteristics. Again this is in the form of a two-dimensional if-then truth 
table and is presented in Figure 7.2e. the left hand column (input) is the resource filter 
results from Matrix 1 (figure 7.2d) and the top row is the problem statement elements 
(output) the input is related to the output via the content of the matrix, 
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Matrix 2: (Problem Statement Filter criteria vs. KM Problem specification Figure 
Filter) 7.2e 
Description: Takes filter results (C: Input Bottom of page) for each of the resources and creates the 
most appropriate problem statement by identifying which of the 20 filter results 
corresponds (via D: The matrix) to each of the 78 problem statement elements (E: 
Output Top Rowvs). The output is a problem statement representing the findings of the 
process review in terms of the problems evident. The problem statement is in the correct 
format to enable presentation to the KM solution space. 
(Larger Version of 1latrix 2 is available in Appendix Seven 
E: OUTPUT Problem statement 
elements (As specified in 
Chapter Six Figure 6.3a) 
, i! 
................. ........ ........ ..... 
ll 
.. 
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7.2.4 Stage 3: (Matching and selection, solving a problem statement) 
The outcome from stages I and 2 is a problem statement relating to the use of resources 
within the engineering process or characteristics of the process itself. 
The final stage in the process is solving this problem statement via the KM solution 
space developed in chapter six. This is presented in the aforementioned two- 
dimensional if-then matrix format, see Figure 7.2f. By comparing the characteristics of 
the problem statement (vertical left hand column) to the characteristics of each of the 
KM solutions (top - horizontal row) The KM solution that offers the best match to the 
problem can be selected. 
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Matrix 3: (Solution Space Filter) KM problem specification vs. KM solution. Figure 
7.2f 
Description: Takes `problem statement' results (E: Input LH Column) as an input. The solution (G: 
Output Top Column) that best matches (via F: the matrix) the input criteria from the 
problem statement is selected. 
[Larger Version of Matrix 3 is available in Appendix Two] 
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7.2.5 The Process Mechanism - Automation of the process. 
A case based reasoning (CBR) approach is taken to automate the analysis of the 
resource usage and the matching/identification of a solution. [For details on Case Based 
reasoning see solution Ti, chapter 6]. The results of the resource reviews are recorded 
in an Excel spreadsheet front-end and the remainder of the analysis (from Stage 1: 
`Resource Summary' through to Stage 3: Selection of the most appropriate KM 
Solution) is automated via. Visual Basic (VB) code. Having input the results of the 
Engineering Process Review no further user input is required. 
A CBR approach was chosen as it is ideal for selecting the most appropriate solution 
from a database of previous solutions (in this case the KM solution space) given 
prescribed requirements/parameters (in this case the `Resource Summary' then the 
`Filter results' and finally the `Problem Statement'). An overview of the code operation 
is shown in figure 7.2g and a detailed breakdown of the process and sample code can be 
found in Appendix Five. 
Ficurc ?? g: KM Tool process/mechanism flowchart. 
-Take resource results from input sheet, one resource at a time. This is the Input 
Caw: 'Resource Swnmarv'] 
MEASURE 
STAGE: t 
ANALYSIS 
5l"AGE: 2 
MATCH 
STAGE: 
t_ 
OUTPUT: 
Compare the results for each resource to each of the 20 filters. Record Mhich filter 
conditions are net. [input Case: 'Resource Summary'. Output Ci se: Selected 
from 'Database of Filter Cases'], using Matrix 1. (Phases A4B4 C) 
For each filter condition met produce a problem statement identifying the KM 
problems to be solved. [Input case: 'Filter results'. Output Case: Selected from 
'Database ofKM Problem Statements'], using Matrix 2. (Phases C -* 1) - E) 
Present each problem statement to the KM solution space and select the most 
appropriate KM solution. Output includes indication of how ýýell the solution 
matched the problem (%) an indication of the selection rational and a combined 
solution selected as a 'best-fit' for all issues identified with each resource. Input 
case: 'Problem statement'. Output C'nse. Selected from 'Database of KM 
S(Aution>' 1. uin Matrix 3. (Phases E -> F G) 
Detailed and summary results showing concerns and issues idemilied vvith 
specific resources or the overall process. justification for concerns and finally the 
most appropriate 'KM solution'. Output is contained within structured txt files. 
As detailed above there are three two-dimensional matrices that are key to this process: 
0 
0 
Ä 
v ö 
ä 
a 
Matrix 1 (Resource Review Filter) Resource Review characteristics vs. filter criteria. I Figure 7.2d 
Matrix 2 (Problem Statement Filter) Filter criteria vs. KM Problem specification Figure 7.2e 
Matrix 3 (Solution Space Filter) KM problem specification vs. KM solution. Figure 7.2t' 
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7.3 Verification and Validation of the KM Tool 
The developed tool was initially verified by presenting known scenarios and cases as 
the input (cases derived from the literature) and assessing the output (again the known 
output from the literature. This verification was key to the robustness and reliability of 
the tool and so significant time was spent refining and re-verifying the code and output 
via several cases for each of the 19 KM solutions. 
The verified KM Tool will now be validated and demonstrated though analysis of its 
implementation on three real engineering processes in chapter 8. 
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Chapter Eight: Prototype tool implementation 
8.1 Case Study Implementations of the KM Tool. 
This chapter presents the implementation of the KM Tool developed in chapter seven 
using three different case studies. The case studies are real examples of the use of the 
KM Tool to review and analyse 3 different but typical mechanical and manufacturing 
engineering processes and suggest appropriate changes to resolve highlighted issues and 
improve the process. The case studies are all taken from one company, an off-highway 
vehicle manufacturer based in the UK. For reasons of confidentiality and commercial 
sensitivity the organisation is not named and certain processes, details and terminology 
have been changed or generalised. 
The three cases studies are; 
Specific Case Study Example Generic Engineering Process 
" Investigating and resolving a Noise, An example of a typical engineering problem 
Vibration and Harshness (NVH) problem solving exercise: Identification of an issue, 
on an Off Highway Vehicle (OHV). testing, measuring and analysing the results, 
(Process conducted by the vehicle defining a solution and solving the issue. 
manufacturer). 
" Structural design and development of a An example of a typical new product 
new exhaust system for an OHV. (Process development exercise utilising internal (to the 
conducted by the vehicle manufacturer). organisation) skill sets to design the product. 
" The acoustic design and development of a An example of a typical new product 
new exhaust silencer for an existing OIIV. development exercise utilising external (to the 
(Process managed by the vehicle organisation) skill sets (consultants) to design 
manufacturer but the majority of the work the product. 
conducted by an external consultancy). 
Overview of case study structure and method. 
The resource data was collected manually by analysing the process, interviewing people 
involved in the process and examining any process documentation. The resource data 
was then entered into the KM tool for analysis, filtering and solving. The engineering 
resource review for the process is detailed first and this is then followed by a summary 
and more detailed account of each of the resources used in the process. A summary of 
the findings from each case study is presented in each of the next three sections along 
with details of the organisation's responses and actions subsequent to these assessments. 
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8.2 Case Study One: "Solving Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) Noise. 
Vibration and Harshness (NVH) Problems" 
Process: Investigating and resolving a Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) problem 
on an Off Highway Vehicle (OHV). (Process conducted by the vehicle manufacturer). 
Process Description 
The subject of this case study is the process of solving noise and vibration problems in 
off-highway vehicles. Typical problems include excessive in vehicle noise levels, 
unsatisfactory or uncomfortable noise and vibration characteristics and vibration 
induced or related component failures. NVH problems are often identified late in the 
vehicles development (prior to vehicle launch) or very soon after the vehicle has been 
launched. Resolving the NVH issue is the responsibility of the vehicle development 
engineer, if considered necessary the development engineer may contact either the 
organisations NVH expert or an expert from outside the organisation. 
The process is outlined in Table 8.2a and the resources are detailed in Table 8.2b. 
The process data presented in Table 8.2a was populated manually via a number of 
sources including; 
" Interviewing personnel involved in the process. 
" Archives of tests data, plans and reports from previous processes. 
" Standard procedures, guides and review documentation. 
" Observing a complete cycle of the process. 
The process results were subsequently reviewed to identify the resources utilised in the 
process, these resources are summarised in Table 8.2b. 
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Iahlc 8. I1) Rc'ource Details: "Soloing Off=Ili hýýaýý V'cliirlr (()I IV) Noise. Vibration and I I, irýlinL . (NVII) Problems 
Legislation documents and 
(I 
. 
la) I he resource is legislation Ihr action Is access to and use of 
*uidelines for testing/analysis 
detailing guidelines for testing and 
' these guidelines to 
determine 
used. 
analysis. (In the format of paper 
extent of the NVII problem. documents) 
(1.1b)The resource is test site and Hie action is accessing this Test site and customer feedback customer feedback on the vehicles lcedback and using it to reviewed. NVH characteristics. (In the 
understand the problem. format of completed paperwork) 
Development Engineers past NVH 
(I. 2a)The resource is the Design The action is accessing this 
Engineers NVII experience. experience to measure and analyse experience. (Tacit) the problem appropriately. 
Development Engineers NVII (I. 
2b)The resource is the The action is accessing this 
Development Engineers NVI I experience to measure and analyse training. 
training. (Tacit & documentation) the problem appropriately. 
Legislation documents and (I. 2c)The resource is legislation 
The action is accessing these 
guidelines for testing/analysis. (Documents and guidelines) 
resource to direct appropriate 
testing 
1.2 
, (I. 2d)The resource is the (internal) 
The action is accessing the internal 
Company expert. 
company NVII expert. (Tacit) 
NVI I experts experience to help 
solve the problem. 
(1.2e)The resource is an external 
The action is accessing the 
External expert. NVH expert. (Tacit) external 
NVI I experts experience 
to help solve th roblem. 
Findings recorded in Engineers 
(1.2f)The resource is results from I he action is capturing the 
personal log book. 
testing. (electronic reports and findings from the testing in 
data) personallogbook. 
_ 
Results of intbrmal review via 
(1.3a)The resource is interim The action is transfer of these 
email, meeting or phone. 
results from the investigation. interim results to managers. (electronic reports and data) 
Updated drawings and designs. 
(I. 4a)The resource is updated The action is the creation of 
--- 
1.4 
drawings_ 
_ (1 4b)1'he resource is results and 
deýi ný and ttiýoci ted drawings 
Results and solutions reported to . The action is transfer of results to 
manager via email or meeting. 
solutions from testing. (electronic 
manager. 
reports and data) 
Test and development report may 
(1.4c)l-he resource is results and 
solutions from testing. (electronic 
The action is capture these results 
be produced. 
reports and data) 
in test and development report. 
Source in 1.1 is notified of (I. 5a)The resource is Engineering 
the action is captmin storing the 
1.5 
resolution to problem. sign off of the problem. 
Engineering sign-off 
documentation. 
Each of the 13 resources identified in this process were then entered into the input page of the KM 
tool and characterised accordingly. The characterisation of each resource is a manual process and is 
completed in an Excel spreadsheet by recording which of the 81 resource characterisation 
parameters (as shown in Figure 7.2b and listed in the lcit hand column of the table) are applicable to 
each of the 13 resources (which appear as the top row of the table) in this process by the user 
entering a "I" in the relevant cell to indicate a match. The resulting matrix is then used as the input 
to the KM tool code. Further details on the characterisation parameters can be tound in chapter 
seven. The completed resource characterisation matrix for case study I is shown in Figure 8.2a, oil 
the next page. 
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Chapter Eight: Prototype Tool Implementation 
The KM tool was then `run' allowing the code to analyse the process and resource usage and 
subsequently return a set of issues and appropriate solutions that were identified and solved. 
The formal automated output from the KM Tool and a full analysis of the results can be found in 
Appendix seven. 
Table 8.2c summarises the results from the KM Tool, showing the KM Solution selected, the 
number of resources that contributed to the selection of this tool and a statement of why the tool 
was selected. The results are split between process (overall) analysis and resource (individual) 
analysis. 
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-1 ab1c X2c: Suninnar from KM Tool for Case Studv ( )ne 
KM Solution: Indicated by. Issue or Area for Improvement: 
I'1 Expert Systems ( 13R I Resource (4a) 
I ypen ('1311 ni. iy be suitable 
for this process. 
T2 KBF. I Resource (4a) " 
Expert systems K131; may be suitable 
for this process. 
T4 Storytelling. I Resource (4a) " 
Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously created work. 
" Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Disseminate Push - Portal, 7 Resources (4b, 2d, 5a, 4a, 
Provide mechanism for making people 
T6 Intelligent agents. 3a, 2b, 2a) aware when resources 
have been 
recommendation systems. changed or updated. 
" Provide improved storage mechanism 
tier the resource to protect the rocess. 
I7 
Collaboration tools - Instant Overall Process " 
Provide mechanism to transfer previous 
messenger. work into this process. 
T8 Communities of practice. Overall Process 
" Provide mechanism to transfer previous 
work into this rocess. 
T9 
Peer Assist and roundtables Overall Process " 
Provide mechanism to locate useful 
Learning during the event. people at-start ofprocess Internally. 
'1'l0 
Piggy Backing, Ceam 
Overall Process " 
Piggy Backing. Team writing, 
writing, Mentoring. Mentoring. 
Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously created work. Post project reviews / 
" Provide mechanism to transfer findings 
111 
Project post mortems / After I Resource (46) from project team at end. Action Reviews / Lessons 
Provide mechanism to transfer ! access Learnt Reviews. 
results and findings after the process has 
completed. 
T13 Learning Histories. I Resource (4a) " Provide mechanism fier re-using 
previously created work. 
12 Resources (la, Ib, 2a, 2b, 
Provide mechanism to improve the TI6 Lessons Learnt database 2c, 2d, 2e, 2f, 3a, 4a, 4b. 4c, 
format and location of this resource Sa) . 
' ' 
Yellow Pages and 
" Provide mechanism to capture details of 1 17 Competence Management, Overall Process 
resources used at end of process. 
-- 
Lxpert Networks Internal. 
T18 Expert networks - External. Overall Process 
" Provide niechanism to transfer in work 
external to the organisation 
Full details of the resources identified and their link to the issues highlighted and the subsequent 
KM solution can be found in Appendix Seven. 
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In summary 13 resources were reviewed in the "Solving Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) Noise, 
Vibration and Harshness (NVH) Problems" process. 
Process results: 7 areas for concern or improvement were highlighted in the overall process (Table 
8.2e) with 8 different KM solutions suggestions. 
Individual resource results: 13 individual resources produced 31 areas for concern or improvement 
(Table 8.2e) with 7 different solutions suggested. 
Process review (see table 8.2c and 8.2e) 
The KM tool identified 7 areas for concern or improvement within the overall "NVH problem 
solving process". The issues can be split into three types according to the stage of the process. 
At the start of the process - it was evident that there was no mechanism or stage within the process 
to either identify or locate people who may be useful in this problem or identify and locate any 
previous work that may be useful in solving this problem. This restricts the resources available to 
solve the problem to the (often limited) experiences of the Development Engineer and ignores other 
potentially helpful resources. 
The KM Tool suggests three tools to improve this element of the process; peer assist (T9) and 
roundtables (bring together experienced people to assist with the issues), collaboration tools (T7) 
(gain assistance from colleagues within the organisation collaboratively but without physically 
meeting), external expert (T18) networks (organisations or agencies that have or can identify and 
access the relevant technical expertise given a specific problem) and communities of practice (T8) 
and mentoring and piggybacking (T10) to disseminate the findings of previous work and transfer 
experiences. 
During the process - there was evidence that the findings and results from the work was not being 
disseminated or archived effectively, this restricts the potential for re-use of the findings should a 
similar problem occur again within the organisation. 
The KM Tool suggests the use of mentoring and piggybacking (TI O) in order to transfer findings of 
the work and details of the process whilst the work is occurring. 
At the end of the process - little evidence of either transferring or capturing the findings or 
resource usage information from the process was seen. The KM Tool suggested three tools to 
improve this element of the process; storytelling (T4) (process for transferring learning and findings 
between people), yellow pages and competency management (T17) (a mechanism for recording 
individuals capabilities and experiences for use in future problems) and post project reviews (T11) 
(a technique for extracting key findings and reasons from the results and process after the problem 
is resolved). 
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Resource review (see Table 8.2d) 
The KM Tool identified 31 areas for concern or improvement within 13 resources and suggested 7 
different solutions. 
Format, storage and access mechanism of the resources - The KM tool identified 20 issues 
related to the storage mechanism, format or access mechanism of 13 of the resources. The issues 
were predominantly related to key resources only being held within individuals or not being 
sufficient accessible to the relevant people. The KM Tool suggested the use of a lessons learnt 
database (T16) (an area to capture and store key resource information for future use) 
Awareness that the resource exists and awareness that the resource has been updated or 
changed - Concerns relating to this were highlighted in 7 resources. The KM Tool suggested the 
use of Dissemination (Push) system (T6) such as a database that sends automatic updates and 
summaries to relevant users. 
Possible automation by CBR or KBE - The KM Tool identified that the mechanism for updating 
elements of the drawings and designs as part of the problem solving process may be suitable for 
automation or semi-automation by using either a KBE (T2) or CBR (Ti) approach. 
Use of previously created work and solutions - The KM Tool identified that improvements could 
be made by providing mechanisms to re-use previously created work and solutions, suggesting 
Storytelling (T4), Post project reviews (T11) and Learning histories (T13) as solutions. 
Organisations actions subsequent to this review: 
Subsequent to this review and discussion with the relevant personnel at the organisation the 
following actions were implemented: 
? Central Lotus Notes Data Base (TeamRoom) was setup to house all the NVH work including 
reports, findings, photographs and data. Legislative data is now stored here and automatic 
reminders are issued when expiry dates are due or new articles are uploaded. All engineers at the 
company have been equipped with access to this team room. 
?A mechanism has been formalised and put in place to improve external links and access to 
experts from outside of the company to assist with NVH problem solving. 
? This review also highlighted a low level of NVH experience and training amongst Vehicle Design 
engineers, this has resulted in the design and delivery of tailored training course. 
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Table 8.2d: Resource Revie%ý Summary "Sol%ing Off- IIighwav Vehicle (()11V) Noise, Vibration and Harshness 
(NVII) Problem: ''. Individual Resources vs. Identified Issue vs. Solution (%%ith °,, match) 
T16 = Lessons Learnt database T4 = Storytelling. 
T6 = Disseminate Push - Portal, TI I= Post project reviews / Project 
Intelligent agents, recommendation post mortems / Aller Action Reviews f", 
systems. Lessons Learnt Reviews. 
T2 = KBE T13 = Learning I Iistories. 
TI = Expert Systems/CBR 
(la) 1 egislation documents and Provide mechanism to improve the format and 
guidelines for testing/analysis location of this resource 
x5 
used. 
(lb) Test site and customer Provide mechanism to improve the format and 
feedback reviewed. location of this resource xx 
Provide mechanism to improve the format and 
ax location of this resource 
(2a) Development Engineers past 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
NVII experience resource to protect the process . 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 
when resources have been changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the format and 
location of this resource 
(2b) Development Engineers Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
NVFI training. resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 
when resources have been changed or updated. 
(2c) Legislation documents and Provide mechanism to improve the format of this xa 
guidelines for testing -anal sis. resource 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of this ax 
resource 
(2d) Company expert. 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the xy 
resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 
when resources have been changed or updated. 
75 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of this 
(2e) External ex ert resource 
xx 
p . Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
resource to protect thprocess 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of this xx 
(2t) Findings recorded in resource 
Engineers personal log hook. Provide improved storage mechanism fix the xv 
resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of this 
resource 
xx 
(3a) Results of informal review Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
via email, meeting or phone. resource to protect the process 
Alt 
Provide mechanism for making people aware that 
the resource exists. ,w 
(4a) Updated drawings and Expert systems KBE_ may he suitable for this ,o designs. rocess 
Expert systems C'BR may be suitable for this 
rocess 
Provide mechanism for re-using previously created 
work. xx xF we 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
resource to rotect the process 
xk 
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Provide mechanism for making people aware 
when resources have been changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of this 
resource (4b) Results and solutions provide improved storage mechanism for the 
reported to manager via email or resource to protect the process 
meeting. Provide mechanism for making people aware that 
the resource exists. 
(4c)"Test and development report Provide mechanism to improve the format of this 
may be produced. resource 
(5a) Source in 1.1 is notified of Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
resolution to problem. resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 
when resources have been changed or updated. 
Table 8.2e Process Review Summary "Solving Off-highway Vehicle (OHV) Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVII) 
Pruhl c'lll' Prt)Ccý> Vý 
Idcntlllcd ISsuL AS. Solution (N Ith °u nlnlcII) 
ruing during the event, '1'17 = Yellow Pages and Competence 
= Collaboration tools - Instant Management, Expert Networks Internal. pp p F- r,. t 
; senger. I'l1 =Past project revietýs; Project post 
3= Expert networks tnortems /After Action Reviews / 
Piggy Backing, 'l'earn writing, Lessons Learnt Reviews, 
ntoring. T8 = Communities ofprractice. 
Fro tdc mechanism to Ios <IIc usrilil hcOpk' at 'tail oI pmrrss - 
Provide mechanism to transfer previous work into this process 
Provide mechanism to transfer in work external to the organisation. 
Process 
Review Provide mechanism to disseminate the findings of process during it. 
Results --- 
Provide mechanism to transfer findings from project team at end 
Provide mechanism to capture details of resources used at end of 
Provide mechanism to transfer! access results and findings after the 
process has completed. 
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8.3 Case Study Two: "Structural Design of OHV Exhaust Systems" 
Process: Structural design and development of a new exhaust system for an OHV. (Process 
conducted by the vehicle manufacturer) 
Process Description 
The subject of this case study is the process of the structural design and development of a new 
exhaust system for an off-highway vehicle. The process involves vehicle design engineers 
producing an initial exhaust design based on their experience and past designs, this design is then 
presented to the organisation's structural experts for review and refinement. An appropriate testing 
regime is devised and a prototype system is tested for performance and endurance. Iterative design 
and testing is conducted reviewing and considering the results of each test until a satisfactory design 
is achieved and structurally signed-off. 
The process is outlined in Table 8.3a and the resources are detailed in Table 8.3b. 
The process data presented in Table 8.3a was populated manually via a number of sources 
including; 
" Interviewing personnel involved in the process. 
" Archives of tests data, plans and reports from previous processes. 
" Standard procedures, guides and review documentation. 
" Observing a complete cycle of the process. 
The process results were subsequently reviewed to identify the resources utilised in the process, 
these resources are summarised in Table 8.3b. 
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-1 able 8.3b Resource Details: "Structural Desit=n of OF1V Exhaust Systems'' 
Stage Summary of Resource Usage_ What is the Resource? What is the Action? 
The action is the use of the VDEs Exhaust design knowledge and 'I lie resource is the experience of 
experience of VDE. the VDE. (Tacit) 
experience to locate features in 
current exhausts to re-use 
('J 
° Current and previous drawings of The resource is the current exhaust 
The action is locating and 
exhaust systems and components. system drawings. 
accessing current drawings to 
review them. 
System outline and specification The resource is an outline The action is creation of the 
produced. specification for the exhaust. system outline and specification. 
Exhaust design knowledge of The resource is the exhaust design 
The action is accessing and using 
VDE. experience of VDE (Tacit) 
this experience to develop an 
exhaust design. 
2.2. The resource is the exhaust design The action is accessing and using Exhaust design knowledge of knowledge of the manufacturer or this experience to develop an 
system supplier. supplier exhaust design. 
Part and assembly drawings The resource is the exhaust design The action is creation of the design 
produced and drawings. using the accessed resources. 
Experience of SDEs (for design of The resource is the expertise and The action is accessing these 
components) experience of the SDE's resources to use in the design. 
Published guidelines (materials, The resource is published The action is accessing these 
welding etc) guidelines. resources to use in the design. 
Component and joint fatigue life The resource is fatigue life curves The action is accessing these 
curves and calculations. and calculations. resources to use in the design. 
Weld standards for types of joint. 
The resources are weld standards The action is accessing these 
for types of joints. resources to use in the design. 
Revised part and assembly The resource is drawings for The action is creation of the 
drawings produced. exhaust design. exhaust design. 
SDEs select appropriate tests The resource is the SDE's The action is create test 
based on past experiences of tests. experience & knowledge of tests. procedures using knowledge. 
SDEs determine strain gauge The resource is SDE's experience The action is accessing the 
positions via. experience and and expertise in strain gauge knowledge to create strain gauge 
considering structural mechanics. positioning. drawings. 
SDEs structural knowledge and 
ex erience to understand test 
The resource is SDE's experience 
of previous test results and action 
is accessing this 
p exto interpret results. experience 
results and suggest iterations. understanding of mechanism. 
Test results and drawings The resources are the results and the action is the creation of the 
produced at each iteration of drawings from each stage of 
results and data. 
I he action is storing this tinal test 
data. 
accordingly (as explained in previous case study). The KM tool was then `run' allowing the code to 
analyse the process and resource usage and subsequently return a set of issues and appropriate 
solutions that were identified and solved. 
The results are split between process (overall) analysis and resource (individual) analysis 
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final part and assembly drawings The resource is the final part and The action is creation of the final 
produced. assembly drawings. part and assembly drawings 
The action is creation and then Sign off documentation produced The resource is Engineering sign- 
storage/archiving of Engineering 
and archived. off documentation. 
sin-off documents. 
Each of these 18 resources were then entered into the input page of the KM tool and characterised 
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Table 8.3c: Summary from KM Tool for Case Study Two 
KM Solution: Indicated b: Issue or Area for Improvement: 
TI Systems CBR Expert 
7 Resources (I c. 2c. 3e. 4a. " Expert systems ('BR may be suitable for this 
4b, 4d. 6a) process. 
7 Resources (I c, 2c, 3e, 4a, " Expert systems KBE may be suitable for this T2 KBE 4b, 4d, ) process. 
Overall Process and 6 
. Provide mechanism for re-using previously T4 Storytelling. Resources (Ic, 2c, 3e, 4a, 4b, 
4d, 6a) created work. 
Overall Process and 17 " Provide mechanism for making people aware Disseminate Push - Portal, Resources(la, Ic, 2a, 2b, 2c, that the resource exists. T6 Intelligent agents, 2c, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e. 3e, 4a, " Provide mechanism for making people aware recommendation systems. 4b, 4c, 4d, 5a, 6a, 6a, 6b) when resources have been changed or updated. 
T7 
Collaboration tools - Instant Overall Process " 
Provide mechanism to transfer previous work 
messenger. into this process. 
T8 Communities of practice. Overall Process 
" Provide mechanism to transfer previous work 
into this process. 
, rg 
Peer Assist and roundtables Overall Process " Provide mechanism to 
locate useful people at 
/ Learning during the event, start of process - Internally. 
T10 
Piggy Backing, Team 
Overall Process " Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring. 
writing, Mentoring. 
" Provide mechanism for re-using previously 
Post project reviews Overall Process and 6 
created work. 
Ill 
Project post mortems / After 
' Resources 
(Ic, 2c, 3e, 4a, 4b, " 
Provide mechanism to transfer findings from 
Action Reviews, Lessons project team at end. 
Learnt Re% iews. 4d, 6a) " Provide mechanism to transfer ; access results 
and findings after the process has completed. 
T12 
Capturing best practices and Overall Process " Pros idc mechanism to capture results at end of 
lessons learnt - Video process 
T13 Learning Histories. 
6 Resources (lc, 2c, 3e, 4a, " Provide mechanism for re-using previously 
4b, 4d, 6a) created work. 
T15 Data Mining 1 Resource (Sa) " Prop idc mechanism for snaking use of stored information. 
Overall Process and 17 
Resources (I a, la, l b, 2a, 2a, " 
pro%ide mechanism to improve the format and 
T16 Lessons Learnt database 2b, 2c, 3a, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 
location of this resource. 
4a, 4a, 4b, 46.4c, 4c, 4d. 5a. 9 provide improved storage mechanism für the 
6a. 6b) resource to protect the process 
Yellow Pages and 
" Provide mechanism to capture details of T17 Competence Management, Overall Process 
Exert Networks Internal. resources used at end of process. 
T18 Expert networks External. Overall Process " 
Provide mechanism to transfer in work external 
to the organisation 
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In summary 18 resources were reviewed in the NVH process. 11 areas for concern or improvement 
were highlighted in the overall process (Table 8.3e) with 11 different solutions suggestions. 18 
individual resources produced 65 areas for concern or improvement (Table 8.3d) with 8 different 
solutions suggested. 
Process review (see table 8.3e) 
The KM Tool identified 11 areas for concern of improvement with the overall structural exhaust 
design process. The issues can be split into three groups according to the stage of the process. 
At the start of the process - The KM Tool identified that there was scope to improve the process 
by; locating people who may be useful resources and providing mechanisms to transfer in previous 
work from within and outside of the organisation. The KM Tool solution space suggested the use of 
lesson learnt databases (T16) and portals (T6) to identify and access useful past work and peer assist 
(T9), competency management including internal expert networks (T18), yellow pages (T17) and 
(T8) communities of practice to identify useful people, piggy backing (T10) and collaboration tools 
(T7) to facilitate transfer of previous work. 
During the process - The KM tool identified scope to improve the process by; capturing results 
during the process, transferring appropriate work into the process and disseminating results during 
the process. The KM tool solution space suggested the use of piggy backing (T10), communities of 
practice (T8), expert networks and lessons learnt databases (T16) to capture results from the 
process. 
At the end of the process - The KM tool identified the need to capture results, transfer findings 
and results away and transfer and access results when the process was completed. The KM Tool 
Solution space suggested the use of storytelling (T4), post project reviews (T11) and video capture 
(T12) to capture results and findings and the use of yellow pages/competency management (T17) to 
collect and store key resource (people) information. 
Resource review (see table 8.3d) 
The KM Tool identified 65 areas for concern or improvement within 18 resources and suggested 8 
different solutions. 
Format, storage and access mechanism of the resources - The KM tool identified over 30 issues 
related to the storage mechanism, format or access mechanism of 18 resource. The issues were 
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predominantly related to key resources only being held within individuals or not being sufficient ly 
accessible to the relevant people. The KM Tool suggested the use of (T16) lessons learnt database 
(an area to capture and store key resource information for future use) 
Possible automation by CBR or KBE - The KM Tool identified that the mechanism for updating 
elements of the drawings and designs as part of the problem solving process may be suitable for 
automation or semi-automation by using KBE (T2) to automate the manual alteration of drawings 
according to rules and guidelines. CBR (TI) approach was also suggested but is less likely to be 
useful due to the differences in exhaust product to product i. e. current parts are not likely to be 
reusable in their entirety without some adaptation. 
Accessing and making use of previous work and awareness of changes- The KM tool identified 
that potentially useful previous work was not being accessed or utilised in this process. To resolve 
this the KM tool suggested the use of a (T6) disseminate push portal to make people aware of 
changes to resources and the use of storytelling (T4), post project reviews (T11) and learning 
histories (T13) to ensure key knowledge and experience was collected from the structural exhaust 
design process. The KM tool also identified that data mining (T15) may be useful to identify 
solutions in previous designs. 
Organisations actions subsequent to this review: 
Subsequent to this review and discussion with the relevant personnel at the organisation the 
following actions were implemented; 
"A change in process was made to ensure that the structural department engineer was involved in 
the earlier stages of the exhaust design to avoid timely redesigns part way through the process. 
"A Lotus notes database TeamRoom was initiated to store all past and present project work and 
associated sketches, calculations, reference material and photographs. 
"A project was initiated to try and capture some generic strain gauge position maps and examples 
of strain gauge placements on typical joints to serve as reference material for VDE and new 
SDES. 
"Refinement and launch of a draft exhaust structural design guide with new focus to transfer some 
knowledge back to VDE, and act as a resource and as a map locating appropriate resources. 
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Table 8.3d: Resource Review Summary "Structural Design of OI1V Exhaust Systems", Individual Resources vs. 
Identified Issue vs. Solution (%rith % match) 
T16 = Lessons Learnt database T11 = Post project reviews 
T1 = Expert Systems/CBR / Project post mortems / 
T6 = Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, After Action Reviews / vmlý '. ,D 
recommendation systems Lessons Learnt Reviews ý-r F"O F. h F"' [-ý [ý [-"y 
T2 = KBE T13 - learning Histories 
T4 = Storytelling T15 - Data mining, 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of xx 
this resource 
(la) Exhaust design knowledge and 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the xg 
f VDE i resource to protect the process exper ence o . Y Provide mechanism for making people aware 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
(I b) Current and previous drawings of Provide mechanism to improve the format of 67 
exhaust systems and components. this resource 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this 
rocess 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable for this ö 
(lc) System outline and specification process 
produced. Provide mechanism for re-using previously 96 '6 
created work. 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 64 
that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of 
this resource 
KS 
(2a) Exhaust design knowledge of 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
xx 
VDE resource to protect the process -- . Provide mechanism for making people aware 
75 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of 
2b E h f d i k l d this resource ( ) x aust ge o es gn now e 75 
system supplier. 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this 
M. 
process 
Expert systems KBF may be suitable for this ; 
_process Provide mechanism for re-using previously M 'A xb 
(2 P i d bl d created work. c) art an assem raw y ngs 
produced 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
Yx resource to protect the rocess 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 6' 
that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 
75 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of 
this resource 
xx 
(3a) Experience of SDEs (for design 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
xx 
of com onents) 
resource to protect the process p Provide mechanism for making people aware 's 
when resources have been changed or 
updated, 
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Provide mechanism to improve the format of 
this resource 
xa 
(3b) Published guidelines (materials. 73 Provide mechanism for making people aware 
welding etc) 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of 
this resource 
xR 
(3c) Component and joint fatigue life 75 Provide mechanism for making people aware 
curves and calculations. when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of 
this resource 
xa 
(3d) Weld standards for types of joint. Provide mechanism for making people aware 75 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this xo 
process 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable for this ;° 
process 
Provide mechanism for re-using previously M 96 16 
created work. (3e) Revised part and assembly Provide improved storage mechanism for the drawings produced. 
resource to protect thprocess 
xa 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 64 
that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 's 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable for this 
rocess 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this eo 
process 
Provide mechanism for re-using previously M 86 (4a) SDEs select appropriate tests created work. based on their past experiences of Provide mechanism to improv e the format of tests. 
this resource 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
resource to protect the process 
xx 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 64 
that the resource exists. 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable for this ;° 
process 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this 60 
process 
Provide mechanism for re-using previously 86 S' (6 (4b) SDEs determine strain gauge created work. c 
positions via. experience and Provide mechanism to improve the format of 
considering structural mechanics. this resource 
SK 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
resource to protect the roccss 
ax 
Provide mechanism for making people aware µ 
that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of as 
this resource 
(4c) SDI's structural knowledge and Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
ax 
experience to understand test results resource to protect the process 
and suggest iterations. Provide mechanism for making people aware 7.5 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
(4d) Test results and drawings 0 
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process 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this 
process 
60 
produced at each iteration of design 
Provide mechanism for re-using previously 86 M 56 
and test created work. . Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 
64 
that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making use of stored 
information. 
(5a) Final test results data produced 
Provide mechanism to improve the format of 
that re uires archivin 
this resource q g. Provide mechanism for making people aware 's 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable for this 
process 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this 
process 
Provide mechanism for re-using previously M m 86 
(6a) Final art d bl d i created work. p an assem y raw ngs 
produced. 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 64 
that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 75 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
%x 
(6b) Si ff d i d d resource to protect the process - gn o ocumentat on pro uce -- -- ,ý 
and archived. 
Provide mechanism for making people aware 
when resources have been changed or 
updated. 
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Table 8.3e: Process Review Summary "Structural Design of OIIV Exhaust Systems" Process vs. Identified Issue vs. Solution 
(with "b match) 
T9 = Peer Assist and T16 = Lessons Learnt T12 = Capturing best 
roundtahlcs! Learning database practices and lessons 
during the event T7 = Collaboration learnt - Video 
T6 = Disseminate tools - Instant T4 = Storytelling 
Push - Portal, messenger T8= Communities of 
Intelligent agents, T18 Expert networks practice 01 I'O F- 00 eF 00 7-0 
recommendation - External TI1 = Post project 
systems T10 = Piggy Backing, reviews / Project post 
T17 = Yellow Pages Team writing, mortems / After 
and competence Mentoring- Action Reviews / 
Management, Expert Lessons Learnt 
Networks Internal 
_. ------ - 
Reviews 
Prov ide mcrhaniam to locat e useful people at 
start of rocess - Internally 
NN 
Provide mechanism to locate previous work done 
Externally ýIa 
Provide mechanism to locate useful people at 
start of process - Externall 
Nxl IW 100 
Provide mechanism to capture results from a 
process during it 
Provide mechanism to transfer previous work into 67 67 
Process this process 
67 67 
Review Provide mechanism to transfer in work external to Ny 
the organisation. Results 
Provide mechanism to disseminate the findings of 
process during it. 
Ilb 
Provide mechanism to capture results at end of 
70 70 711 
process 
Provide mechanism to transfer findings from 
project team at end 
Provide mechanism to capture details of resources 
used at end of rocess 
IIN, 
Provide mechanism to transfer / access results 78 
and findings after the process has completed 
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8.4 Case Study Three: "Acoustic Design of a new Exhaust Silencer for an existing 
OHV" 
Process: The acoustic design and development of a new exhaust silencer for an existing OHV 
product. (Process managed by the vehicle manufacturer but the majority of the work conducted by 
an external consultancy) 
Process Description 
The subject of this case study is the process of the acoustic design and development of a new 
exhaust silencer for an OHV. The process involves the use of external expert consultants to design, 
develop and prototype an exhaust silencer to meet noise level and back pressure requirements 
specified by legislation and other requirements and agreed with the organisation's design, 
development and NVH Engineers. The work is conducted at the consultant's facilities, contact 
between the organisations occurs during an interim update and when the final validated design is 
presented to the organisation for (noise) sign-off. 
The process is outlined in Table 8.4a and the resources are detailed in Table 8.4b. 
The process data presented in Table 8.4a was populated manually via a number of sources 
including; 
" Interviewing personnel involved in the process. 
" Archives of tests data, plans and reports from previous processes. 
" Standard procedures, guides and review documentation. 
" Observing a complete cycle of the process. 
The process results were subsequently reviewed to identify the resources utilised in the process, 
these resources are summarised in Table 8.4b. 
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Chapter Eight: Prototype Tool Implementation 
II able ß. 4h Rc, ourue I) taiI.: ": Acou, ýne Ucsi<en ef nevN I, haust Silencer Ir an e.. \istine 01 1V- 
I L"ci>lation documents k flee resource hcin'-, used is I he action is to access the 
I'uidelines for testing analysis legislation and published resource to direct testing and 
used. guidelines. analysis to create noise results. 
Acoustics knowledge of design 
The resource being used is the The action is to access the 
acoustics knowledge of design Engineers acoustics knowledge to 
engineers. engineers. identify and quantify problems. 
3.1 The resource being used is the The action is to access the NVII Acoustics knowledge ofNVH 
acoustics knowledge of the NVH Department acoustics to identify department. department and quantify problems. 
Consultant's experience on how to 
The resource being used is the 
' 
The action is to access the 
perform a noise ranking. 
s experience, consultant consultants experience to quantify 
specifically in noise ranking. the problem via. noise ranking. 
Results from Noise ranking The resource is the results created 
The action is the creation of 
exercise. from the noise ranking exercise. 
results from the noise ranking 
exercise. 
Consultant's experience of past 
The resource is the consultant's The action is accessing the 
designs & knowledge of acoustics. acoustics 
and exhaust design consultants experience to create a 
experience. system target specification. 
The resource is 011V noise 
The action is accessing the 
Legislative requirements. legislation. 
legislative requirements to create 
system target specification. 
(Exhaust) Manufacturer's 
The resource is details of the 
' 
The action is accessing 
3.2 capabilities & requirements. 
s exhaust manufacturer 
capabilities. 
manufacturer's capabilities to 
create system target specification. 
(Engine) Manufacturer's 
The resource is the engine 
' 
The action is accessing the engine 
' 
specifications & restrictions. 
s specifications and manufacturer manufacturer s capabilities to 
restrictions. create system target specification. 
Design & Development Engineers 
The resource is additional The action is accessing the 
requirements of design and Engineers knowledge to create 
requirements. development Engineers. system target specification. 
Agreed outline specification for The resources is a final The action is the creation of a 
system to meet. specification to meet final target specification. 
Experience & guidance from The resource is the consultants The action is the accessing of this 
consultants, measure & collect experience of acoustics data resource to assist with data 
acoustic measurements. collection. collection. 
Experience of'development 
The resource is the general data 
' 
The action is accessing of this 
engineers for data collection. 
collection experiences of experience to allow collection of 
development I: ntinee'S. relevant data. 
Consultant's experiences & 
The resource is the consultants The action is accessing the 
' knowledge to interpret results. 
experience in interpretation of consultant s experience to 
results. interpret results. 
NVII Engineers experiences & 
The resource is the NVII The action is accessing the NVII 
knowledge to interpret results. 
engineers experience & 
knowledge to interpret results- 
Engineers experience to interpret 
results. 
Design Engineers experiences & 
The resource is the I-Engineers The action is accessing the 
knowledge to interpret results. 
experience and knowledge in Engineer's experience to interpret 
interpretation of results. 
- 
results. 
Agreed final specification for 
fhe resource is a final The action is the creation of a 
for the system to final specification for the design system to meet. . meet. to meet. 
Consultant's knowledge of The resource is the consultant's The action is accessing this 
acoustics & past designs to iterate knowledge in acoustics to iterate knowledge to produce the iterative 
model. the computer model des] glis. 
Results & designs from each The resource is the results and 
_ The action is creation of designs 
3 
iteration. designs from each iteration. predictions and results front each iteration 
Concept systems with predicted fhe resource is a number of The action is creation & selection 
performance. concept designs. of a number of concept designs. 
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Review documents from The resource is reports and The action is the capture of results 
consultants. documents from consultant's. from initial testing. 
Review documents from The resource is reports and The action is transfer of findings 
consultants. documents from consultant's. to the company via the documents. 
Decision & justification for final The resource is a decision on a The action is creation of the final 
design selection. final design. design decision. 
Consultant's knowledge of The resource is the consultant's The action is creation of iterative 
acoustics & past designs to refine knowledge in acoustics to iterate exhaust designs via computer 
3.7 model. the computer model. modelling and experience. 
Final design for system to The resource is a final design to The action is creation of a final 
prototype off-vehicle prototype. exhaust design. 
Results from off-vehicle prototype The resource is test data from The action is collection and 
testing. plastic prototyping. creation of test data. 
46 
Consultant's knowledge & 
experience to interpret results & 
The resource is the consultant's 
knowledge in acoustics to iterate 
The action is creation of iterative 
exhaust designs via computer 
iterate. the computer model. modelling and experience. 
Final design for system to The resource is a final design to The action is creation of a final 
prototype on-vehicle. test on-vehicle. exhaust design. 
Results from on-vehicle prototype The resource is test data from on- The action is collection and 
testing. vehicle tests. creation of test data. 
The resource is the consultant's The action is access to Consultant's knowledge & 
knowledge and experience in consultant's specialist knowledge 
experience to interpret results. 
acoustics to evaluate results. and experience to evaluate results. 
The resource is the design The action is access to Engineers Design & Development Engineers 
Engineers experience and knowledge and experience to 
experience to interpret results. knowledge to interpret results. evaluate results. 
Final part & assembly drawings The resource is final drawings and The action is creation of final 
produced. designs. drawings and designs. 
Sign off documentation produced The resource is final Engineering The action is capture and archive 
& archived. sign-off documentation. of sign-off documentation. 
Each of these 32 resources were entered into the input page of the KM tool and 
characterised accordingly. The KM tool was then `run' allowing the code to analyse the 
process and resource usage and subsequently return a set of issues and appropriate 
solutions that were identified and solved. 
The results are split between process (overall) analysis and resource (individual) 
analysis. 
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I able 8.4c: Summary from KM loot for Case Stud I hrce 
12 Resources (2f. 5b. 5b, 5b, 
T1 Expert Systems C'BR 5c. 6d. 7a. 7b. 8a, 8b, 8c, 9a, . 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this 
10a) process. 
10 Resources (le, 2f, 4d, 5b, . Expert systems KBE may be suitable for this T2 KBE 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b, 8c, 9a, 10a) process. 
Overall Process and 8 
" Provide mechanism for re-using previously T4 Storytelling. Resources (le, 2f, 4d, 7b, 8a, 
created work. 8c, 9a, I Oa) 
31 Resources (lb, Ic, Id, le, 
le, 2a, 2c, 2d, 2c, 2f, 2f, 3a, . Provide mechanism for making people aware Disseminate Push - Portal, 3b, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 5a, 5c, 5c, that the resource exists. T6 Intelligent agents. 6a, 6c, 6c, 6d, 6d, 7a, 7a, " Provide mechanism for making people aware 
recommendation systems. 7b, 7b, 8a, 8b, 8b, 8c, 8c, 9a, when resources have been changed or updated. 
9b, 9c, 10a, 10a, 10b) 
Peer Assist and roundtables . Provide mechanism to locate useful people at T9 [. earning during the event. 
Overall Process 
start of process - Internally. 
. Provide mechanism for re-using previously 
Post project reviews 1 Overall Process 8 Resources created work. 
T11 
Project post mortems / After 
, (le, 2f, 4d, 7b, 8a, 8c, 9a 
" Provide mechanism to transfer findings from 
Action Reviews / Lessons 
10a) project team at end. 
Learnt Reviews. " Provide mechanism to transfer / access results 
and findings after the process has completed. 
T12 
Capturing best practices and Overall Process " 
Provide mechanism to capture results at end of 
lessons learnt - Video process 
T15 Data Mining Overall Process " 
Provide mechanism for making use of stored 
information. 
" Provide mechanism to improve the format and 
Overall Process and 8 location of this resource. T16 Lessons Learnt database 
Resources. " Provide improved storage mechanism for the 
resource to protect the process 
' 
Yellow Pages and " Provide mechanism to capture details of i 17 Competence Management, Overall Process 
resources used at end of process. Expert Networks Internal. 
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Results 
In summary 32 resources were reviewed in the NVH process. 6 areas for concern or 
improvement were highlighted in the overall process (Table 8.4e) with 7 different 
solutions suggested. 24 individual resources produced 123 areas for concern or 
improvement (Table 8.4d) with 7 different solutions suggested. 
Process review (see table 8.4e) 
The KM Tool identified 7 areas for concern or improvement with the overall acoustic 
design of exhausts process. The issues can be split into three groups according to the 
stage of the process. 
At the start of the process - The KM tool identified scope to improve the process by 
making use of past results and work and identifying people who could be useful in this 
process. The KM Tool solution space suggested the use of data mining (T15) to identify 
useful knowledge stored within archived data and results and peer assist (T9) to provide 
access to other people's knowledge and experience. 
At the end of the process - The KM tool identified further scope to improve the 
process by capturing and transferring results at the end of the process for further re-use 
and also capturing the resource usage (people) in the process for use in future processes. 
The KM Tool solution space suggested the used of storytelling (T4), post project 
reviews(T11), video capture (T12) and learning histories (used during the process) to 
capture and store the findings (using the lessons learnt database (TI6) identified above) 
and the use of competency management (T17) to capture and record resource usage. 
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Resource review (see table 8.4d and 8.4e) 
The KM Tool identified 123 areas for concern or improvement within 24 resources and 
suggested 7 different solutions. 
Format, storage and access to resources - The KM Tool highlighted that significant 
resources used within this process were stored within peoples experience (NVH experts, 
Consultants or development engineers. KM Tool solution space suggested 
improvements to this through a lessons learnt database (T16) capturing of this 
experience via storytelling (T4) , post project reviews (T11) (used after the event) and 
learning histories (during the event) (TI 3). A portal database (T6) was also suggested to 
make people aware of changes and updates to resources. 
Possible automation - KBE (T2) - The KM Tool identified potential for using KBE 
(T2) in some areas of the acoustic exhaust design where manual modifications to a 
computer model were being made based on the consultant's judgement and experience. 
CBR (Ti) was also identified as a potential solution, this could be used to review 
existing design parameters and identify a good starting point. 
Organisation's actions subsequent to this review: 
Subsequent to this review and discussion with the relevant personnel at the organisation 
the following actions were implemented: 
. The review made it very clear that much of the experience relied upon for this process 
is housed off site and that significant expense is incurred each time a system is 
designed with little or no increase in the company's capabilities for subsequent 
systems. A decision has been made to bring elements of exhaust design in house via 
collaborative projects rather than using 100% external consulting work. 
. Reliance on a low number of staff for NVH expertise and the low level of expertise 
within design and development engineers was highlighted and this was tackled with 
the design and deployment of NVH / Acoustics design guide and training for design 
and development engineers, 
. Specialist training was commissioned for the NVH team 
"Processes were put in place for capturing results, methods and procedures as projects 
progress including intermediate results and not just final ones. (i. e. the results of 
intermediate prototype builds are now captured and archived) 
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Table $. 4d: Resource Review Summary "Acoustic Design of new Exhaust Silencer for an existing 0IIV", 
111,11, idu: il,., Id''Iili"dkI'v. Clwwll (\villl ", 111thl1 
T16 = Lessons Learnt databases 1'3-- storytelling 
Tl = Expert Svstems CI3R T1 I Post project reviews i" Project 
T6 Disseminate Push - Portal, post tnortems Aller Action "-+ ýC eil rt' 
r 
VXX4 
Intclliucnt agents. recommendation Reviews/ Lessons learnt Reviews 
systerrts T13 - Learning histories 
1'2 Kill; 
PiOAR I11ýCILIIH 111 to IIIIhR0 tho 
guidelines for testing-analysis 
used. 
format of this resource 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(Ib) Acoustics knowledge of 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
d i i 
for the resource to Protect the process 
es gn eng neers. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(I c) Acoustics knowledge of 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
NVIi d for the resource to protect the process epartment. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(I d) Consultants experience on 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
how to perform a noise ranking. 
for the resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
Expert systems K13E may be suitable 
for this process 
(I e) Results from Noise ranking 
Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously erected work. exercise Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
change or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(2a) Consultant's experience of Provide unproved storage mechanism 
past designs & knowledge of for the resource to protect the process 
acoustics. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
(2b) Legislative requirements. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(2c) (Exhaust) Manufacturer's 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
capabilities & requirements. 
for the resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
chanced or undated. 
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Provide mechanism to improve the 
(2d E i M f ' 
format of this resource )( ng ne) anu acturer s 
specifications & restrictions. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(2e) Design & Development Provide improved storage mechanism 
E i i 
for the resource to protect the process ng neers requ rements. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable 
for this process 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable 
(2f) A reed tli ifi ti 
for this process 
g ou ne spec ca on 
for system to meet 
Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously created work. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed ed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of'this resource 
(3a) Experience & guidance from Provide improved storage mechanism 
consultants, measure & collect for the resource to protect the process 
acoustic measurements. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of'this resource 
(3b) Experience of'dc elopment 
Provide improved storage mechanisnm 
en ineers for data c ll ti 
for the resource to protect the process g o ec on. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(4a) Consultant's experiences & 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
knowledge to interpret results. 
for the resource to protect thprocess 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
Chang d or ipated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(4b) NVII Engineers experiences 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
& knowledge to interpret results. 
for the resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism tier making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(4c) Design Engineers Provide improved storage mechanism 
experiences & knowledge to for the resource to protect the process 
interpret results. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
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Expert systems CBR may be suitable 
for this process 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable 
(4d) Agreed final specification for for this process 
system to meet. Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously created work. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(5a) Consultant's knowledge of Provide improved storage mechanism 
acoustics & past designs to iterate for the resource to protect the process 
model. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Expert systems C13R may be suitable 
for this process 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable 
(5b R lt &d i f h for this process ) esu s es gns rom eac 
iteration. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
rovide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable _ 
for this rocess 
__ 
(Sc) Concept systems with 
Provide mechanism for making people 
redicted fo aware that the resource exists. p per rmance. - rov ide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(6a) Review documents from 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
consultants 
for the resource to protect the process 
. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
Provide mechanism for making people 
(6c) R i d f aware that the resource exists. ev ew ocuments rom 
consultants. 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
for the resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
_ 
changed or u dated. 
_ Expert systems C'BR may be suitable 
for this process 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
(6d) Decision & justification for 
for the resource to protect the process 
final design selection. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism For making people 
aware when resources have been 
Changed or updated. 
(7a)Consultant's knowledge of Expert systems KBF may be suitable 
acoustics & past designs to refine for this process 
model. Expert systems CBR may be suitable 
forthin process 
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Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
for the resource to protect the proc 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable 
for this process 
Expert systems CUR may be suitable 
for this rocess 
Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously created work. (7b) Final design for system to Provide improved storage mechanism 
prototype off-vehicle for the resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Expert systems KBF may be suitable 
for this process 
Expert systems C'BR may be suitable 
for this process 
(8a) Results from off-vehicle Provide mechanism for re-using 
prototype testing. previously created work. 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
for the resource tcoteet the process 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Expert systems KBE. may be suitable 
for this process 
_ _- Expert systems CUR may be suitable 
for this process 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
(8b) Consultant's knowledge & format of this resource 
experience to interpret results & Provide improved storage mechanism 
iterate. for the resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
for the resource to protect thcprocess 
Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously created work. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
(8c) c) Final design for system to 
when resources have been 
rotot hi l 
or updated. changed 
p ype on ve c e. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable 
for this process 
Expert systems Kl3E may be suitable 
for this process 
(9a) Results from on-vehicle Expert systems KBF may be suitable 
rotoe testing for this process 
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Expert systems CBR may be suitable 
for this process 
Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously created work. 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
for the resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
y(9b)Consultant's knowledge & for the resource to protect the process 
experience to interpret results. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Provide mechanism to improve the 
format of this resource 
(9c) Design & Development Provide improved storage mechanism 
Engineers experience to interpret for the resource to protect the process 
results. Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Expert systems KBE may be suitable 
for this rocess 
Expert systems CBR may be suitable 
for this process 
Provide mechanism for re-using 
previously created work. (1 Oa) Final part & assembly Provide improved storage mechanism drawings produced. for the resource to protect the process 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware that the resource exists. 
Provide mechanism for making people 
aware when resources have been 
Changed or updated. 
Provide improved storage mechanism 
for the resource to protect the process (I Ob) Sign off documentation Provide mechanism for making people 
produced & archived. 
aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
Table 8.4e: Process Review Summary "Acoustic Design of new Exhaust Silencer for an existing OlIV", Process vs. 
Identified Issu< ý s. ' lution (oo ith °'0 rnatch) 
(trpturiuý hest pi. rcttccs , anrl Ics, uný 117 
Yellow Pw. " lind cumpetcncc r l2 
R1 ur Ig anent, I? xpert Networks Internal leant - Video 
, 1'15 I. )ata Minnt' T 11 Post project rsicws - Protc tt post ps M 
"I') Peer Asi-t mid ruundfahlc;! I earnhil; tnurtems / Aller Arli<m Re vicvk ,/ LC un' 
Jurin, the evcýtt I_eznnt Ro: iev, 
1,4 
r 
Storytellin 1'16 Ie sorts Learnt I)atabase 
Provide mechanism to locate useful people at start of process - 
Process Provide mechanism to capture results at end of routs, 
Review Provide mechanism to transfer findings from project team at end 
Results Provide mechanism to capture details of resources used at end of 
Provide mechanism to transfer / access results and findings alter the 
process has completed. 
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8.5 Summary of chapter 
The prototype KM Tool has been demonstrated on 3 different case study processes within an MME 
organisation. Issues and areas for improvement with the processes and their uses of resources were 
identified and justified and subsequently the most appropriate KM solutions were selected from the 
KM solution space and implemented within the analysed processes. A summary of the key 
outcomes from each case study is presented below. 
Case Study One - Key Outcomes 
" Central Lotus Notes Data Base (TeamRoom) was setup to house all the NVH work including 
reports, findings, photographs and data. Legislative data is now stored here and automatic 
reminders are issued when expiry dates are due or new articles are uploaded. All engineers at the 
company have been equipped with access to this team room. 
"A mechanism was formalised and put in place to improve external links and access to experts 
from outside of the company to assist with NVH problem solving. 
" Low level of NVH experience and training highlighted amongst Vehicle Design Engineers, this 
has resulted in the design and delivery of tailored training course. 
Case Study Two -Key Outcomes 
"A change in process was made to ensure that the structural department engineer was involved in 
the earlier stages of the exhaust design to avoid timely redesigns part way through the process. 
"A Lotus notes database TeamRoom was initiated to store all past and present project work and 
associated sketches, calculations, reference material and photographs. 
"A project was initiated to try and capture some generic strain gauge position maps and examples 
of strain gauge placements on typical joints to serve as reference material for VDE and new 
SDES. 
*Refinement and launch of a draft exhaust structural design guide with new focus to transfer some 
knowledge back to VDE, and act as a resource and as a map locating appropriate resources. 
Case Study Three - Key Outcomes 
" The review made it very clear that much of the experience relied upon for this process is housed 
off site and that significant expense is incurred each time a system is designed with little or no 
increase in the company's capabilities for subsequent systems. A decision was made to bring 
elements of exhaust design in house via collaborative projects rather than using 100% external 
consulting work. 
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" Reliance on a low number of staff for NVH expertise and the low level of expertise within design 
and development engineers was highlighted and this was tackled with the design and deployment 
of NVH / Acoustics design guide and training for design and development engineers, 
" Specialist training was commissioned for the NVH team 
" Processes were put in place for capturing results, methods and procedures as projects progress 
including intermediate results and not just final ones. (i. e. the results of intermediate prototype 
builds are now captured and archived) 
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions 
9.1 Research Summary 
In summary, this thesis satisfies and achieves the research proposal (chapter one) and 
the aims and objectives (chapter two) as follows: 
Prior to this thesis, as presented in chapter two and chapter four KM implementations in 
MME processes have been largely restricted to a narrow range of solutions, namely 
design automation and KBE type applications. The work contained within this thesis 
has shown that a much broader set of KM tools are available, suitable and should be 
used to facilitate improvements within MME processes. 
This thesis has shown that a range of KM tools, techniques and processes from the 
broader business world can augment the exploitation, management, control and 
protection of key resources within engineering and/or manufacturing processes. This 
thesis has also shown the selection and transfer of these tools in MME processes can be 
facilitated and greatly enhanced through the use of a structured methodology. 
To facilitate the transfer of KM tools, techniques and processes into MME processes an 
extensive survey of KM use across organisations and industries was conducted, the 
results of which were reviewed and analysed with the objective of identifying 
similarities, differences, primary functions and areas of application. Considering the 
findings of this review a single set of parameters were developed to enable 
characterisation of each of the KM solutions and these were then positioned within the 
solution space accordingly. 
To make use of the developed solution space a methodology and a support tool was 
created, the tool fulfils three functions: 
9 Provide a framework for guiding and facilitating the manual collection of process 
and resource information relating to a selected MME process. 
" The automatic analysis of the resource and process information and subsequent 
identification of key areas for concern and improvement via KM. 
e The matching of each identified area for concern or improvement to the most 
appropriate solution from the developed KM solution space. 
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Finally, the KM methodology support tool and solution space was evaluated, 
demonstrated and validated on three industrial case studies, "Solving Off-Highway 
Vehicle (OHV) Noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) Problems", the "Structural 
design of OHV exhaust systems" and the "Acoustic design of a new exhaust silencer for 
an existing OHV". The methodology was used to facilitate the collection of appropriate 
information from each of the engineering processes and then to automatically analyse 
this collected data, identify areas for improvement or concern and finally suggest 
appropriate solutions from the KM solution space. The key improvements suggested in 
each case were implemented into the process and have facilitated significant, tangible 
improvements to the processes including: 
" Implementation of new IT based KM solutions (Database systems, collaborative 
web-based "TeamRooms" and KBE applications) 
" Implementation and facilitation of new KM process and techniques (community 
based forums and development and use of expert internal & external networks) 
9 An overall realisation and increase in awareness as to the value of experience 
and knowledge stored within processes and people and the importance of this to 
the organisation's future success. 
The case studies were chosen to test the KM Tool and Solution space on a cross-section 
of different yet `typical' engineering processes. 
The results of the individual case studies within the specific processes have led to the 
changes implemented being cascaded across the organisation for example the use of 
web-based TeamRooms (i. e. users access and downloading data) throughout the 
organisation increased 600% within 6 months of the first case study including an extra 
seven TeamRooms set-up. 
9.2 Original contributions 
In summary the original contributions to the advancement of knowledge that have been 
made in the course of this thesis are as follows: 
" The development of a new unique, broad and far reaching KM solution space via 
the extensive review of appropriate literature and of organisation's and 
businesses' use of KM. 
The development, evaluation and demonstration of a new methodology and tool 
for manually reviewing enterprise level MME processes and subsequently 
automatically identifying areas of concern or for improvement that may be 
addressed by appropriate KM solutions. 
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" The development, evaluation and demonstration of an innovative new tool to 
automatically identify the most appropriate KM solution following the manual 
collection and automatic analysis of process information. 
" The demonstration via industrial case studies that MME processes can benefit 
from the implementation of KM tools developed and refined in diverse types of 
organisations and in a broader business context. 
9.3 Future developments, uses and applications. 
Development of the solution space and methodology. 
Currently the KM solution space is simply a 2d array consisting of 19 KM solutions 
characterised against 78 parameters, characterisation is by means of a simple binary 
Y/N for each parameter vs. each solution. The author feels that the solution space could 
be enhanced by adding an additional dimension by means of a weighting to indicate 
how appropriate each characterisation parameter is to each KM solution. Rather than a 
binary Y/N a decimal between 0 and 1 could be used to indicate how appropriate each 
parameter is to the KM solution being characterised. The weightings would be 
beneficial when a KM solution has more than one primary purpose or has secondary and 
tertiary purposes that it is less suitable for but should still be characterised, for example; 
a specific KM solution could primarily be used to capture experiences but also have a 
secondary (less proficient) use to transfer experience, by weighting the parameters 
accordingly the KM solution could be more accurately characterised improving the 
relevancy of the resulting KM solution compared to the input requirements. 
It is also appreciated that however thorough the literature review and subsequent 
development and refinement of the solution space was new and adapted KM solutions 
are appearing frequently with this in mind any future work should include the option to 
update and add new solutions to the solution space, 
Use of the solution space and methodology. 
To date and as per the intention of this thesis the solution space and methodology have 
been used in a consulting context and applied to enterprise level processes and 
procedures, whereby the author has used the methodology to review unfamiliar MME 
processes and identify areas for concern and scope for improvement. However, the 
scope, ease of use, transparency and flexibility within the solution space and 
methodology could allow its use in other contexts including: 
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" Teaching, the level of detail available and high degree of transparency within the 
methodology with regard to the solution descriptions and the descriptive outputs 
(from the automated process) mean that the tool could be used in a teaching 
context for those wishing to learn about KM solution characteristics, how to 
identify KM needs within processes and the rationale behind selecting 
appropriate KM solutions. 
" Management tool, again the level of detail and transparency within the process 
means that an expert is not necessarily required, the solution space and 
methodology could foreseeable be used by an Engineering Manager to review 
their own processes, identify areas for improvement and provide them with 
appropriate details about the KM solutions format and an overview of the 
requirements in order to make an informed decision regarding an 
implementation. 
Other application areas of the solution space and methodology. 
The tool and methodology was designed with the intention of being applied at an 
enterprise level i. e. evaluating single examples of processes with subsequent changes 
being made to all such processes across the organisation, within the scope of this thesis 
this was within the MME arena and specifically within typical MME processes such as 
engineering design, problem solving and testing. However, it is very apparent from the 
breadth of resources that contributed to the creation of the solution space and the highly 
transferable and generic nature of the KM solutions that the solution space and 
methodology could be used as a mechanism to facilitate process improvement via KM 
in other business areas that may not have had extensive exposure to KM. 
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Appendix One: Appendix Chapter Six One (6.2a) 
T1-Expert Systems - Case Based reasoning (CBR) 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
Expert systems are a form of artificial intelligence based computer programs. 
Case based systems -a new solution is produced by referring back to and altering previous cases. 
Rule based systems - develops a new solution according to a set of rules, 
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) system solves a problem by searching through the case base for cases 
with similar problem attributes to the current problem. 
A Case Based Reasoning (CBR) system solves a problem by searching through the case base for cases 
with similar attributes to the current problem. The process may be as straightforward as querying a 
database of previous results with a set of criteria and selecting the solution that best meets these 
criteria. 
Expert systems may be integrated with other Al methods, such as neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic 
algorithms, and intelligent agent, using their functions of automated reasoning and machine learning, 
hence more advanced CBR systems may initially select the closest solution and then modify the 
solution to improve its match to the requirements. 
Example: 
(Love et a12005) cites problems with internal promotion, retirement and redundancy as potential point 
to loose knowledge. One case study presents solutions to this in term of "History matching" (via. 
Database) examines the requirement of a new job and then compares to solution that worked in similar 
situations Group access everyone is encouraged to access this system although in this case it becomes 
a large cumbersome database. 
Puns paper (Pun 2003) describes the development of an integrated knowledge system which is 
incorporated with a data warehouse OLAP system and CBR knowledge model. The unique feature is 
concerned with the creation of solutions by synthesizing the similar cases and adjusting the final 
answer for differences between the new query and the ones in the case base in a timely manner. 
A prototype hydraulic ram selection system was designed by an MSc student (GuangXun 2004) to 
collect requirements based on a new ram specification, structural calculations were the performed and 
the most suitable component from the existing catalogue was chosen. In addition to this an add-on 
program could adjust the specification of the selected ram (whilst still meeting the structural 
specification) using genetic algorithms to produce a ram specification that was optimised to the 
requirements. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
CBR can save time and resources by freeing people The time required to capture, set-up and 
from repetitive events using past experiences of develop a CBR system should be considered 
how problems have been solved. vs. the potential cost savings. 
CBR is good for use in problems with no clear cut 
theory and where previous solutions are available. 
With some systems based on human reasoning 
model it is possible for CBR to gain experience 
from previous searches and grow as it learns from 
experience and solving new problems. 
Resources Required: 
In there simplest form CBR systems will require a 
database of solutions and a search/match facility 
this can be performed via a single spreadsheet in 
Excel". More advanced systems will require more 
extensive hardware and software dependent on 
number of cases queried and level of Al used. 
The core feature of CBR is re-use and at most 
adaptation of previous results this may limit the 
scope of new solutions and hinder the 
innovation process. 
Resources works on: 
Human knowledge must first be captured and 
the presented in a way that a computer can 
process, this is usually in the form of a set of 
rules, previous results, documents, guides or a 
past experiences codified. 
References to who has used the tools I solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Data on soils and weather used to recommend best combination of crops, Agra Corp USA. 
Support sales team with data Frito Lay USA. Mass customisation of cycles, via customer 
database. National Bicycle Company. Al techniques to the field of non-destructive testing of 
cylinder block casting, (S. N. Dwivedi 2003). Other Expert System Examples, (Pun 2003), (Love et 
at 2005), (AI-Tabtabai, 1998), (Kilmer et at 1998), (Mohan et al 1997), (Liao 2003), (Fleurat-Lessard 
2002) 
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T2-Expert Systems - Knowledge based engineering 
(KBE) 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
Knowledge based engineering (KBE) systems are defined as intelligent computer programs that use 
rule-bases, knowledge and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult and require 
significant human expertise for their solutions. Rule based systems - develop a new solution according 
to a set of rules, 
A KBE system models the process of generating designs rather than just creating single designs like 
CAD systems. The KBE environment is a framework for capturing/defining the process of design 
creation and then automating it. KBE aims to capture the design intent, the `why' and the 'how' in 
addition to the `what'. 
The centre of the design process is the product model which manages all the routine engineering tasks, 
the role of the engineer is to provide the input specifications and make the important design decisions. 
Catalogues, databases, standards books etc are all integrated with the product model. 
The common inputs to an engineering KBE model are geometry and non-geometrical attributes which 
can include: design spec, practices, expertise, material properties and boundary conditions for structural 
analysis. Outputs general take the form of an automatically generated component drawing, model or 
design. 
Example: 
Chapman's paper (Chapman 1999) covers the automatic creation of an FE mesh for an automotive 
structure using KBE, the resulting solution takes minutes as opposed to previous weeks. 
MIRA (Bridge 2003) authors a paper based on the development of a cost effective indicator of heat 
flow from an automotive exhaust system and a subsequent prediction of the likely need for shielding. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Automating of repetitive tasks, compressing design Knowledge often only exists as `rules of 
time and freeing resources. thumb' in designer's heads with engineers not 
Specifically computer based repetitive tasks. realising this as 
design rules. 
Majority of examples are engineering based 
including design and analysis tasks, although there 
are some example in finance and accounting. 
Permit none experts to leverage complex procedures 
and analysis and allowing analysis procedures to be 
integrated into the design process. 
Users have reported improved quality and lower 
product costs following implementations. 
Capturing knowledge from staff to make the 
company more resistant to staff turnover. 
Resources Required: 
In the simplest form KBE systems will consist of 
rule bases, some software code to access this rule 
base and a front-end whereby user requirements are 
entered and results presented. 
Knowledge base is often fragmented and 
largely based on past experiences, hard to 
rationalise. 
Time and expense taken to gather and create 
rule base for KBE system can only be justified 
if the same generic problem is faced many 
times. 
KBE can often be seen as a black box, making 
people suspicious, wary or developing a false 
sense of security regarding system capabilities. 
Resources works on: 
Suitable products for KBE, Products; 
With a high degree of similarity between 
versions, the higher degree of similarity the 
more knowledge can be re-used. 
More elaborate and advanced systems will require Requiring a large amount of design 
links and controls into different design, analysis, configurations (e. g. geometry configurations, 
calculation etc software packages, automating a material alternatives etc). 
complete design process with no input from the user With large number of design processes (FEA, 
other than initial specification. cost calculations, weight calculations) - these 
design calculations can be performed 
automatically in a "one button push", if all 
needed input is given to the KBE system. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
MOKA (methodology for KBE), Lotus Cars, Boeing Airplanes, Jaguar Cars - (Lovett 2000), 
Automotive FE mesh creation (Chapman 1999), Exhaust heat flow - MIRA, (Bridge 2003) 
(Bridge 2003), (Sanberg 2003) 
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T3-TRIZ (Teoriya Resheniya Izobreatatelskikh 
Zadatch) 
Theory of Inventive Problem Solving 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
TRIZ originated from the analysis of patents and the identification of patterns, rules and the realisation 
that many were solving the same fundamental or abstracted problems. 
Solving problems is hard, we have lots of problem solving methods for cost reduction, root cause 
analysis, value engineering, analysing problems and selecting solutions, however none of these actually 
solve the problem. Engineers are left to solve problem themselves or pass the discovered problem onto 
others. TRIZ is therefore complimentary to existing problem solving methods. 
TRIZ provides a mechanism to innovate but innovate within a safe manner by making the most of 
previous solutions and experiences. Innovation is always pushed and needs to be driven in business but 
this is risky because it is new and therefore untested. TRIZ lets you try new things with minimised risk 
because the new solutions generated are based on adaptations of previously successful solutions. 
The patterns and common problems solved in patents have been summarised into 39 improving and 
worsening features, 40 inventive principles and 8 patterns/laws of evolution the TRIZ methodology is 
based around using these tools to engineer a viable solution. 
Example: 
Light bulb on Lunar Lander: - An example of psychological inertia and the need to get down to root 
cause and base description of the project - the word "light bulb" locks us into the need for a 
conventional lamp bulb. The problem was to illuminate a field of view for photography on a lunar 
lander. On testing it was apparent that the glass bulb could not withstand landing impact - on further 
analysis of the problem it was realised that the glass was not even necessary as all it was there for was 
to create a vacuum - not necessary in space. 
Rolls-Royce Aero Engine, de-icing the noise cone: Spinner de-icing, weight reduction was required but 
the reduction would required more energy to heat the cone to prevent icing (a lighter material such as 
plastic will need more energy as it conducts less). The TRIZ matrix suggested some options, one of 
which was a parameter change, the physical state of the cone was changed from metal to rubber, ice 
formed inconsistently on the nose, so became imbalanced and caused the to rubber flex and the ice to 
break off, adopted across range. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
TRIZ allows you to create new solutions with little If culture is not open to change and innovation 
risk - because the solution is based on previous TRIZ will not be accepted. 
proven elements. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
TRIZ needs an innovative culture to work. 
Innovation requires a new mind set - the breaking of 
psychological inertia, TRIZ can be a catalyst to this. 
References to who has used the tools I solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
TRIZ, Rolls-Royce (Cadas 2005), BAE Systems, BNFL (TRIZ), Rocketdyne Pratt & Witney (Sohn 
2005), Proctor and Gamble (TRIZ). 
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T4-Storytelling 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: Transfer experience between people - working 
together, or not working together, after the 
event. 
Storytelling facilitates the transfer of experience and knowledge between individuals and groups. 
Storytelling is a simple technique whereby a person explains to a group of people the details of an 
event or process they were involved in. The informal process has proved successful in transferring best 
practices and key experience between workers. People are simply invited to explains and discuss their 
experiences related to certain machines, events, processes etc. whilst other workers listen/take part by 
listening. 
This tool is often in place within organisations in the form of an informal but complex social web 
within which 'work' takes place and may not even be formally recognised as taking place. 
Example: 
Ely Lily successfully used journalists to train employees to communicate effectively for the purposes 
of news updates and knowledge transfer between employees. (Schafer-Jugel 2005) Ely Lily. 
Many sales representatives develop a casual map of their experiences through their story telling with 
customers and other sales representatives, this often proves more useful than any more formal route 
provided by the company structure. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Informal approach can encourage people to open up Dependent on individual's willingness to 
and discuss the real issues. digress information and the success of the 
The technique can prove to a useful provider of facilitator. Can be time consuming to action. 
knowledge and experience to be captured Does not provide a formal mechanism to 
afterwards. capture but is very suitable to feed into other 
tools. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
People to facilitate the discussion/storytelling People experiences and findings after the an 
exercises are generally required, ideally trained or event or project has occurred. 
experienced in this area. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Storytelling, Rolls-Royce (Cadas 2005) & (Shapiro 1999) 
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T5-Disseminate - Pull Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
To realise the most value and benefit from knowledge that has been captured and organised it must be 
ready for dissemination via multiple channels. Dissemination may include; (a) Pushing the knowledge 
to users and (b) The users pulling the knowledge they need. (Satyadas 2001) 
When critical data is hard to find or takes too long to locate, it may not be available or considered 
when a decision is made. Mechanisms for `Pulling' knowledge include: Search engines, knowledge 
map browsers, passive portals and adaptive inferential information retrieval mechanisms. 
Standard KM `Pull' dissemination involves users querying databases, databases are good for purely 
retrieving data but are very dependent on the user knowing what they are looking for (Gergard Fischer 
2001). Solutions to this include; retrieval technologies that recognise complex as well as surface 
similarities and capturing knowledge as it is developed in the work context. 
Example: 
Belron enlisted an IT services company called Ratio One to create a central repository based on 
Microsoft Office SharePoinim Portal Server 2003. 
All the companies lines of business and applications (such as its parts 75,000 part database lists) have 
been integrated into and are managed via one portal, including product discussion, supplier 
relationships and the sharing of best practice tips across the organisation. 
Collaboration features encourage the use of a reader community and the setting up of discussion 
groups, with recipients prompted to view and comment on most recent documents. 
Some features and benefits; 
-Documents published from a common library so most up to date version is accessible. 
-Portal users can easily view applications they need for day-to-day work and see alerts and important 
discussion. 
-Discussion content can be collated and viewed to identify hold-ups etc. 
-Portal is accessible from any Belron site in the world. 
-The system generates a sense of virtual teams for the technical managers based remotely through 
Europe. 
Strengths: 
Documents published from a common library so 
most up to date version is accessible 
Discussion content can be collated and viewed to 
identify hold-ups etc. 
Portals and systems can be made accessible via 
corporate intranet and internet if necessary. 
The system generates a sense of virtual teams for 
the technical managers based remotely through 
Europe. 
Weakness: 
Reliant on the user knowing what they are 
looking for and knowing that the facility to find 
it exists. 
Will only work on electronic sources i. e. 
documents etc. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
IT, software and associated hardware. Electronic documents, reports etc. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Rocketdyne, (Sohn 2005) , Remedy customer support supports helpdesks, Asklt and - provides self help, Ask1Ie and Xerox Eureka, customers are peers within the company. 
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T6-Disseminate - Push Includes Portals databases front ends and active search engines / robots/ 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
Disseminate Push 
This type of tool includes Portals, Database front ends, Active search engines and automated search 
robots. 
In common with T5, Disseminate Pull mechanisms, when critical data is hard to find or takes too long 
to locate, it may not be available or considered when a decision is made. Push mechanisms resolve 
this by directing relevant knowledge and information directly to specified users, mechanisms include: 
information and knowledge portals, intelligent agents and recommendation systems. 
Portals can become key elements when integrated into the decision making process. Ultimately a single 
customised entry/access point to a wide and heterogeneous collection of data, information and 
knowledge could be established. Portals facilitate this by pulling together information and knowledge 
from different sources, delivering the most current and relevant information to each individual user and 
presenting the information in the most appropriate format for that user at that time. 
Example. 
ActiveNet 
ActiveNet maintains a continuous, real-time view of organisational activity, including automatic 
discovery of the work focus, activity and business relationships of each employee, by processing 
communications from such sources as documents, discussion databases, e-mail, instant messaging and 
digital workspaces. This information can be used to direct relevant content to the employee or direct 
employees together for assistance or support. 
Frito-Lay (Lindvall 2001): Frito-Lay identified some key issues that led them to a K11I 
implementation; Support staff were performing the same task over and over again, Knowledge 
was not captured or documented and there was no mechanism to disseminate `good finds', Most 
knowledge resided with sales people and even if information was filed than it was scattered 
around the company with no mechanism or process for the dispersed sales force to access it. 
The solution to some of these problems was identified as a KM portal based on the corporate intranet. 
This provided the sales department a central location for all sales related customer and corporate 
information and dramatically cut down on the time it took to find and share research. 
Content on the portal included sales data and analysis, latest news and employee profiles, this initiated 
work in other KM areas such as facilitating internal expert finding and setting the basis for competence 
management. 
Implemented on sales team, results showed the test team to double the growth rate of the customers 
business and contribute to employee retention rates by increasing staff satisfaction due to reduced 
traveling, better communication and access to the desired information (including experiences and best 
practice) and reduced paper circulation. Security issues were overcome by having pass worded layers 
of access. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Can help release value and knowledge trapped Relies to an extent on the quality and validity 
within individual systems. of current documents, storage and 
Can provide users with information automatically communication processes and systems. 
dependent upon there needs. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
IT hardware and software systems, off the shelf Electronic documents, communications and 
packages available. files. 
References to who has used the tools I solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
ActiveNet, www. tacit. com (Lindvall 2001), Lotus Notes, TeamRoom sites and the local intranet to 
disseminate (Widmer 2005), Electronic web based proactive project forums(liameri 2003), 
Rocketdyne Pratt and Witney(Sohn 2005) and NASA GSFC (Liebowitz 2002) 
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T7-Collaboration Tools 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
KM is focused on delivering the right information at the right time, so employees need to collaborate 
and communicate efficiently and effectively. 
Collaboration and communication can become problems when people work apart and across time 
zones, business travel can solve some issues but computer based tools are used to overcome distances. 
Collaboration tools are predominantly based on tacit-to-tacit conversions occurring when two or more 
users communicate using a chat tool or instant messenger. Some tools can capture the conversation 
and some can capture and republish the information for use by others, creating a tacit to explicit 
conversion. Additionally some tools are designed to specifically allow co-authoring of documents or 
pieces of work electronically over distances. 
Example: 
Examples include; Lotus Notes and Netmeeting, Fraunhofers Chat Tool, Group systems Chat tool, 
MSM Messenger and Yahoo Messenger. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Allow users to communicate and exchange Simple text systems may not offer rich enough 
information in real time or across time zones. communication medium and additional 
Exchanges and communications can be captured for audio/visual may be necessary. 
future use. 
Facilitates a global 24hr workforce 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
IT Hardware and Software, basic and Tacit - Tacit conversations between 
straightforward, low cost. individuals. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
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T8-Communities of Practice 
(Also known as Communities of Interest) Knowledge sharing communities(Anna Guldstrand 2005) and also includes "forums" 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
(Also known as Communities of Interest) Knowledge sharing communities (Guldstrand 2005) and also 
includes "forums" 
A Community of Practice (CoP) arises out of a group of people sharing a common practice or domain 
of interest sustained over time. The CoP provides a means for newcomers to learn about the practice 
and for existing members to share their knowledge. In basic terms the CoP is a mechanism for 
transferring knowledge between individuals (most commonly, but not always within an organisation). 
Members of CoP's are often people who found and selected themselves for membership due to 
common interests. The location, hierarchical position, background etc. has little relevance for the set 
up of and participation in a CoP. 
Communities of practice have three dimensions; the domain, the community, and the practice itself. 
CoP also have a definite lifecycle and should only exist for a clear purpose and whilst that purpose is 
still present and valid. 
Typically CoP may be formed from a network of experts within a large company who all work in the 
same field but are dispersed organisationally or geographically, by providing a forum or mechanism 
for these individuals to interact knowledge sharing and transfer of practices can occur. 
A key role in the CoP is a coordinator or facilitator and this person's performance is critical to the 
success of the community. 
Example. 
Ernst & Young (Lindvall 2001); 
Knowledge network was organised for each key domain within the consulting practice. + knowledge 
focus group on narrower topics. Each network occasionally met face-to-face and had an online 
discussion and document database in Lotus Notes. 
Analog Devices, USA (Sveiby 2001); 
CEO initiated break down of functional barriers and competitive atmosphere and created a 
collaborative knowledge sharing culture from the top. Encourages "community of inquirers" rather 
than a "community of advocates". 
Strengths Weakness 
Ilelp individuals to do there jobs. Communities of Practice (CoP's) are not web- 
Increase community's access to expertise by sites and forums in which people meet. 
building tools, documents and processes. Instead CoP's consist of those people meeting 
Driving strategy, transferring knowledge and best there. 
practices, building core capabilities and increasing CoP's could also exist without web-sites and 
innovation are benefits seen for organisations. technologies, however, making use of it 
according to the needs of the tasks to be 
fulfilled is reasonable. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
Key element is a coordinator to locate and facilitate Generally experts within an organisations, 
the key members of the community. people with experience and people who would 
like to gain or share expertise and experiences. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
CORMA(1999-12685 1999) , (Fischer 2001), BP (Rumizen 2002) & (Parcell 2001), Chevron (Rumizen 2002) Caterpillar (APCQ 2003), Rolls-Royce (Cadas 2005), Ericsson Global Services, 
(Guldstrand 2005), Siemens Medical (Internal and External CoPs) (Winkler 2005), BAE Systems 
(West 2005), Orange & Analog devices, USA (Sveiby 2001) 
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T9-Peer Assist 
Roundtables, Also Learning During the event - make this tool fit in with another some how (N. Alderman 2001) 
This group of tools can also make use of yellow pages etc to locate the relevant members. 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
This solution is also referred to as Roundtables, 
At a top level (F M Ross Armbrecht Jr 2001) found that in many companies a network of experts from 
a diverse backgrounds are consulted on major developments embedding these sources of tacit 
knowledge and core competencies into a single product concept. Formalising this process is often 
dubbed `roundtables' or `a peer assist'. 
The principles are that if someone else or a team of people have already solved the problem or issue 
you are tackling then you may benefit from their combined results and experience, the mechanism for 
this is the assembly of a team of people with diverse skills invited to share experiences, insights and 
knowledge to solve a specific problem or issue. 
How to plan and run a peer assist; 
" Clarify the purpose (is peer assistance appropriate? ) 
" Check if anyone has solved the problem already? 
" Identify a facilitator (to manage the process) 
" Consider the timing and schedule a date (far enough away from the decision point) 
" Select a diverse (balanced) group of participants. 
" Clarify the desired deliverables and how you might achieve them. 
" Spend time setting the environment 
" Encourage visitors to ask what they need to know 
" Analyse what you have heard - create presentation for dissemination. 
Present feedback, consider what has been learnt who might benefit and finally agree actions. 
Example. 
Example from the Peer review system that BP-Amaco has developed. (Parcell 2001) BP uses the peer 
review to share knowledge on a problem, attendees are invited to share experiences, insights and 
knowledge. 
At BP the peer review was often initiated by a team asking for help when business units are facing 
challenges and the knowledge/experience of others will help whilst potential business benefits 
outweigh cost of travel. 
The peer review process allows the targeting of a specific technical or commercial challenge, the gain 
of assistance and insight from people outside the team, identification of positive approaches and new 
lines of inquiry and the promotion, sharing and development of strong networks. 
The principles of the peer review are not dissimilar to the findings of Alderman (N. Alderman 2001) at 
Clarke Chapman (control systems) by having staff on-site at the location of a new project in Argentina, 
much of the local custom of conducting business together with an appreciation of the local regulatory 
environment was effectively internalised and ensured the satisfactory completion of the project. 
Strengths: Weaknesses: 
Makes use of past experiences. Success relies on facilitator/coordinator to be 
Reduces repetition of effort and work. aware of and collect the relevant experts. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
Facilitator/coordinator. Experiences and results of experts. 
Awareness of peoples expertise and skills. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Refs who have discussed the tools in the literatures. 
Ask AMED, Peer assist- Siemens medical (Winkler 2005), Peer assist - Rolls-Royce tools (Cadas 
2005) and BP (Parcell 2001), Round tables (Armbrecht 2001), (Alderman 2001) 
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Ti 0-Piggy Backing 
Team writing, Mentoring 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
This solutions is also referred to as Team Writing and Mentoring. 
This mechanism facilitates transferring experience between individuals whilst the job is taking place, 
by on-the-job training, mentoring, shadowing and observing experienced workers. 
Traditional approaches to KM assume knowledge workers perform repetitive and predictable tasks 
and so they disseminate knowledge through classroom training and printed reference documents, 
however this approach separates learning and working. In the design perspective described by Fischer 
(Fischer 2001) the specific needs of workers are unpredictable and the context dictates on demand 
information integrated with working and learning. 
Ambrecht's (Armbrecht 2001) survey found that most of the training mentioned in survey responses 
encourages sharing. 
Training material and documentation lay out knowledge flow practices expected from individuals who 
enter a new project or work environment and a formal `immersion' process with explicit tools sets can 
quickly integrate new employees into a team. Mentors are used for employees in new environments 
where experienced employees can transfer a kind of tacit knowledge that is hard to capture in an 
explicit form. Ambrecht notes that some of this knowledge is timeless but hard to articulate and is 
often transferred to the recipient through observation of actions, it should also be noted that some 
knowledge is transient, its short shelf life precluding attempts at documentation. 
Example. 
Affärsvärlden (Sveiby 2001) Sweden, Business journal uses "piggy-backing" and "team-writing" to 
speed up learning among new journalists. Interviews and larger articles are routinely assigned as team 
work, rather than one-man shows. This speeds up transfer of the seniors' tacit skills and networks to 
the junior employees. 
Rolls-Royce use young graduate engineers to codify and capture knowledge as part of their 
introduction to the company. 
In The Knowledge-Creating-Company Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotake Takeuchi use the example of a 
bread making machine. In 1985 Matsushita could not get their bread machine to work, the crust of the 
bread would come out overcooked while the inside would be almost raw, volumes of data later they 
were still clueless. Finally a Matsushita software developer worked side by side with a world 
renowned bread baker, reputed to make the best bread in the region. She trained with the baker 
learning that he had a special way of stretching the bread - the engineers added special ribs inside the 
bread machine to stretch the dough and the machine broke all sales records for a new kitchen 
appliance in its first year. 
Strengths Weakness 
Facilitates transfer of highly tacit knowledge and Can be time consuming and very reliant upon 
experience that may not occur by any other the key people holding the knowledge and 
mechanism. experience. 
Resources Required Resources works on 
Mechanisms to identify the relevant people holding Key people holding knowledge and 
the key experience and knowledge. experience and those requiring or benefiting 
from receiving this knowledge and 
experience. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Affärsviirlden Sweden, Rolls-Royce (Cadas 2005), (Fischer 2001), Knowledge-Creating-Company 
Ikujiro Nonaka and Ilirotake Takeuchi, (Sveiby 2001), (Armbrecht 2001) 
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Ti 1-Post Project Reviews 
Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Review 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
This solution is also referred to as project post mortems, After Action Reviews and Lessons Learnt 
Review and it assists with knowledge capture and learning after an event has occurred. 
In practice projects and work modules are rarely reviewed, learning after an event focuses on reviewing 
activities that occurred over a period of time, the outcome is often recommendation for action for other 
teams that follow up after the project or others within the organisation. 
Very few projects have a post mortem - when finished it is a general trend to jump onto the next one, 
time for reflection and analysis of past work is ignored, 
Researchers have found that projects in the same company tend to make the same mistakes and that 
managers had little awareness of past actions or rationales, few companies made any attempt to 
examine their past performances objectively. Those that did were concerned with maintaining a 
friendly and cohesive atmosphere and were reluctant to allocate blame rather than learn constructively 
from the experience. These tools provide a mechanism for structured reviewing and collection of 
project information. 
Example: 
After Action Reviews: The Rock Island District, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers has published a guide 
to after action reviews. To quote: To improve the effectiveness of our operations and retain a history on 
actions taken in the past, we implemented a policy of conducting After Action Reviews. These reviews 
allow us to improve and learn from both our successes and failures. AAR's are a professional 
discussion of an event focused on improving the performance of the organization or team. The heart of 
the AAR is identifying what was supposed to happen, what actually happened, why it happened, and 
how to sustain strengths and improve weaknesses. An AAR is not a critique and does not allocate 
blame. Feedback generated during the AAR process compares the actual output of a process with the 
expected outcome. For learning after an event BP also the same AAR framework. 
Causal mapping: used to assist with a range of messy or complex situations including strategic 
problems, structure and strategy development. The tool is used in a forensic manner. Mapping works 
by building up an extensive causal network (large detailed graph) comprising contributors 
(assumptions, facts, options, issues etc) and their relationships in the form of "means-end" structure. 
Mapping is conducted through individual interviews is used. Group questioning unearths how 
different viewpoints are connected. 
On reflection Causal mapping usually uncovers, hidden feedback loops including vicious loops, 
central nodes and items that have significant and minor influence on the outcome. Can show the affect 
of seemingly trivial events. Collecting project data on big complex project is not usually a big problem 
more so understanding what went wrong and right. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Knowledge and information that can be shared Managers of failed projects often feel guilty, 
across projects is potentially available in project defensive and not open to explaining what 
reviews. went wrong and what could be done to avoid 
90% of attendees (from >30 LLRs) have learned experiencing the situation again. 
something, They can apply to the benefit of the Retrospective review of processes may make 
current or next project, (Rolls-Royce) be more susceptible to partial and selective 
Project leaders surprised by level of knowledge that memory recall by team members who, after the 
emerges, Agreement with partners/customers to event may not be neutral or objective. 
change working practises as a direct result of LLR, Often hard to tell how the outcomes arose from 
the effects and issues that impacted upon the 
event even when they are known. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
In some forms a review can take 5 minutes after the People who have been involved first hand in 
event to explore what happened, in other cases the the event. 
review can take days with a large number of people. 
References to who has used the tools I solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
BP & US Army (Rumizen 2002) & (Parcel] 2001), Ericisson, ABB Ltd. (Williams et al 2005), Rolls- 
Royce (Cadas 2005), Others (Hameri 2003), (Shapiro 1999), (Liebowitz 2002), (Kransdorff 1996) 
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Ti 2-Capturing Best Practices & Lessons Learnt via. 
Video 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
It is believed that significant business value is lost when relying exclusively on presentation software 
(i. e. Microsoft PowerPoint) after the initial presentation has taken place. After the presenter has left 
the room the context and detail provided by the presenter does not travel forwards with the 
presentation materials, for example in emails. (Intel 2002) 
To overcome this companies have used video recording and narrative case studies to ensure that as 
much of the context and detail is passed forward. 
Example: 
Used by; refs to examples Liebowitz (Liebowitz 2002) discusses Nasa's KM Knowledge preservation 
pilot project - capturing video nuggets from key GSFC experts who tell their critical stories and 
lessons learned involving the systems area. Videos are made available over the web. Video indexing 
and searching is under review. 
Intel have identified and overcome this problem by using video to capture the presenter and packaging 
this with the original presentation for future reference. (Intel 2002) 
Brought in journalists to train people to communicate for news updates etc - not put people off. 
(Schafer-Jugel 2005) Ely Lily 
Strengths: 
Can help to overcome language barriers in 
multinational companies, by using visual and audio 
to transfer message. 
Resources Required: 
PC, video/audio capture 
Other considerations to allow use of tool 
Language issues, data capabilities 
Weakness: 
Employees can be discouraged from 
documenting failures (Love et al 2005) 
Best practice write ups leave out mistakes that 
people may learn from. (Roth 1998) 
Hardware and resources required, 
Resources works on: 
Peoples experiences and reasons 
explanations for actions. 
References to who has used the tools I solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Legacy Tacit Knowledge Capture (video) Capability Rocketdyne Pratt and Witney (Sohn 2005) 
Intel Video combined with presentations. (Intel) 
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Ti 3-Learning Histories 
Associated with: Storytelling 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
After a major event, product failure, a downsizing crisis, or a merger - many companies stumble 
along, oblivious to the lessons of the past. Mistakes get repeated, but good decisions do not. Most 
importantly the old ways of thinking are never discussed, so they are still in place to potentially 
reoccur. 
When consultants are called in to identify and make sense of the large events, their results are rarely 
endorsed by those who experienced the event firsthand. The reports are aimed at the senior 
management who hired the consultants and the learning never reaches the people that need it - often 
the lessons slip away with them. 
A group of social scientists, business managers and journalists at MIT have developed and tested a tool 
called the learning history, a written narrative of the companies recent critical event, nearly all of it 
presented in two columns. One column contains relevant episodes described by the people who took 
part in them, were affected by them or observed them. In the other, learning historians- trained 
outsiders and knowledgeable insiders - identify recurrent themes in the narrative, pose questions, and 
raise "un-discussable" issues. This tool is associated with Storytelling but provides a more formal 
structure to collecting information as a project is executed. 
Example: 
The learning history - the learning history is a written narrative of a company's recent set of critical 
episodes: a corporate change event, a new initiative, a widespread innovation, a successful product 
launch, or even a traumatic event such as major restructuring. Document ranges in length from 20 - 
100 pages, nearly all of it presented in 2 columns right hand side details relevant events described by 
the people who took part in them, were affected by them or observed them close-up. Managers, 
factory line workers, secretaries and outsiders (customers, suppliers etc. ) Each person is quoted 
directly and identified only by title. The left-hand column contains detailed analysis of the learning 
historians, the story of the right-hand side is distilled and evolves into the left-hand side - identifying 
recurrent themes in the narrative poses question about its assumptions and implications and raises un- 
discussable issues that hover just below the surface of the quotations to the right. 
When complete the learning history is used as the basis for group discussion. For example a learning 
history about one divisions successful product rollout may be used to spark conversations in another 
division that is about to launch its own new product. 
In addition to the two column format it has been suggested that key decision makers record their 
actions on tape regularly during an event or projects life cycles. This creates a record of events in the 
time contextual framework and records the underlying philosophy and mechanisms for actions and 
inactions and perceived important at the time. This produces a learning audit at the end of the project 
for future use. 
Strengths: 
Can be useful for transferring knowledge from one 
part of a company to another. 
Learning histories contain more than just the 
lessons learnt but also the reasoning and impulses 
behind them. 
Learning histories help build a generalised 
knowledge about management - about what works 
and what doesn't. 
Weakness: 
The perspectives of all the different people 
involved in the major events need to be 
integrated cohesively to gain an overview of 
the event and learn what actually happened. 
This can be time consuming and intensive but 
needs to be done correctly and accurately. 
Learning histories are commissioned to analyse one 
event but their lessons often supersede it. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
Learning Historians to interpret the results, People and their experiences during a project 
interviewers to collect data, 
References to who has used the tools I solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Learning Histories, MIT developed technique (Roth 1998), (Kransdorff 1996) 
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T14-Content Engineering 
Also covers: document management Related to or accessed via a Portal 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
This solution also covers document management (including elements of Portals etc. ) 
Standard KM dissemination involves users querying databases which are good for purely retrieving 
data but are very dependent on the user knowing what they are looking for. 
The role of Content Engineering is to release the intrinsic value held within enterprise information 
assets, putting content at the centre of business solutions and using technology as an enabler. Content 
Engineering looks at extracting the value of content while upsetting existing business processes and 
practices as little as possible. 
Document and content management is a basic concept of KM, people need to share documents and in 
order to so, must be able to find them, key points include; How do you identify the latest version of a 
document?, How do you access your documents when you arrive in the office? And how do 
workgroups share there documents? 
Content Engineering is a discipline that combines techniques and technologies of software engineering 
with those of information architecture. It focuses on the needs of the business process and not on the 
technology needed to implement it. 
The process of knowledge conversion is usually from explicit-to-explicit i. e. taking explicit knowledge, 
store, organise and provide it to other users in the form of explicit knowledge. Tacit-tacit element in 
terms of identifying the people involved in the documents and experts responsible from the knowledge 
creation may also occur. 
Features include storage, uploading version control organisation search and retrieval indexing 
techniques, remote access and authorship searches. 
Example. 
Example commercial tools include: 
Microsoft SharePointTM, Xerox Docushare, Lotus Domino Suite of Tools and more advanced 
solutions like the researcher element of Goldfire innovator ( ref?? ) that includes access to documents 
and resources from outside of the organisation. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Can release enormous value from stored Further important aspects include security, 
information and facilitate access to previously organisations want to share their explicit assets 
unknown or unseen knowledge and experiences. (documents) whilst at the same time protecting 
them from unauthorised use. 
Relies on integrated IT system. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
Systems are usually very software dependent and Any electronic documents or files located on a 
may require additional servers or hardware. network or computer system. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Content engineering, Stilo (Stilo2002) & (Lindvall 2001) & (Fischer 2001) 
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Ti 5-Data Mining 
Related to: Content Engineering 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
This solution is related to Content Engineering. The goal of this category of tools is to discover new 
hidden knowledge from existing data, information and knowledge bases. 
Data mining (DM) is an interdisciplinary field that combines artificial intelligence, computer science, 
machine learning, database management, data visualization, mathematic algorithms, and statistics. 
Given the enormous size of databases, DM is one part of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). 
DM falls into 2 categories, "Descriptive" e. g. used to clarify and understand problems better and 
"Predictive" used to generate rules or other relationships that can be used in diagnosis and decision 
making etc. 
DM tools try to automatically reveal patterns and relationships between data and identify hidden 
knowledge about the underlying data and what it represents. Tools can be used to identify patterns in 
the usage of knowledge bases as well as the types of knowledge items used the most or least. DM also 
identifies groups of users which are active, inactive and experts, such tools can be used to analyse 
knowledge bases in order to form more complex knowledge items, DM can be used in many contexts. 
Example: 
Example software for data mining applications include, Autonomy voicesuite, Spotfire, The visual 
query interface (VQI) and digiMine Analytic Services 
DM methodology for cross-sales used characteristic rule discovery and deviation detection (Anand et 
al 1998). 
A DM in finance used counterfactuals to generate knowledge from organisation information systems, 
thus promoting human dialog and exploration, which does not occur in routine organizational activity 
(Dhar 1998). 
An integration method combines knowledge discovery with operations research to evaluate the 
performance of cardiovascular surgery, and in another example combines artificial intelligence with 
fuzzy logic for a power company customer database (Delesie et al 2000), (Sforna 2000). 
Rocketdyne Pratt and Witney use Goldfire Mining tool to uncover knowledge within there stored 
documents. 
Further Knowledge discovery and data mining tools include: CART/MARS, Clementine, SPSS, 
AnswerTree, Capri, DataEngine, Darwin 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Satyadas (Satyadas 2001) states that 80% of 
corporate data is unstructured. Text and data mining 
is the core technology for realising the value locked 
inside such data. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
Data mining is usually built around either bespoke or Any electronic stored data, documents and 
commercial software analysing an existing database records related to a process or the creation of 
or PC network results. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Content Mining tool "Goldfire", Rocketdyne Pratt and Witney(Sohn 2005), (Satyadas 2001) Data 
Alining Applications, (Abidi, 2001) (Delesie et al 2000), (Ila et al 2002) (Shaw et al 2001). 
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Ti 6-Lessons Learnt Databases (LLD & BPDG) 
Best practice storage systems and databases, Best practice guides and Manuals. Related to: Portals and may relate to competency management 
within a KM system 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
This solution is related to Best practice storage systems and databases, Best practice guides and 
Manuals, Portals and to some elements of competency management within a KM system. 
These tools provide a mechanism to store captured learning from projects and events for future use. 
A key driver for the use of these tools is the re-use of past findings to avoid re-invention of the wheel 
and inefficient working, any successful system must facilitate the location and then the use of prior 
work. 
The principles of a lessons learnt databases is that all the findings from a project (positive and 
negative feedback and outcomes) are captured and then stored within a central, well known and 
accessible area that can be viewed by other members of the organisation to facilitate the transfer of 
lessons learnt from project to project. 
Along similar lines a best practice guide seeks to capture all of the elements that combine to provide 
the best outcome and present them in the format of a guide or process for use in future projects. Best 
practice guides will by their nature omit negative outcomes or issues encountered during the process. 
Having been archived the findings can then be referenced or found via a search engine when a project 
or issue arises with similar content again or in the case of a best practice guide it may be formatted 
into a set of rules for people to follow. 
Example: 
Love: (Love et al 2005) reports a company that have their own journal which helps to explicit expert 
knowledge, effectively show casing lessons learnt via a published journal for others in the 
organisation to see. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Provides a place to store the routinely captured Should not link to employee appraisals as this 
information that is not necessary carried forward or may inhibit disclosure of results and findings. 
remembered after the project has finished. 
Risk that employees may seek to protect their 
Must include full disclosure for maximum effect i. e. own `unique' knowledge and experience and 
includes positive and negative feedback and results. not be prepared to submit it to open access 
systems. 
Can encourage the acceptance of KM as users may 
feel recognition when their entries/findings are 
accepted and published for others. 
Where possible entries and findings should be 
linked to individuals, it is not possible to 
provide all the information so a contact 
should be possible. 
Guides and manuals often only capture the 
end results - this excludes the area where 
most of the learning occurs during the project 
execution. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
Captured knowledge, experience and learning is a Captured lessons learnt, findings, after action 
prerequisite to add to the system. Database reviews, reports and experiences. 
hardware/software necessary. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Lessons Learnt Logs, Rolls-Royce (Cadas 2005); Legacy Information Knowledge Capture 
(Archiving) Rocketdyne Pratt and Witney(Sohn 2005); Project history Database (MIRS system), 
Fulcrum (Walters 2005); Best practices guides and lessons learnt databases, United Technologies 
(Lindvall 2001) & Chevron (Rumizen 2002) & Nasa(Satellite missions) GSFC Liebowitz (Liebowitz 
2002) & (RatioOne 2004) & TVA (Rumizen 2002) & Xerox (Fischer 2001) 
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Ti 7-Competency Management 
Also known as: Yellow Pages, Expertise Directories, Expert networks(internal)/Linked with: Knowledge Maps, Expert networks 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
Also related to and known as Yellow Pages, Expertise Directories, Expert networks(internal) and is 
associated with Knowledge Maps and Expert networks. 
If content engineering and document management represent the control and regulation of explicit 
knowledge assets then Competency Management (CM) represents the control and regulation of tacit 
knowledge. The key feature is that tacit knowledge cannot easily be captured but the organisation can 
track who has this tacit knowledge. 
CM is a mechanism to help locate other people in the organisation with the expertise required, often 
by utilising individual web pages, organisations may also use CM to document their expertise which 
can subsequently provide valuable information needed for the creation of a knowledge map through 
the identification of where knowledge lies and helping to identify any knowledge gaps. 
CM is a catalyst which encourages interaction with people away from your immediate colleagues. The 
knowledge transformations that occur in these tools are mostly explicit to explicit because they are 
based on repository technology in which information about knowledge possession is stored and 
referenced. 
In generally this tool will take the format of an electronic database. Profiling is the key feature; profiles 
of employees, customers, vendors, etc generated manually or automatically via data base entries 
Examples: 
Infosys (Ramasubramanian 2002): uses a `People knowledge map' this is a directory of experts in 
various fields - intranet based where employees can search and locate experts, the map acts as a bridge 
between two knowledge workers - the `user' and the `provider'. 
Ernst & Young (Lindvall 2001): created a centre for business knowledge (CBK) this included a 
database of consultant skills. The CBK spent considerable time identifying and tracking subject matter 
experts, and ensuring that they were present in sufficient number on industry and client teams. 
Microsoft (Lindvall 2001): Microsoft does not tolerate legacy people (those with obsolete skills) and 
expects that personnel continuously acquire new technical and business related skills. To monitor this 
they must keep track of employee's skills and expertise. A key element of the SPUD (Skills Planning 
and Development process) is managers creating structured competency profiles for each job, this 
information is used for staffing projects and identifying training needs. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Will provide a quick mechanism to locate experts Issues can arise with regard to 'experts' 
and expertise within an organisation. having sufficient time to deal with all 
requests. 
Provides a strong starting point for generating a BP found the seniority of the employee 
comprehensive knowledge map of the organisation. impacted what type of information he or she 
entered into the yellow pages and their 
motivations for doing so. 
Cultural issues include; privacy, security and 
inappropriate usage (managers raiding other 
teams/cherry-picking for the best skill set) 
Resources Required Resources works on 
Database hardware/software, resources to populate Knowledge of peoples skills, past experiences 
system. and capabilities. 
References to who has used the tools I solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
"Who's Who" databases. (Widmer 2005). Expertise locator, (MyExperts) Nasa GSFC (Liebowitz 
2002) & Siemens medical (Winkler 2005) & United Technologies (Lindvall 2001). Database of 
consultant skills, Ernst & Young (Lindvall 2001) & McKinsey (Behin 2005). Yellow Pages, Chevron 
(Rumizen 2002) & (Love et al 2005) & Rolls Royce (Cadas 2005) & Infosys (Ramasubramanian 2002) 
& BP (Rumizen 2002) & (Parcel] 2001). Critical Capability Retention (CCR) Program, Rocketdyne 
P&W (Sohn 2005). 
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T18-Expert Networks - External 
Description of the Tool/Solutions: 
The objective of expert networks (external) is to access knowledge and experience from outside of the 
organisation, much as competency management identifies where and provides access to expertise and 
knowledge residing within the company. 
The solutions often provides a forum for people who need help or can provide help to establish 
knowledge sharing focused on solving a specific problem. Expert networks are typically based on 
peer-to-peer support, meaning that experts help other experts. Expert networks often emphasise the 
importance of acknowledging that most knowledge cannot be made explicit and stored in a computer, 
but will reside in the brains of experts. 
Expert networks generally deal with the tacit elements of knowledge and knowledge transfer relying 
on experts to locate and transfer the required information, having interpreted the organisation's 
requirements. 
Expert networks usually involve a mechanism to link (internal) organisational requirements to 
networks of experts within the broader world and facilitate the transfer of knowledge and experience 
between the two parties. Common features include expertise brokerage and expert identification, 
communication between people and features for capturing questions and answers, typically experts are 
tracked and ranked. 
Example: 
Nerac: www. nerac. com, Company started in the mid 1960's, Links to 5000 companies and 300 
Universities, Nerac works with R&D and Manufacturing organisations, the company only hires people 
with Engineering/Scientific background. 
Nerac performs information and literature searches, contact is primarily via. email request or phone call 
search. 105 expert searchers work within the company. Search reports often returned within a day. 
Automatic search updates (watched areas etc) and custom alerts. Company novelty is the use of a team 
of expert searchers. This results in benefits, including, Time saving in finding information. Find 
information we do not know exists. Uncover important information on future products and competitors. 
Automatic alerts so important information is not missed. Key outputs from searches are; Lists of 
ranked relevant sources/patents/papers etc and a statement with the results explained and rationale 
behind the searching approach taken. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Expert support can drastically reduce the time it Some organisations may be adverse to asking 
takes to solve a problem. Expert networks connect for help outside of their own employees and 
people with experts to solve problems and can often security/confidentiality issues can be raised. 
store solutions in a knowledge base for re-use. Approach may be seen as time consuming and 
intensive in terms of human resources. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
Clear indication of the problem to be solved, access Experiences and knowledge held by resources 
to an appropriate external network - generally this external to the organisation. 
will be through a specialist organisation. 
References to who has used the tools / solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
"Abuzz" (New York times community for its readers. ) "Teltech" an expert brokerage service, 
Expert Networks(Lindvall 2001), "Nerac", (www. nerac. com) 
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T19-Knowledge Maps 
Similar to: Social Network Analysis ((Scarborough 2005) Also fits in with: Yellow pages and competency management. 
Description of the Tool/Solution: 
This solutions is similar to Social Network Analysis ((Scarborough 2005) and also 
relates to competency management. Kim (Suyeon Kim 2003) defines knowledge 
mapping as the process, methods and tools for analysing knowledge in order to 
discover features or meaning and to visualise these in a comprehensive transparent 
form, such that business relevant features are clearly highlighted. Knowledge maps 
are created by transferring aspects of knowledge into a graphical form resulting in a 
description of where knowledge resides both within and outside the company. 
Developing a knowledge map involves locating important knowledge in the 
organisation and then publishing a form of list or picture that shows where to find it. 
Knowledge maps typically point to people as well as documents and databases and 
this aspect can be considered similar to competency management. 
Social Network Analysis (SNA) may be considered a form of knowledge mapping 
whereby a very powerful organisational chart is developed identifying the way 
organisations share knowledge. SNA often identifies the real knowledge sharing, 
transfers and flows within organisations, usually via multiple cross-links . 
Example: 
Kim (Suyeon Kim 2003) details six steps to building the knowledge map: 
" Defining organisational knowledge: defining ontology used (vocabulary) and range of map. 
" Process map analysis: find `experience' and `know how' from process map, 
" Knowledge extraction: through process map, 3 types: prerequisite knowledge before process 
execution, used knowledge during execution, and produced knowledge after execution. 
Includes interviewing, document analysis and system analysis. 
" Knowledge profiling: describe with attributes. Storage/owner/link/contents (keywords etc. ) 
" Knowledge linking: identify links and navigation path of knowledge 
" Knowledge map validation: structured walkthrough, use domain experts, conduct check 
points 
Creating: Creating the knowledge map can help identify links between knowledge resources and 
identify where links would be beneficial. 
Using: Using the knowledge map can help identify sources of knowledge and indicate how knowledge 
may be transferred. 
Commercial Knowledge Mapping tools include; IHMC Concept Map, Decision Explorer, Axon Idea 
Processor, OntoBroker / OntoEdit / OntoAnnotate. 
Strengths: Weakness: 
Identify where knowledge resides or flows within Initially intensive to complete first map. 
organisations. Relies on a very detailed understanding and 
Identify constraints, weakness, leaks and analysis of the organisations workflows and 
bottlenecks affecting the processing of knowledge. process for best results. 
Resources Required: Resources works on: 
Often may be conducted by a third party or using Any organisation is suitable, processes, work 
proprietary software to provide structure and flows, transfer of knowledge and experience 
guidance. are all mapped 
References to who has used the tools I solutions or who have discussed the tools: 
Knowledge Mapping (Kim 2003) & (Grey 1999) & (Armbrecht 2001) & (Scarborough 2005), Social 
Network Analysis (SNA) (Scarborough 2005) 
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Appendices 
Appendix Three: KM Tool Product Design Specification. 
PDS 1.0 Tool Product Design Specification. 
Considering the parameters defined in the solution space and the findings of the 
literature KM tool review. The following product design specification was developed 
for the KM Tool, the specification is broken down into 4 sections 
9 Overall Specification (of overall tool) 
" "Measurement" specification (collection of information on the engineering 
process) 
" "Analysis and ranking" specification (identify key resources, risks and 
potentials) 
" "Matching and Selection" (identify a KM solution to improve the engineering 
process) 
PDS 1.1 Overall Specification of the tool. 
Format of tool. 
The tool will be based in Excel for the reasons of familiarity and ease of coding. 
User experience to use the tool. 
The tool should be useable by someone with a background to the principles of KM and 
the tool but should not require any detailed expertise. 
Guidance should be given on screen for each stage - no addition documentation should 
be required. 
Time required to collect data 
The tool should take up no more than 5% of the total time to complete the process. 
It is intended that the tool be used by someone outside of the process- who is not 
involved directly with the process. 
Scope of the tool - what engineering process to use on? 
The tool should be able to identify any of the knowledge and experience resources used 
within engineering processes, Engineering processes classified as- 
Design, development, testing, benchmarking, problem solving, manufacturing etc. 
Prerequisites 
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Determine the boundaries of the process - clear definition of the process you are 
looking at, 
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PDS 1.2 "Measurement" Specification 
Objective: 
Collect the information on resource usage and creation (inputs and outputs from the 
process) during the engineering process. 
" Specific to the recourses used and created 
" Related to the organisation that the process is based in 
" Related to the people conducting the process. 
Source: 
The primary source of the information will be the people conducting the work. 
Method of collection: 
Data collected via structured interviews and questions. 
Method of recording: 
Findings recorded into a generic format within an Excel sheet. 
Information collected: 
Measurement should seek to identify all of the resources that are created or used to 
complete the engineering process as identified in the literature review these include; 
" List of resources to identify 
Measurement should identify how each of these resources are used in the process 
Measurements should identify how each of these resource are used outside of the 
process (in the case of resources created) 
Measurement should identify how the resource is stored and managed. (In terms of 
people who have the experience or where it is archived etc. ) 
Measurement should identify how the resource is accessed. 
Measurement should identify the level of We associated with this resource within the 
area being analysed. 
Measurement should identify the level of We associated with this resource present 
elsewhere in the company. 
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PDS 1.3 "Analysis and Ranking" specification 
Objective: 
From the information collected in (1) Measurement, determine the key knowledge and 
experience assets created and used by the engineering process, rank them according to 
their importance/influence on the success of the process. 
Method of operation: 
The process of analysis and risk should be automated, no further input from the user 
should be required. 
The A&R process should numerically analyse the results of the information collected in 
(1) Measurement with the intention of identifying; 
9A- the resources that offer most risk to the operation of the process. 
"B- the resources that offer most scope for improvement or enhancement to the 
process through better use. 
"C- the resource that offer most scope for improvement or enhancement to other 
related process through better use. 
The A&R process will consider the following factors when identifying 2.3a, b&c 
above; 
Risk (Vulnerability), 
" Does the current situation as detailed present us to risk? [Which elements 
present risk? ] 
" Number of people stored in, 
" Importance of knowledge to the success of the process 
" Type of resource 
" Type of storage. 
Strategy (alignment and fit) 
" Is the current situation aligned with the associated company policy or strategy? 
[Which elements are or are not? ] Resource culture, reward and recognition. 
Consider the type of tool 
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" Consider the format of the implementation. This fit with the business needs is 
key to a successful implementation and tackling the correct problem (McKinseys 
Seven S's). 
Potential for product/process improvement. (specifically by implementing KM tools) 
" Considering the KEEP and RAC, the context of the process and points (1) & (2) 
above what KM tools could be implemented to improve; 
" -Process improvement = create the same product/end result with thea more 
efficient process (i. e faster / cheaper / safer ) 
" Product improvement = create an improved product i. e. more features, more 
reliable more innovative. 
" How well the resources created by the process are currently used. 
9 The importance of each resources to the success of the process 
" Could better use of this resource improve the process? 
Output: 
The output from the A&R process will be a list of resources ranked according to the 
factors in 2.3 a-c and 2.4 a-c. 
The output should clearly identify which resources are key to the engineering process. 
The output should clearly identify why the resources are key to the engineering process. 
The output from the A&R should clearly indicate which resources present most risk to 
the engineering process 
The output from the A&R should clearly indicate why the identified resources present 
risk to the process. 
Each resource characterised should have a record associated with it. 
The record associated with each resource should be of generic format to facilitate 
comparison and matching. 
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PDS 1.4 "Matching and selection" specification. 
Objective: 
From the key resources and issues identified in 4.3, automatically select the most 
suitable KM solution from a database of KM implementations to provide improvement 
to the process by satisfying/resolving the identified issues. 
Method: 
The user should review the resources identified and in 4.3 and select which ones 
solutions would be found for. 
No further user interaction should be required. 
The tool automatically goes finds a suitable solution for each resource issues presented 
to it. 
The tool matches solution to problems by matching the characteristics of the tools to the 
characteristic of the solutions, 
The tool should include considerations of the; 
" The fit with the solution and the companies culture 
" The fit with the solution and the companies strategy. 
Output: 
The output from matching and section is the identification of a solution to the resource 
problem identified in 4.3. The chosen solution should satisfies the conditions as below; 
" Suitable to resolve the resource issue identified 
" Fit in with company culture 
" Fit in with company strategy 
" Be proven in previous implementation - provide links to case implementation 
and evidence etc. 
" Contain details of how it should be implemented and other key notes including 
issues and tips. 
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Appendices 
Appendix Five: Chapter Seven Appendix Two (7.2b) : The KM Tool Visual 
Basic Code. 
Option Explicit 
Sub Full_Monty_KM_Tool_Code V 1() 
'Set up dims 
Dim Number 
_ofMatches _l 
As Double 
Dim NumberofMatches 2 As Double 
Dim position As Single 
Dim abc As Single 
Dim sum-array(78) 
Dim checkALL(11,20) As Double 'Interim array for checking each element of the filters in Page C 
Dim x As Single'Counters for filling and reading arrays 
Dim y As Single'Counters for filling and reading arrays 
Dim OutCheck(20,20)'array to hold the results of the filter check for each filter 
'Second set of DIMS from CBR Code from prob stat F to the final solution 
Dim nRows As Integer 
Dim column As Integer 
Dim nSolutions As Integer 
Dim Total As Integer 
Dim a As String 
Dim b As String 
Dim TempTotal As Integer 
Dim DesPos As Integer 
Dim BestSolution As String 
Dim BestSolutionCount As Integer 
Dim BestSolutionPercentage As Integer 
Dim BestSolutionXVal As Integer 
Dim Target_Sheet As String 
Dim ab As String 
Dim newsheet 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim res_name As String 
Dim res-count As Integer 
Dim fn As Integer 
Dim SolArray(24,85)' an array filled with 1 and 0's to represent matches between problem and solutions 
Dim TotalArray(24) 'array filled with total number of xs for the problem space. 
Dim SolDescriptionArray(85,2)' As String' array for putting each successfully matched problem description in 
Dim n_o rAs Integer 
Dim Number of Resources_Reviewed As Integer 
Dim NSP As Integer' start positon for RESOURCE FILTER SUMMARY page 
Dim N_S P2 As Integer' for the process filter reviews 
Dim c As Integer' variable for a number of matches counter I 
Dim d As Integer' variable for a number of matches counter2 
Dim e As Integer' variable for a number of matches counter3 
Dim f replace_anay(l00,100) 
Dim B_sheet_array(I000,1000) 
Dim C sheet 
_array(1000,1000) Dim E_sheet_array(1000,1000) 
Dim G_sheet_array(1000,1000) 
Dim process-filter summary(20) 
Dim resource_string_out As String 
Dim resource string_summary_out As String 
Dim process 
_string_out 
As String 
Dim process_string_summary_out As String 
Dim aFileNum As Integer 
Dim FileNameString As String 
Dim FileNameLabel As String 
Dim SubFolderName As String 
Dim output_string As String 
Dim resource summary_string As String 
resource_summary_string 
resource string out = "" 
resource string_summary_put 
output string =" 
process_string_summary_out 
process string_out = "" 
Yi#######1####### LOOP ONE 
'Put all the filters etc into Arrays to use from here on in - this allows the use of saved files i. e. filters sheets not needed now 
For x= I To 200 
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For y=I To 200 
B_sheet array(x, y) = Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResou ce Review"). Cells(x, y) 
C_sheet_array(x, y) = Worksheets("C Resource Review FILTER"). Cells(x, y) 
E sheet_artay(x, y) = Worksheets("E Problem Statement FILTER"). Cells(x, y) 
G_sheet_array(x, y) = Worksheets("G Solution Space FILTER"). Cells(x, y) 
Next y 
Next x 
N_S_P =0 
DesPos =0 
"""Number of Resources Reviewed = Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(2,4) 'get number of 
resources reviewed from the counta in the spread sheet page B 
'Calculate how many resources were reviewed by counting how many titles there are. 
Number of Resources Reviewed =0 
'############### LOOP TWO / Count Number of Resources Reviewed 
For x=4 To 100 
If B sheet_array(4, x) >0 Then Number of Resources_Reviewed = Number of Resources_Reviewed +I 
Next x 
'#########N##### LOOP THREE / Count Number of Solutions 
Forx=6 To 100 
If G_sheet_anay(7, x) >0 Then nSolutions = nSolutions +I 
Next x 
"############### LOOP FOUR / Count number of Rows 
For x=8 To 100 
If G_sheet_array(x, 3) >0 Then nRows = nRows +I 
Next x 
'############### LOOP FIVE 
For x=I To 12 
process-filter summary(x) =I 
Next x 
'############### LOOP SIX 
For n_o r= I To Number of Resources_Reviewed'count through the number of resources reviewed. 
DesPos = O'start positions for results tables 
'Empty the arrays for each cycle - maybe put this at the end? 
W############## LOOP EIGHT 
Fore= I To 100 
Ford= I To 100 
f replace array(e, d) =0 
Next d 
Next e 
"############### LOOP NINE 
Fore =I To 20 
Ford= I To 20 
OutCheck(e, d) =0 
Next d 
Next e 
'############### LOOP TEN 
For x=I To 85 
For y=I To 2 
SolDescriptionArray(x, y) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
'############### LOOP ELEVEN 
For x=I To 24 
TotalArray(x) =0 
Next x 
'############### LOOP TWELVE 
Forx= I To24 
For y=I To 85 
SolArtay(x, y) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
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"############### LOOP THIRTEEN 
For x=IToll 
Fory= I To 20 
checkALL(x, y) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
`############### LOOP FOURTEEN 
For x=I To 30 
sum_array(x) =0 
Next x 
Till the description of the filters from F array 
Y1###########ä## LOOP FIFTEEN 
Fory-8To85 
f replacc anay(y, 2) = G_sheet array(y, 2) 
f_replace artay(y, 3) = G_sheet an-ay(y, 3) 
L replace array(y, 4) - G_sheet_array(y, 4) 
f replace array(y, 5) = G_sheet_array(y, 5) 
Next y 
'checking all conditions vs. the resource review array via cycling and fill a results array 
NOTE: Second line of each pair of code below checks to see if Filter has all zeros in any category and disregards it from the 
check. 
'#########1###### LOOP SIXTEEN 
For x=I To 20 
'IA DO WHAT? 4 lines 
If B_sheet anay(5, n_o_r + 3) And C sheet_array(I + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet_array(6, n -0-T 
+ 3) And 
C_sheet array(2 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet_array(7, n_o r+ 3) And C sheet_array(3 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_anay(8, no r+ 
3) And E 
_sheet array(4 
+ 8, x+ 5) =I Then checkALL(1, x) =I 
If C sheet 
-array(] 
+ 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_array(2 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_anay(3 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And 
C_sheet_array(4 + 8, x+ 5) -0 Then checkALL(I, x) =I 
2C - When, 5 lines 
If B sheet_anay(9, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet_array(5 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet_array(I0, n_o r+ 3) And 
C sheet_array(6 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet 
_anay(11, 
n_o r+ 3) And C_sheet_array(7 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet_anay(I2, n_o_r 
+ 3) And C_sheet_array(8 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(I3, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet_array(9 + 8, x+ 5) -I Then checkALL42, 
x) =I 
If C_sheet_array(5 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_array(6 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_array(7 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And 
C sheet_array(8 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_array(9 + 8, x+ 5) =0 Then checkALL(2, x) =I 
'3B With What, 9 lines 
If B_sheet_array(14, n_o_r + 3) And C sheet_array(10 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B_sheet_anay(15, n_o_r + 3) And 
C sheet array(l l+8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(16, n_o_r+ 3) And C sheet anay(12 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B sheet_anay(17, 
n o_r + 3) And C_sheet anay(13 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet_array(18, nor+ 3) And C_sheet_array(14 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or 
B_sheet_array(19, n_o r+ 3) And C_sheet_array(15 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(20, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet array(16 + 8, x 
+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet array(21, n_o_r + 3) And C sheet_array(17 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet array(22, n_o_r + 3) And 
C_sheet_array(18 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Then checkALL(3, x) =I 
If C_sheet_anay(10 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_array(11 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And C sheet_array(12 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And 
C_sheet_array(13 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_array(14 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_array(15 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And 
C sheet_anay(16 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_airay(17 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_anay(18 + 8, x+ 5) =0 Then checkALL(3, x) 
=1 
'4 Format, 5 lines 
if B_sheet_array(23, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet attay(19 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Or B sheet_array(24, n_o_r + 3) And 
C_sheet_array(20 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B sheet_array(25, n_o r+ 3) And C_sheet_array(21 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Or B sheet_array(26, 
n_o r+ 3) And C_shect_array(22 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Or B_sheet_array(27, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet_array(23 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Then 
checkALL(4, x) =1 
If C sheet array(19 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And C_sheet_anay(20 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_array(2I + 8, x+ 5) -0 And 
C sheet_anay(22 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_array(23 + 8, x+ 5) =0 Then checkALL(4, x) =I 
'5 How Stored, 6 lines 
if B_sheet_array(28, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet_array(24 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B_sheet_anay(29, nor+ 3) And 
C_sheet_array(25 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet_array(30, n_o_r + 3) And C sheet array(26 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Or B sheet_array(3I, 
n o_r + 3) And C sheet array(27 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B sheet array(32, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet ar ay(28 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or 
B_sheet_array(33, n_o_r+ 3) And C_sheet_array(29 + 8, x+ 5) =I Then checkALL(5, x) =1 
If C_sheet_array(24 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_array(25 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet array(26 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And 
C_sheet_array(27 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_array(28 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_anay(29 + 8, x+ 5) =0 Then checkAL145, x) 
=1 
'6 Where from?, 10 lines 
If B_sheet_array(34, nor+ 3) And C sheet_anay(30 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B_sheet_array(35, nor+ 3) And 
C sheet_array(3) + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(36, n o_r+ 3) And C sheet array(32 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B sheet_array(37, 
nor + 3) And C sheet_array(33 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(38, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet 
_array(34 
+ 8, x+ 5) -1 Or 
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B "I_ana)39, or+ 3) M1 C shcet_ana)(3S + S. x+ 5) =I Or B sheet array(40, n_o_r + 3) And C sheet array(36 + 8, 
+ 5) =I Or B s&ct_an (41, sor+ 3) And C sheet_artay(37 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B sheet_artey(42, n_o_r + 3) Ar 
C ahca_amý43$ + 8.: " 5) =I Or B slcct_uray(43, n o_r+ 3) And C sheet anay(39 + 8, x+ 5) =I Then checkAL146, x) =1 
If C sbml_amA30 + 1, x+ 5) =0 And C shect_amy(31 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_anay(32 + 8, x+ 5) =0 An 
C shut_amry(33 " S. x+ 5) -0 And C shoes anay(34 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_anay(35 + 8, x+ 5) =0 An 
C shM_wi)(36 + 8.: + S) -0 And C sheet arny(37 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_array(38 + 8, x+ 5) a0 An 
C she 1 . rn J9 + 8. a+ S) -0 Thee chakALL(6. x) =I 
7 wboe W. 10 ham 
If B shnl_arta)444, eor+ 3) And C_shect_array(40 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B_sheet_anay(45, nor + 3) AD 
C shect_ans? (1 I+8, x+ 5) -I Or B shoet_anay(46, nor + 3) And C shoet_array(42 + 8, x+ 5) aI Or B sheet_array(41 
aor+ 3) M! C shed 
_ani 
443 + 8. x+ 5) -I Or B sbect_array(48, nor + 3) And C_sheet array(44 + 8, x+ 5) -10 
B s! 
_amy(19, aor+ 
3) Aal C s&d artay(45 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B sheet_array(50, n_o_r+ 3) And C sheet_anay(46 + 8,: 
+ S) -I Or B shat amy(SI, aor+ 3) And C shoet_anay(47 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Or B sheet_anay(52, n_o r+ 3) Aa 
C shed_arta4 4$ + S. a+ 5) -I Or B sheet amy(53, n_o r+ 3) And C sheet_anay(49 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Then checkAL147, x) -I 
UC sbcd_array(40 + 8, x+ S) -0 And C shed_ar ay(41 + S. x+ 5) °0 And C sheet_anay(42 + 8, x+ 5) -0 An( 
C shnl_arn)(43 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And C shed-amy(44 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And C sheet_ar ay(45 + 8, x+ 5) -0 Aix C shcet_array146 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And C shoearray(47 + S. x+ 5) -0 And C_sheet_array(48 + 8, x+ 5) -0 Aix 
C_shrc* ani 49 + I. s+ 5) -0 Theo chakAL1(7. x) -1 
I NUy N1ut Wr?. $ lint 
If B shca_amy(54. eor+ 3) And C ahcct_array(50 + S. x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_amy(55, nor + 3) And 
C -shed-w" $1 + 8, s+ 5) -I (Jr B sled amy(56, n o_r + 3) And C_sheet_amy(52 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Or B_sheet_amy(57, 
a o_r + 3) And C shect_am)(53 + S. s+ 5) -I Or B shed_amy(58, n_o r+ 3) And C sheet amy(54 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Oi 
6 shed 
_amy(39,; o r+ 
3) And C shetit amy(55 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B sheet_anay(60, n_o_r + 3) And C sheet_array(56 + 8, x 
+ S) -101 B sh cy amy(61, nor+ 3) And C slied_amy(57 + B. x+ 5) -I Then checkALL(8, x) =I 
If C sheet amy(50 +, Si + 5) -0 And C shcrt_ar*ay(SI + S. x+ 5) -0 And C sheet_anay(52 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And 
C shect_ar MS) + i, x+ 5) -0 And C shoel_amy(54 + S. x+ 5) -0 And C shoet_array(55 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And 
C shoet_arný(56+8. %+5)-O MI C shat_amy(57 + 8, x+ 5) -0 Then checkALL(8, x) -I 
'9 Har do you to ooit?, 7lines 
UB shcel_arta)t62, n_o_r + 3) And C shect_array(58 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Or B_sheet_array(63, n_o r+ 3) And 
C shoes aml(59 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or B shect_arra)(64. aor+ 3) And C shect_anay(60 + 8, x+ 5) -1 Or B_sheet_array(65, 
80 r+ 3) And C shcct_amy(61 + S. x+ 5) -I Or B_shcct_anay(66, nor + 3) And C_sheet_amay(62 + 8, x+ 5) -I Or 6shat_arrry(67, 
ao 
-F 
+ 3) And C sheet array(63 + S. x+ 5) -I Or B_sheet_array(68, n_o_r + 3) And C sheet_artay(64 + 8, x 
+ 5) -1 ibes chakAL1(9, x) -I 
UC abcn_a. *a t58 + a, x+ S) 0 And C shcct_aITay(59 + S. x+ 5) =0 And Csheet+8, x+ 5) =0 And 
C_sbnd_ana, 161 + A. x+ 5) -0 And C_shcct_array(62 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And C_sheet_array(63 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And 
Csh d_arra464 + 8. a+ 5) -0 Then chcckALU9, x) -I 
'10 Awan Bess, 12 fines 
If B shcct_amy(69, n o_r + 3) And C_shco array(65 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B sheet_ari y(70, n o_r + 3) And 
C shcct_nraA66 + 8, a+ 5) -1 Ör B shed anay(71, n_o r+ 3) And C_sheel artay(67 + 8, x+ 5) =1 Or B_sheet_array(72, 
n_o r+ 3) And C shocl_aITay(68 + S. x+ 5) -I Or B sheet_artay(73, nor + 3) And C_sheet_array(69 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or 
B 5&c*_arra)(74, o_r + 3) And C shee_amy(70 + S. x+ 5) -I Or B_sheet_anay(75, n_o_r + 3) And C sheet_array(71 + 8, x 
+ 5) -I Or B shat aray(76, nor+ 3) And C_shect array(72 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_anay(77, n o_r + 3) And 
C_shcel_arraj(73 + 8, z+ 5) -I Or 13-sheet arny(78, n_o_r + 3) And C_sheet_artay(74 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(79, 
110j + 3) And C shcd_array(75 + 8, a+ 5f- I Or B sheet_array(80, n_o r+ 3) And C_sheet_array(76 + 8, x+ 5) =I Then 
chcckAU410, x)= 1 
If C_sheet_amy(65 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C shed! array(66 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_array(67 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And 
C slrq_amA69 + S. x+ 5) =0 And C shert_uray(69 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_array(70 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And 
C sheet anar(7I + S. x+ 5) -0 And C sheet_array(72 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_anray(73 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And 
C_shect arnr(74 + S. x+ 5) -0 And C shcq_array(75 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C sheet_array(76 + 8, x+ 5) =0 Then checkALL(10, 
I)= I 
II How know it boom changer, 5 lines 
If B shecl_ana 481, n o_r + 3) And C_shect_array(77 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(82, n_o r+ 3) And 
slKet_uray(73 + I. x+ 5) -I Or B sheet_artay(83, nor + 3) And C sheet_array(79 + 8, x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(84, 
sor+ 3) And C sheet 
_arra 
480 + S. x+ 5) =I Or B_sheet_array(85, n_o r+ 3) And C sheet_array(81 + 8, x+ 5) =I Then 
. horkALl(11. x) -I 
If C_shcct an ay(77 + S. x+ 5) -0 And C_shect_artay(78 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And C_sheet_array(79 + 8, x+ 5) =0 And 
. sheet_arra)(80 + 8, x+ 5) -0 And C shect_arra)(81 + 8, x+ 5) =0 Then checkALl(I 1, x) -I 
Next x 
Number-of Mathes 1- 0 
calculate the Rauh for each of the Filters (Page C) to see if there criteria were satisfied 
9x it+raýatxr+rx u+r LOOP SEVENTEEN 
For x-ITo20 
(f (chcckALl41, a)) " (chcckALL(2, x)) " (checkALL(3, x)) * (checkALL(4, x)) " (checkALL(5, x)) " (checkALL(6, x)) " 
chakAU. (7, x)) " chcckALl(8, a) " checkALL(9, x) " checkALL(10, x) " checkALL(11, x) =1 Then OutCheck(2, x) =1 
Next a 
1sorm of the n! suhs are false negatives i. e the first 12 need reversing as they are problems IF NOT MET so use this code 
Appendices 
' i. e if rewlu -I then this is not a problan but if nsuks -0 then this is a problem with the process so nees fixiung so the line 
ow rcvenes this. 
S"809Rxsa4 LOOP EIGHTEEN 
For sITo Il 
If OwCbal(2. x) -I Then OutC'beck(2, x) -0 Else OutCbeck(2, x) =I 
Nest x 
rot zI To 20 
9f OutCbock(2. s) -1 Then Number of Matchcs 1- Number of Matches_I +I' dont think this is needed now 
This We gds the spot for the pobkm filter and puts it into the Outchock Array. 
Nci1 : 
1ýxxxxxxx, rxwrxxx LOOP NINETEEN 
For: - ITo 12 
TOR PROCESS FILTERS 
This line gets the spec for the problem fiber and puts it into the Outcheck Array. Spec is changes between resource and 
ss fibers 
0u1Chccl(I. x) -' ( WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ) '&C sheet_array(5, x+ 5) & vbCrLf &"I WHAT WAS FOUND? 
C_shect_$n Al. %+ 5) & vbCril &' [INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ]"&C sheet_array(8, x+ 5) & 
bCdJ put dacripoons is regudkss of match or not 
1ýxrrwrxxxxxxxx ýx LOOP TWENTY 
Neat s 
For a -13 To 20 
TOR RESOURCE FILTERS 
'This line gets the spec for the problem raker and puts it into the Outcheck Array. Spec is changes between resource and 
is fibers 
OutC1 ccl(1, x)- '(' 11AT WAS LOOKED FOR? :]'& C_sheet _anay(5, 
x+ 5) & vbCrLf &"[ WHAT WAS FOUND? 
C shea_anay(6, s+ 5) & vbCrLf &"[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: & C_sheet _array(8, 
x+ 5) & 
Crif pul dacripbons in regardless of match or not 
Next s 
SUMMARY OF FILTER RESULTS 
haar r rxtnr+w ###M LOOP TW'EN1Y ONE 
For: = I To20 
if that we any moa in the tow then this sets the process filter summary 1-12 to I for the appropriate filter to be solve. 
If t< 13 Then pocess_61tcr summary(: ) -1 
if OutChecl. (2, a) -0 And x< 13 Then process_filter summary(x) -0 
Next x 
Number of Matches 1-0 
Step through an the data where there is a filter match then send this data out to Page F to serve as input into the solution space 
position -I 
'MJt##rx##ºUxn r LOOP TWENTY TWO 
For a- 13 To 20 change from I to 20 to only look at resource specific results?????? 
If OutCheck(2, x) pI Then 
For abe =I To 78 
If E shod_"y(x + 10, abc + 8) -I Then sum_artay(abc) -I 'Creates a final filter result column with all the results 
led to soe if a suitabk match an be made 
Next abc 
'Send out the description of the problem to the top of the column detailing the characteristic 
f replace arny(7, position + 5) - OutCheck(I, x) 
f replace_amy(4. position + 5) - OutCheck(3, x) 
f_replace array(5. position + 5) - OutCheck(4, x) 
f replace_arny(6. position + 5) - OutCheck(5, x) 
position - position +I 
End If 
If OutCheck(2,1) >0 Then Number of Matches I+ I talcualte the number of matches 
Nast x 
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CRate a fuel filter taute colon with all the results blended to see if a suitable match can be made 
'Jump sum may b final column 
'taasn iiiNii+rN LOOP TWENTY THREE 
For a-I To 73 
(replace_arrs)(a + 7, position + S) - sum array(x)' array to negate need for the F workshect 
Nest a 
f nrlace_ar ay(7, position + 5) - 'Bland of all filter results" 
Nuntha of Matchcs_) - Number of Matches_I +I 'Add one for the blended results 
YNNNaio4manNxi LOOP TVº'EN1Y FOUR 
THIS STAGE ANALYSES ALL THE PROBLEM STATEMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL RESOURCES AND 
SENDS THEM OUT TO THE INDIVIDUAL RESOURCE TABS AND A SUMMARY 
For f. -I To Number of Matches _1 
Total-0 
BestsowtionCount -0 BestSolutianPercenuge =0 
Be tSolutionXVal -0 
TanpTotal "0 
'zoo the t tauRay 'x#######*u### LOOP TWENTY FIVE 
For a-I To 24 
TotalAmy(a) -0 
Nat a 
'tat werxxxawwtx+oxit LOOP TWENTY SIX 
zao the solutiOnaMy artay 
Fa: -ITo24 
Fory-ITo9S 
So1Ana4(a. Y) =0 
ºt y 
Ne=t a 
'*l#a ### #####4 LOOP TWENTY SEVEN 
'zao solution array 
For x=ITo2 
Fory-ITo9S 
SolDescriptionArray(y. x) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
a-0 
Y-0 
Total =0 
'Moving on to matching the fiha results to the solution via the solution space. 
LOOP TWENTY EIGHT [LOOP CHECK PROBLEM STATEMENT vs. SOLUTION SPACE FOR EACH 
INCIDENT] 
Fora=6TonSolutions+5 
TempTotal -0 
For y=8 To nRows +7 
If (replace amy(y, Ln+ 5) -I And G sheet_array(y, x) =I Then SolAnay((x - 5), (y - 7)) 'compares the 
filter result to the solution space 
if f replace a nay(y, Ln+ 5) =I Then TempTotal = TempTotal +I' get the total number of l's in the problem 
If f tcplace array(y. Ln+ 5) -I Then SolDescriptionAtray(y - 7,1) =1&f replace anay(y, 2) & ", & 
fRplace affY(y, 3) &f replace anay(y. 4) & ", " &f replace array(y, 5) 
Next y 
ToiIArny(x - S) - TempTotal ' total number of x's in the problem 
Next x 
Total -0 
DcsPos - DesPos + 30 
SEND RESULTS OUT TO "RESULTS FILTER WORKSHEET' 
SEND HEADINGS 
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resource string out = resource stiingout & vbCrLf & vbCrLf &""& vbCrLf & 
"Resource Number' & nor &B sheet_anay(4,3 + n_o r) & vbCrLf 
resource string summary_out = resource_string summary_out & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & 
& vbCrLf & "Resource Number" &nor&B sheet anay(4,3 + n_o r) & vbCrLf 
resource string out = resource_string_out & vbCrLf & 'Resource Filter Result was...... " & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
resource_string_summaryout = resource string_summaryout & vbCrLf & "Resource Filter Summary Result was...... " 
& vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
resource string out =resource string_out &f replace_array(7, fn+ 5) & vbCrLf 
resource string_summary out = resource_string_summary_out &f replace array(7, fn+ 5) & vbCrLf 
resource string-put = resource string_out & vbCrLf & "Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of 
Matches" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
BestSolutionCount =0 
LOOP TWENTY THIRTY 
For x=I To nSolutions 
For y=I To nRows 
Total = Total + SolArray(x, y) ' Get the total matches for each problem vs. solution 
Next y 
resource_string_out = resource string_out & "[" & Total &" Match(es)]" 
If TotalArray(x) =0 Then 
Worksheets(Target_Sheet). Cells(x +I+ DesPos, (3 + ((n_o r- 1) * 6))) _ "Zero" 
GoTo jumpout: 
End If 
' Worksheets(Target_Sheet). Cells(x + I+ DesPos, (3 + ((n_o_r - 1) * 6))) _ (l00 / TotalArray(x)) " Total 'Cale the% 
match between problem and solution 
resource string_out = resource_string_out & "[% Match =" & CInt((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total) & 
resource string_out = resource string_out & G_sheet_array(7, (x + 5)) & vbCrLf 
jumpout: 
If TotalArray(x) =0 Then GoTojumpout2: 
If ((100 / TotalArray(x)) *Total)> BestSolutionCount Then BestSolutionPercentage = Clnt(((100 / TotalArray(x)) " 
Total))'round to nearest whole value 
If ((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total) > BestSolutionCount Then BestSolutionXVal =x 
If ((100 / TotalAtray(x)) *Total)> BestSolutionCount Then BestSolution = G_sheet_array(7, (x + 5)) 'swapped this 
out and the same below Worksheets(Target_Sheet). Cells(x +I+ DesPos, (I + ((n_o_r - 1) * 6))) 
If Clnt(((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total)) = Clnt(BestSolutionCount) Then BestSolution = BestSolution & vbCrLf &" 
Or (" & G_sheet_array(7, (x + 5)) & ")" 'use tint to round to nearest to avoid decimal errors 
If ((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total) > BestSolutionCount Then BestSolutionCount = (((100 / TotalArray(x)) 0 Total)) 
jumpout2: 
Total =0 
Next x 
' LOOP TWENTY NINE 
'Fill up the solution description Array 
For y=8 To nRows +7 
SolDescriptionAray(y - 7,2) = "NOT MATCHED" 
If f replace_array(y, Ln+ 5) -1 And G_sheet_array(y, (BestSolutionXVal + 5)) -I Then SolDescriptionArray(y - 
7,2)="MATCHED" 
Next y 
'Add the solution description Data 
DesPos = DesPos + 30 
resource_string_out = resource_string_out & vbCrLf & "'Best Solution" 
resource_string_summaryout = resource string_summary_out & vbCrLf & "*Best Solution" 
resource string_out = resource string out & vbCrLf &" -> "& BestSolution 
resource_string_summary_out = resource_string_summary_out & vbCrLf &" -> "& BcstSolution 
vbCrLf 
resource_string_out = resource_string_out & vbCrLf &"a"& BestSolutionPercentage & "% Match" & vbCrLf & 
resource_string_summaryout = resource_string_summary_out & vbCrLf &" --> "& BestSolutionPercentage & "% Match" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
resource string_out = resource string_out & "Problem Statement vs Match / Not Matched" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
'send out the descriptioin of the solution and the match or no match decision for each one. 
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For y=I To nRows 
If SolDescriptionAtray(y, 1) 00 Then DesPos = DesPos +I 
If SolDescriptionArray(y, I) 00 Then resource string_out = resource_string out & "[" & SolDescriptionArray(y, 2) 
&"1"&w--> " 
l 
If SolDescriptionArray(y, 1) 00 Then resource string_out = resource-string out & SolDescriptionAnay(y, 1) & 
vbCrLf 
Next y 
'empty the solution description array for next cycle around 
LOOP THIRTY ONE 
For x=l To 85 
Fory= I Tot 
SolDesciiptionArray(x, y) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
LOOP THIRTY TWO 
For x=I To 24 
TotaIAnay(x) =0 
Next x 
' LOOP THIRTY THREE 
For x=ITo78 
sum_array(x) =0 
Next x 
' LOOP THIRTY FOUR 
For x-I To 24 
Fory-ITo85 
SolAnay(x, y) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
Next fn 
NSP= ((fn ' 4) - 2) + N_S_P'next start position in order to offset the summary results as 
it fills up All Results page 
'empty the array out 
Next nor 
'Fill and array with the details of which process filters need solving 
for this problem. 
'ss+rrrr+++++r+rs+r+rrr++rrrs++rr+++r+rrr+rrr+rr++rr++++rrr+rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr  THIS SECTION DOES THE 
PROCESS FILTERS ONLY ON THE FIRST 12 FILTER RESULTS 
DesPos =0 
Number 
_ofMatches_2 
=0 
NSP2=0 
position= 1 
LOOP THIRTY FIVE 
For x=I To 12 'only look at process specific results/filters 
if process filter summary(x) =I Then 
For abc =I To 78 
L replace anay(abc + 7, position + 5) = E_sheet_array(x + 10, abc + 8)'addedd for trial 
If E_sheet_array(x + 10, abc + 8) -1 Then sum_array(abc) -I 'Creates a final filter result column with all the results 
blended to see if a suitable match can be made 
Next abc 
'Send out the description of the problem to the top of the column detialing the charcterisitc 
f replace_array(7, position + 5) = OutCheck(I, x)' should we be using OUTCHECK here?????? 
f replace array(4, position + 5) = OutCheck(3, x) 
f replace_array(5, position + 5) = OutCheck(4, x) 
f replace array(6, position + 5) = OutCheck(5, x) 
position = position +I 
End If 
If process-filter summary(x) >0 Then Number of Matches-2 - Number of Matches-2 +I 'Calcualte the number of matches 
Next x 
'?? »»» THIS STAGE ANALYSES ALL THE PROBLEM STATEMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL RESOURCES AND 
SENDS THEM OUT TO THE INDIVIDUAL RESOURCE TABS AND A SUMMARY 
LOOP THIRTY SIX 
For fn=1 To Number of Matches -2 
Total =0 
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BestSolutionCount =0 
BestSolutionPercentage =0 
BestSolutionXVal =0 
TempTotal =0 
'zero the totalarray 
LOOP THIRTY SEVEN 
Forx-ITo24 
TotalArray(x) =0 
Next x 
'zero the solutionarray array 
LOOP THIRTY EIGTH 
Forx- I To24 
For y=I To 85 
SolArray(x, y) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
zero solution array 
' LOOP THIRTY NINE 
Forx -I Tot 
For y=I To 85 
SolDescriptionArray(y, x) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
X-0 
Y-0 
Total =0 
nRows = 78 'Y direction down the table CALCULATED EARLIER ON NOT NEEDED NOW 
nSolutions = 24 'X direction across the grid 
LOOP CDEF CCCC Moving on to matching the filter results to the solution via the solution space. 
LOOP FORTY 
For x=6 To nSolutions +5 
TempTotal =0 
For y=8 To nRows +7 
If f replace_array(y, Ln+ 5) =1 And G sheet array(y, x) =I Then SolArray((x - 5), (y - 7)) =I 'compares the 
filter result to the solution space 
If L replace ar ay(y, Ln+ 5) =1 Then TempTotal = TempTotal +I 'get the total number of l's in the problem 
If f_replace_array(y, Ln+ 5) =I Then SolDescriptionArray(y - 7, I) =I&f replace array(y, 2) & ", " & 
f replace array(y, 3) & ", " &f replace_array(y, 4) & ", " &f replace array(y, 5) 
Next y 
TotalAn: ay(x - 5) = TempTotal 'total number of x's in the problem 
Next x 
Total =0 
DesPos = DesPos + 30 
############### SUMMARY OUT TO PROCESS FILTER DETAIL SHEET 
process_string_out = process_string_out & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & 
Worksheets("TITLESHEET"). Cells(4,3) & "Full Process Review Details" 
process_string_summary_out = process_string_summaryout & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & 
vbCrLf & Worksheets("TITLE SHEET"). Cells(4,3) & "Full Process Review Details" 
& vbCrLf & 
N 0. 
process string_out = process-string out & vbCrLf & "*Process Filter Result was...... " & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
process_string_summaryout = process_string_summary_out & vbCrLf & "Process Summary Filter Result was...... " & vbCrLf & 
vbCrLf 
process_string_out = process_string_out &f replace array(7, fn+ 5) & vbCrLf 
process_string_summary_out = process_string_summary_out & freplace array(7, fn+ 5) & vbCrLf 
process_string_out = process_string_out & vbCrLf & "Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of 
Matches" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
BestSolutionCount =0 
' LOOP FORTY ONE 
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For x=I To nSolutions 
For y=I To nRows 
Total = Total + SolArray(x, y) 'Get the total matches for each problem vs. solution 
Next y 
process_string_out = process_string_out & "[" & Total &" Match(es)]" 
process_string_out = process_string_out & "[% Match =" & Clnt((100 / Tota]Array(x)) * Total) & "] -a" 
process_string_out = process_string_out & G_sheet_array(7, (x + 5)) & vbCrLf 
If ((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total) > BestSolutionCount Then BestSolutionPercentage = Clnt((100 / TotalArray(x)) 
Total) 
If ((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total) > BestSolutionCount Then BestSolutionXVal =x 
If ((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total) > BestSolutionCount Then BestSolution = G_sheet_array(7, (x + 5)) ' swapped g 
sheet array into and below from this before: Worksheets(Target_Sheet). Cells(x +I+ DesPos, 1) 
If Clnt(((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total)) = Clnt(BestSolutionCount) Then BestSolution = BestSolution & vbCrLf &" Or 
(" & G_sheet_anay(7, (x + 5)) & ")" 'use clnt to round to nearest to avoid decimal errors 
If ((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total) > BestSolutionCount Then BestSolutionCount = ((100 / TotalArray(x)) * Total) 
Total =0 
Next x 
'Fill up the solution description Array 
' LOOP FORTY TWO 
For y=8TonRows+7 
SolDescriptionArray(y - 7,2) = "NOT MATCHED" 
If f_replace array(y, Ln+ 5) =I And G_sheet_array(y, (BestSolutionXVal + 5)) =1 Then SolDescriptionAtray(y - 7,2)="MATCHED" 
Next y 
'send out the description of the solution and the match or no match decision for each one. 
' LOOP FORTY THREE 
'For y =1 To nRows 
' If SolDescriptionArray(y, 1) 00 Then DesPos = DesPos +I 
Next y 
'Add the solution description Data 
DesPos = DesPos + 30 
process_string_out = process_string_out & vbCrLf & "*Best Solution" 
process_string_summary_out = process_string_summary_out & vbCrLf & "*Best Solution" 
process_string_out = process_string_out & vbCrLf &" --> "& BestSolution 
process_string_summaryout = process_string_summaryout & vbCrLf &" --> "& BestSolution 
vbCrLf 
process string_out = process_string_out & vbCrLf &" -> "& BestSolutionPercentage & "% Match" & vbCrLf & 
process_string_summary_out = process string summary_out & vbCrLf &" -> "& BestSolutionPercentage & "% 
Match" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
W############### EMPTY ARRAYS FOR NEXT FILTER AROUND 
'empty the solution description array for next cycle around 
LOOP FORTY FOUR 
Forx=ITo85 
Fory=ITo2 
SolDescriptionArray(x, y) =0 
Next y 
Next x 
LOOP FORTY FIVE 
Forx= I To 24 
TotalArray(x) =0 
Next x 
LOOP FORTY SIX 
For x=1 To 78 
sum_array(x) =0 
Next x 
LOOP FORTY SEVEN 
Forx=ITo24 
For y=I To 85 
SolArray(x, y) =0 
Next v 
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Next x 
Next fn 
N_S_P 2= ((L n* 4) + 5) + N_S_P_2 'next start position in order to offset the summary results as it fills up All Results page 
sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss THIS IS THE END OF THE SECTION DETAILING 
THE PRCOESS FILTER REVIEWS. 
For x=4 To Number of_Resources_Reviewed 
resource summarystring = resource summary_string & 
& vbCrLf 
resource summary_string = resource summary_string & "Resource Number :"&x-3& vbCrLf 
resource_summary_string = resouree_summary_string & vbCrLf & Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(1,3) 
resource summary_string = resource_summary_string & Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(l, x) & vbCrLf 
resource_summary_string = resource_summary_string & Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(2,3) &" -> " 
resource_summary_string = resource summary_string & Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(2, x) & vbCrLf 
resource_summary_string = resource summary_string & Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(4,3) &" --> " 
resource summary_string = resource_summary_string & Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(4, x) & vbCrLf 
& vbCrLf 
resource summary_string = resource summary_string & vbCrLf & "The Identified Resource Charactersitics are: " & vbCrLf 
For y=5 To 85 
If Worksheets('B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(y, x) =I Then resource summary_string = resource summary_string 
& Worksheets("B INPUTResultsOFResource Review"). Cells(y, 3) & vbCrLf 
Next y 
Next x 
' OUTPUT STUFF - OUTPUT FOUR SETS OF DATA TO TXT FILES FORMATTED FOR REVIEW. 
'FOR DETAILED RESOURCE OUTPUT 
output_string =" 
FileNameLabel = Worksheets("TITLE_SHEET"). Cells(4,3) & "ALL RESOURCE DETAIL-filename 
SubFolderName = "c: \KM Tool Output\" & FileNameLabel 'name for subfolder and total path 
On Error Resume Next 'error in case the folder has already been made. 
MkDir "\KM Tool Output" 'check main directory has been made 
MkDir SubFolderName 'create sub folder directory 
FileNameString = SubFolderName & "\" & FileNameLabel & ". txt" 
aFileNum = FreeFile 
Open FileNameString For Output As #aFileNum 
Print #aFileNum, "Detailed Output from Resource Review of "& Worksheets("TITLE SHEET"). Cells(4,3) 
Print #aFileNum, "Time Analysis Complete: "& Time 
Print #aFileNum, "Date Analysis run on: "& Date 
Print #aFileNum, resource_string_out 
Close #aFileNum 
Shell "notepad. exe" && FileNameString, vbMaximizedFocus 
'FOR SUMMARY RESOURCE OUTPUT 
output_string = "" 
FileNameLabel = Worksheets("TITLE_SHEET'). Cells(4,3) &" SUMMARY RESOURCE DETAIL"'flename 
SubFolderName = "c: \KM Tool Output\" & FileNameLabel 'name for subfolder and total path 
On Error Resume Next 'error in case the folder has already been made. 
MkDir "\KM Tool Output" 'check main directory has been made 
MkDir SubFolderName 'create sub folder directory 
FileNameString = SubFolderName & "\" & FileNamelabel & ". txt" 
aFileNum = FreeFile 
Open FileNameString For Output As #aFileNum 
Print #aFileNum, "Output Summary from Resource Review of: "& Worksheets("TITLE SI IEET"). Cells(4,3) 
Print #aFileNum, "Time Analysis Complete: "& Time 
Print #aFileNum, "Date Analysis run on: "& Date 
Print #aFileNum, resource_string summary_out 
Close #aFileNum 
Shell "notepad. exe" &""& FileNameString, vbMaximizedFocus 
TOR DETAILED PROCESS OUTPUT 
FileNameLabel = Worksheets('TITLE_SHEET"). Cells(4,3) & "_ALL PROCESS DETAIL-filename 
SubFolderName = "c: \KM Tool Output\" & FileNameLabel 'name for subfolder and total path 
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On Error Resume Next 'error in case the folder has already been made. 
MkDir "\KM Tool Output" 'check main directory has been made 
MkDir SubFolderName 'create sub folder directory 
FileNameString = SubFolderName & "\" & FileNameLabel & ". txt" 
aFileNum = FreeFile 
Open FileNameString For Output As #aFileNum 
Print #aFileNum, "Detailed Output from Process Review of. "& Worksheets("TITLESHEET"). Cells(4,3) 
Print #aFileNum, "Time Analysis Complete: "& Time 
Print #aFileNum, "Date Analysis run on: "& Date 
Print #aFileNum, process string out 
Close #aFileNum 
Shell "notepad. exe" &""& FileNameString, vbMaximizedFocus 
TOR SUMMARY PROCESS OUTPUT 
FileNameLabel= Worksheets("FITLE_SHEET"). Cells(4,3) & "SUMMARY PROCESS DETAIL-filename 
SubFolderName = "c: \KM Tool Output\" & FileNamelabel 'name for subfolder and total path 
On Error Resume Next 'error in case the folder has already been made. 
MkDir "\KM Tool Output" 'check main directory has been made 
MkDir SubFolderName 'create sub folder directory 
FileNameString = SubFolderName & "\" & FileNameLabel & ". txt" 
aFileNum = FreeFile 
Open FileNameString For Output As #aFileNum 
Print #aFileNum, "Output Summary from Process Review of: "& Worksheets("TITLE_SHEET"). Cells(4,3) 
Print #aFileNum, 'ime Analysis Complete: "& Time 
Print #aFileNum, "Date Analysis run on: "& Date 
Print #aFileNum, process string_summary_out 
Close #aFileNum 
Shell "notepad. exe" &""& FileNameString, vbMaximizedFocus 
TOR RESOURCE INPUT SUMMARY OUTPUT 
FileNameLabel = Worksheets("TITLE SHEET"). Cells(4,3) &" INPUT RESOURCE DETAILS-filename 
SubFolderName = "c: \KM Tool Output\" & FileNameLabel 'name for subfolder and total path 
On Error Resume Next 'error in case the folder has already been made. 
MkDir "'KM Tool Output" 'check main directory has been made 
MkDir SubFolderName 'create sub folder directory 
FileNameString = SubFolderName & "\" & FileNameLabel & ". txt" 
aFileNum = FreeFile 
Open FileNameString For Output As #aFileNum 
Print #aFileNum, "Summary of resource data input for. "& Worksheets("TITLE SHEET"). Cells(4,3) 
Print #aFileNum, "Time Analysis Complete: "& Time 
Print #aFileNum, "Date Analysis run on: "& Date 
Print #aFileNum, resource summary_string 
Close #aFileNum 
Shell "notepad. exe" &""& FileNameString, vbMaximizedFocus 
End Sub 
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Appendix Six: Chapter Seven Appendix Three (7.2c) : Matrix 1, Resource Characteristics vs. Resource Filter 
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Appendix Seven: Chapter Seven Appendix Four (7.2d) : Matrix 2, Resource Filter vs. Resource problem statement 
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Appendix Eight: Chapter Eight Appendix One (8.1a) : Prototype Tool 
Results 
"Solving Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) Noise, Vibration and 
Harshness (NVH) Problems" 
8.1.1 Resource Input Details 
8.1.2 Process review results in detail 
8.1.3 Process review results in summary 
8.1.4 Resource review results in detail 
8.1.5 Resource review results in summary 
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8.1.1 Resource Input Details 
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Summary of resource data input for. Casel NVH Problem Solving Process 
Time Analysis Complete: 10: 05: 35 
Date Analysis run on: 06/11/2006 
Resource Number :1 
What is the resource? -> The resource is legislation detailing guidelines for testing and analysis. 
What is the action? -> The action is access to and use of these guidelines to determine extent of the NVH problem 
Resource -> (I a) Legislation documents and guidelines for testing/analysis used. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are. 
Locate: Access - Find 
At the start of the process 
During the process 
Guidelines. Work process, methodology on how to do something. 
Paper only 
Electronic - non editable (non original format) 
Locally 
Worldwide 
outside of company 
Legislation says we should 
Shared resource accessible from desk i. e. intranet 
Needed to be Directed by someone else 
It is Part of role to know it exists 
Area to go and check for update summary (access from desk) 
Information pushed out to you 
Resource Number :2 
What is the resource? -a The resource is test site and customer feedback on the vehicles NVH characteristics 
What is the action? --> The action is accessing this feedback and using it to understand the problem. 
Resource -> (I b) Test site and customer feedback reviewed. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are: 
Locate: Access - Find 
At the start of the process 
During the process 
Findings/results from previous work. 
Paper only 
Locally 
Within Company 
To create solutions 
Off own back personal choice via personal knowledge 
It is Part of role to know it exists 
Resource Number :3 
What is the resource? --> The resource is the Development Engineers NVH experience 
What is the action? -> The action is accessing this experience to measure and analyse the problem appropriately. 
Resource --> (2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are: 
Locate: Access - Find 
At the start of the process 
During the process 
Rules (Equations, Maths etc). 
Guidelines. Work process, methodology on how to do something. 
Rules of Thumb on how to do something. 
Findingstresults from previous work. 
Tacit in someone's head / their experience only 
In I person 
Locally 
An Individual (experience) 
To adapt and use again - from past To create solutions 
Stored in self 
Off own back personal choice via personal knowledge 
Need personal knowledge that it exists 
lt is Part of their role to know it exists 
No mechanism (no way of telling if up-to-date) 
No Mechanism other than check yourself 
Resource Number :4 
What is the resource? -> The resource is the Development Engineers NV}I training. What is the action? -> The action is accessing this experience to measure and analyse the problem appropriately. 
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Resource -> (2b) Development Engineers NVH training. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are: 
Locate: Access - Find 
At the start of the process 
During the process 
Rules (Equations, Maths etc). 
Guidelines. Work process, methodology on how to do something. 
Rules of Thumb on how to do something. 
Findingstresults from previous work. 
Tacit in someone's head / their experience only 
In I person 
Locally 
An Individual (experience) 
To adapt and use again - from past 
To create solutions 
Stored in self 
Off own back personal choice via personal knowledge 
Need personal knowledge that it exists 
It is Part of their role to know it exists 
No mechanism (no way of telling if up-to-date) 
No Mechanism other than check yourself 
Resource Number :5 
What is the resource? --> The resource is legislative documents and guidelines. 
What is the action? --> The action is accessing these resources to direct appropriate testing. 
Resource -> (2c) Legislation documents and guidelines for testing/analysis. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are: 
Locate: Access - Find 
At the start of the process 
During the process 
Guidelines. Work process, methodology on how to do something. 
Findings/results from previous work. 
Paper only 
Electronic - non editable (non original format) 
Locally 
Worldwide 
outside of company 
Legislation says we should 
Shared resource accessible from desk i. e. intranet 
Needed to be Directed by someone else 
It is Part of role to know it exists 
Area to go and check for update summary (access from desk) 
Information pushed out to you 
Resource Number :6 
What is the resource? -> 'The resource is the (internal) company NVH expert. 
What is the action? --> The action is accessing the internal NVH experts experience to help solve the problem. 
Resource -> (2d) Company expert. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are: 
Locate: Access - Find 
At the start of the process 
During the process 
Rules (Equations, Maths etc). 
Guidelines. Work process, methodology on how to do something. 
Rules of Thumb on how to do something. 
Findings/results from previous work. 
Tacit in someone's head / their experience only 
In I person 
In a group of people 
Group wide 
An Individual (experience) 
Within group 
Within Company 
To adapt and use again - from past 
To create solutions 
Stored in self 
Off own back personal choice via personal knowledge 
Need personal knowledge that it exists 
It is Part of their role to know it exists 
No mechanism (no way of telling if up-to-date) 
No Mechanism other than check yourself 
Resource Number :7 
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What is the resource? --> The resource is an external NVH expert. 
What is the action? -a The action is accessing the external N VE experts experience to help solve the problem 
Resource -> (2e) External expert. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are: 
Locate: Access - Find 
At the start of the process 
During the process 
Guidelines. Work process, methodology on how to do something. 
Rules of Thumb on how to do something. 
Past Designs related to current process. 
Findings/results from previous work. 
Tacit in someone's head / their experience only 
In a group of people 
Experts (consultants) experience and skill External 
outside of company 
To adapt and use again - from past 
To create solutions 
Off own back personal choice via personal knowledge 
Need personal knowledge that it exists 
Resource Number :8 
What is the resource? -> The resource is results from testing. 
What is the action? --> The action is capturing the findings from the testing in personal log book. 
Resource -> (2f) Findings recorded in Engineers personal log book 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are. 
Capture: Store - 
During the process 
Work Reports detailing a previous process or action. 
Findings/results from previous work. 
Paper only 
In I person 
An Individual (experience) 
To use again -future use 
To create Reports for a reasons i. e. signoff 
Off own back personal choice via personal knowledge 
Need personal knowledge that it exists 
Resource Number :9 
What is the resource? -> The resource is interim results from the investigation. 
What is the action? --> The action is transfer of these interim results to managers. 
Resource -> (3a) Results of informal review via email, meeting or phone. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are: 
Transfer: Share Disseminate - Update 
At the end of the process 
Findings/results from previous work. 
Tacit in someone's head / their experience only 
Electronic - editable, original format. 
In a group of people 
Your Own Experience 
Within group 
Within your department 
To generate new ideas using this - from past 
Reference material/reports - non specific reasons 
Off own back personal choice via personal knowledge 
Need personal knowledge that it exists 
Resource Number : 10 
What is the resource? -> The resource is updated drawings. What is the action? -> The action is the creation of designs and associated drawings. 
Resource -> (4a) Updated drawings and designs. 
The Identified Resource Characteristics are: 
Create: Solution - Product using the resources 
During the process 
Work Reports detailing a previous process or action. 
Past Designs related to current process. 
Findings/results from previous work. 
Electronic - editable, original format. 
Locally 
Experts (consultants) experience and skill External 
outside of company 
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To create solutions 
To create Reports for a reasons i. e. signoff 
Off own back personal choice via personal knowledge 
Needed to be Directed by someone else 
People will Need personal knowledge that it exists 
People will Need to be Directed by someone else 
Area to go and check for update summary (physically go) 
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8.1.2 Process review results in details 
Detailed Output from Process Review of, Case] NVH Problem Solving Process 
Time Analysis Complete: 10: 05: 33 
Date Analysis run on: 06/11/2006 
Casel NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
*Process Filter Result was... _. 
[WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Is their evidence of looking for people to make use of in this process at the start of the process? 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Then no evidence of findings useful people at the start of the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to locate useful people at start of process - Internally 
*Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =25] -->TI - Expert Systems/CBR 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =25] -->T2 - KBE 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] ->T3 - TRIZ 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] ->T4 - Storytelling 
[I Match(es)][% Match= 12] ->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =25] ->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =25] -->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[6 Match(es)][% Match =75] ->T8 - Communities of practice 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =88] ->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[6 Match(es)][% Match =75] ->T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T1 I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] -->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
[6 Match(es)][% Match =75] ->Tl 3- Learning Histories 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =25] -->TI 4- Content Engineer 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] -->T15 - Data Mining 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] ->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
[6 Match(es)][% Match =75] -->T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] -->T18 - Expert networks - External 
[6 Match(es)][% Match =75] -->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
*Best Solution 
-> T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
> 88% Match 
Casel NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
*Process Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Transfer into process previous work that could be useful - internally 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] No evidence of making us of previous work from internal to the organisation 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to transfer previous work into this process 
*Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[I Match(es)][%Match =17] -->TI - Expert Systems/CBR 
[I Match(es)][% Match =17] ->T2 - KBE 
[I Match(es)][% Match =17] -->T3 - TRIZ 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T4 - Storytelling 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =33] -->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =33] -->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =67] -->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =67] -->T8 - Communities of practice 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =67] ->7119 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =67] -->T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[I Match(es)][% Match =17] -->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
[I Match(es)][% Match =17] ->T13 - Learning Histories 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =50] -->T14 - Content Engineer 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =331 ->T15 - Data Mining 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =50] -->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
[I Match(es)][% Match =17) ->T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =33] -->T18 - Expert networks - External 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] ->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
*Best Solution 
-> T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
Or (T8 - Communities of practice) 
Or (T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event) 
Or (T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring -) 
--> 67% Match 
-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-FULL RESULTS CONDENSED - ABOVE IS A SAMPLE TO SHOW FORMAT AND LAYOUT-/-/-/-/-/-/-/- 
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8.1.3 Process review results in summary 
Output Summary from Process Review of: Casel NVH Problem Solving Process 
Time Analysis Complete: 10: 05: 34 
Date Analysis run on: 06/11/2006 
Casel NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
*Process Summary Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Is their evidence of looking for people to make use of in this process at the start of the process? 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Then no evidence of findings useful people at the start of the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to locate useful people at start of process - Internally 
*Best Solution 
--> T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
-> 88%Match 
Case] NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
*Process Summary Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Transfer into process previous work that could be useful - internally 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] No evidence of making us of previous work from internal to the organisation 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to transfer previous work into this process 
*Best Solution 
-> T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
Or (T8 - Communities of practice) 
Or (T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event) 
Or (TI O- Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring -) 
-> 67% Match 
Case I NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
*Process Summary Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR? :] Transfer into process previous work that could be useful - from outside of organisation 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] No evidence of making using of previous work from external to the organisation 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to transfer in work external to the organisation. 
*Best Solution 
--> TI 8- Expert networks - External 
-> 89% Match 
Casel NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
*Process Summary Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] During the process, disseminate findings as the process is taking place. 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] No evidence of disseminating the findings of your work as you do it 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to disseminate the findings of process during it. 
*Best Solution 
-> TIO - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
100% Match 
Casel NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
*Process Summary Filter Result was...... 
( WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Transfer key findings from the project team immediately after the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] no evidence of transferring key findings from the project team 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to transfer findings from project team at end 
*Best Solution 
-> T4 - Storytelling 
Or (TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews) 
-> 100% Match 
Casel NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
'Process Summary Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Capture key resources - i. e. who did what? 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] no evidence of capturing the resources used during this process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to capture details of resources used at end of process 
'Best Solution 
-> T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
-> 100% Match 
Casel NVH Problem Solving Process Full Process Review Details 
"Process Summary Filter Result was...... 
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[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Transfer captured key findings after the process has completed (Should be a mechanism to 
transfer the findings at the end of the process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] No evidence of mechanism to transfer the results and findings after the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: J Provide mechanism to transfer/ access results and findings after the process 
has completed. 
'Best Solution 
-> Ti I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews 
-> 78% Match 
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8.1.4 Resource review results in detail 
Detailed Output from Resource Review of. Case] NVH Problem Solving Process 
Time Analysis Complete: 10: 05: 30 
Date Analysis run on: 06/11/2006 
Resource Numberl (I a) Legislation documents and guidelines for testinglanalysis used. 
*Resource Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
'Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -TI - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T2 - KBE 
[0 Match(es)][%Match =0] ->T3 - TRIZ 
[4 Match(es)][%Match =50] ->T4 - Storytelling 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[1 Match(es)][% Match =12] ->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T8 - Communities of practice 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T1 I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =62] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =881 
[I Match(es)][% Match =12] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[I Match(es)][% Match =12] 
*Best Solution 
-> TI6 - Lessons Learnt dat 
-> 88% Match 
->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
->T13 - Learning Histories 
->T14 - Content Engineer 
->T15 - Data Mining 
->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
->TI 7- Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
-->T18 - Expert networks - External 
-->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
abase 
*Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, People Internal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, People, Internal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, People Extemal 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, Process, lnternal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (distant) 
[MATCHED] --> I Capture, Solutions, Process, External 
[MATCHED] -> 1 Capture, Experience(tacit to explicit? ) from, People, Internal 
[NOT MATCHED] -> ICapture, Peoples capabilities, Who knows what info, 
Resource Number) (I a) Legislation documents and guidelines for testing/analysis used. 
*Resource Filter Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->TI - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T2 - KBE 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T3 - TRIZ 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T4 - Storytelling 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T5 - Disseminate pull - search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[1 Match(es)][% Match =12] -->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T8 - Communities of practice 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->Tl0 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] ->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =62] ->T13 - Learning Histories 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T14 - Content Engineer 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T15 - Data Mining 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =88] ->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
[I Match(es)][% Match= 12] ->T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->TI 8- Expert networks - External 
[I Match(es)][% Match =12] ->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
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*Best Solution 
--> T 16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
*Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, People Internal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, People Internal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, People External 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, Process, Extemal 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Experience(tacit to explicit? ) from, People Internal 
[NOT MATCHED] -> ICapture, Peoples capabilities, Who knows what info, 
Resource Number2(1 b) Test site and customer feedback reviewed. 
*Resource Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T1 - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] -T2 - KBE 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =01 -->T3 - TRIZ 
[4 Match(es)J[% Match =50] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] 
mechanisms passive portal site: 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[l Match(es)][% Match =12] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] 
Reviews 
[3 Match(es)][% Match -38J 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =62] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =88] 
[1 Match(es)][% Match =12] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] 
[1 Match(es)][% Match =12] 
-->T4 - Storytelling 
->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
-T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
-->T8 - Communities of practice 
-->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
-TI O- Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
-->TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
->T 12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
-->T13 - Learning Histories 
-->T14 - Content Engineer 
-->T15 - Data Mining 
-->Tl6 - Lessons Learnt database 
->T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
-TI 8- Expert networks - External 
->TI 9- Knowledge Maps 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-, > 88% Match 
*Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, People, lntemal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, People , lntemal (distant) [MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, People External 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (local) [MATCHED] -> 1 Capture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Process, External 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Experience(tacit to explicit? ) from, People Internal 
[NOT MATCHED] --> ICapture, Peoples capabilites, Who knows what info, 
Resource Number2(I b) Test site and customer feedback reviewed. 
'Resource Filter Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->Tl - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T2 - KBE 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T3 - TRIZ [4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T4 - Storytelling 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] -->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems [I Match(es)][% Match =12] -->17 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
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[0 Match(es)][%Match =01 -->T8 - Communities of practice 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 01 -->T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] ->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =62] ->T13 - Learning Histories 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T14 - Content Engineer 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->Tl5 - Data Mining 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =88] -->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
[I Match(es)][% Match =12] -->TI 7- Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
[0 Match(es)][%Match =0] -->T18 - Expert networks - External 
[I Match(es)][% Match =12] ->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
*Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, People, Internal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, People, lntemal (distant) 
[MATCHED]-> 1Capture, Solutions, People, External 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Pmcess, lntemal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Ptocess, lnternal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Process, Extemal 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Experience(tacit to explicit? ) from, People Internal 
[NOT MATCHED] -> I Capture, Peoples capabilities, Who knows what info, 
Resource Number3(2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
*Resource Filter Result was... _. [ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T1 - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] -->72 - KBE 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] ->T3 - TRIZ 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T4 - Storytelling 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[1 Match(es)][% Match =12] -->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T8 - Communities of practice 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T1 I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =62] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =88] 
[1 Match(es)][%Match =12] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] 
[1 Match(es)][% Match=] 2] 
-->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
->Tl 3- Learning Histories 
--, >T14 - Content Engineer 
-->T15 - Data Mining 
->TI 6- Lessons Learnt database 
->TI 7- Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
-->T18 - Expert networks - External 
->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
- 88% Match 
*Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, People Internal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, People, Intemal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> 1Capture, Solutions, People External 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (distant) 
[MATCHED]-> ICapture, Solutions, Process, Extemal 
[MATCHED] --> I Capture, Experience(tacit to explicit? ) from, People Intemal 
[NOT MATCHED] -> ICapture, Peoples capabilities, Who knows what info, 
Resource Number3(2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
*Resource Filter Result was...... 
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[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where the storage process/mechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
'Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->TI - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] ->T2 - KBE 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T3 - TRIZ 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] -->T4 - Storytelling 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[I Match(es)][% Match =12] ->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T8 - Communities of practice 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->TI0 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =62] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =88] 
[1 Match(es)][% Match =12] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] 
[1 Match(es)][% Match =12] 
->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
->T13 - Learning Histories 
-->T14 - Content Engineer 
->T15 - Data Mining 
->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
->T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
->T18 - Expert networks - External 
->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
*Best Solution 
-> TI6 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
'Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] -ý ICapture, Solutions, People, lnteroal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, People Internal (distant) 
[MATCHED]-> 1Capture, Solutions, People, External 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, Pmcess, Internal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Ptocess, Extemal 
[MATCHED] -> I Capture, Experience(tacit to explicit? ) from, People, lntemal 
[NOT MATCHED] --> ICapture, Peoples capabilities, Who knows what info, 
Resource Number3(2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
"Resource Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with the resources where by resources could be updated or changed and people 
may not know about the changes 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :I Evidence that their is no mechanism for making people aware that the resource has been updated. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism for making people aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
*Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->TI - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match -0] -->T2 - KBE 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =17] ->T3 - TRIZ 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =25] ->T4 - Storytelling 
[8 Match(es)][% Match =67] -->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[9 Match(es)][% Match =75] ->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =33] ->T8 - Communities of practice 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =33] -->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[6 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[I Match(es)][% Match =8] 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =33] 
[8 Match(es)][% Match =67] 
[6 Match(es)][% Match =50] 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =25] 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =42] 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =25] 
*Best Solution 
--> T6 - Disseminate Push -1 
--> 75% Match 
-->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
->T13 - Learning Histories 
->T14 - Content Engineer 
-, >T15 - Data Mining 
->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
->T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
->T18 - Expert networks - External 
->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
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"Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Previous designs / results, Inside 
[MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Databases, Inside 
[MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Reports, Inside 
[MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Previous designs / results, Outside 
[MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Databases, Outside 
[MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Reports, Outside 
[NOT MATCHED] -> 1Transfer, Person to Person (tacit to tacit), After, Internal 
[NOT MATCHED] -> ITransfer, Person to Person (tacit to tacit), After, Internal( Local) 
[NOT MATCHED] -> ITransfer, Person to Person (tacit to tacit), After, External 
[MATCHED] -> ITransfer, Machine to Machine, codified knowledge (explicit to explicit), Internal, IT 
[MATCHED] -> 1Transfer, Machine to Machine, codified knowledge (explicit to explicit), Intemal(local), IT 
[MATCHED] -> I Others, Users knows, does not necessarily know it exists or what they are looking for, 
Resource Number3(2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
'Resource Filter Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->TI - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -12 - KBE 
[2 Match(es)][% Match =10] -->T3 - TRIZ 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =35] -T4 - Storytelling 
[8 Match(es)][% Match =40] ->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[9 Match(es)][% Match =45] ->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[I Match(es)][% Match =5] -->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =20] ->T8 - Communities of practice 
[8 Match(es)][% Match =40] ->T9 - Peer Assist and roundtables / Learning during the event 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[ 10 Match(es)][% Match =50] -->T1 I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt 
Reviews 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =201 -->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video [9 Match(es)][% Match =45] -T13 - Learning Histories 
[8 Match(es)][% Match =40] ---T14 - Content Engineer 
[6 Match(es)][% Match =30] -->T15 - Data Mining 
[10 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
[I Match(es)][% Match =51 ->T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =25] -->T18 - Expert networks - External 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =20] ->T19 - Knowledge Maps 
'Best Solution 
-> TI 1- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews 
Or (T16 - Lessons Learnt database) 
-a 50% Match 
'Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] ->I Capture, Solutions, People, Internal (local) 
[MATCHED] --> I Capture, Solutions, People Internal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> 1 Capture, Solutions, People External 
[NOT MATCHED] -> I Capture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (local) 
[NOT MATCHED] -> 1Capture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (distant) 
[NOT MATCHED] -> 1Capture, Solutions, Process, Extemal 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Experience(tacit to explicit? ) from, People, lntemal 
[NOT MATCHED] -> lCapture, Peoples capabilities, Who knows what info, 
[MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Previous designs / results, Inside 
[NOT MATCHED] -> I I. ocate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Databases, Inside 
[NOT MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Reports, Inside 
[MATCHED] -> I Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Previous designs / results, Outside 
[NOT MATCHED] -> ILocate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Databases, Outside [NOT MATCHED] -> 1 Locate, Knowledge and Experience stored in, Reports, Outside 
[MATCHED] --> 1Transfer, Person to Person (tacit to tacit), After, Internal 
[MATCHED] -> 1Transfer, Person to Person (tacit to tacit), After, Internal(Local) 
[MATCHED] -> ITransfer, Person to Person (tacit to tacit), After, External 
[NOT MATCHED] -> ITransfer, Machine to Machine, codified knowledge (explicit to explicit), Internal, IT 
[NOT MATCHED] -> 1Transfer, Machine to Machine, codified knowledge (explicit to explicit), Intemal(local), IT 
[MATCHED] -> I Others, Users knows, does not necessarily know it exists or what they are looking for, 
Resource Number4(2b) Development Engineers NVH training. 
*Resource Filter Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
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[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
'Filter Results vs. Solutions, Numbers and Percentages of Matches 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =01 ->T1 - Expert Systems/CBR 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->12 - KBE 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T3 - TRIZ 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T4 - Storytelling 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T5 - Disseminate pull = search engine, know map browser, inferential information retrieval 
mechanisms passive portal sites 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
[I Match(es)][% Match =12] ->T7 - Collaboration tools - Instant messenger 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T8 - Communities of practice 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] -->T9 - Peer Assist and mundtables / Learning during the event 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] ->T10 - Piggy Backing, Team writing, Mentoring - 
[4 Match(es)][% Match =50] ->T11 - Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Leamt 
Reviews 
[3 Match(es)][% Match =38] ->T12 - Capturing best practices and lessons learnt - Video 
[5 Match(es)][% Match =62] ->T13 - Learning Histories 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->T14 - Content Engineer 
[0 Match(es)][% Match =0] -->TI5 - Data Mining 
[7 Match(es)][% Match =88] ->T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
[1 Match(es)][% Match =12] -->T17 - Yellow Pages and competence Management, Expert Networks Internal 
[0 Match(es)][% Match 0] -->T18 - Expert networks - External 
[I Match(es)][% Match =12] -TI 9- Knowledge Maps 
*Best Solution 
--> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
*Problem Statement vs. Match / Not Matched 
[MATCHED] -> lCapture, Solutions, People, lntemal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> (Capture, Solutions, People, lntenal (distant) 
[MATCHED]- ICapture, Solutions, People, External 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Process, lntemal (local) 
[MATCHED] -> ICapture, Solutions, Process, Intemal (distant) 
[MATCHED] -> (Capture, Solutions, Process, Extemal 
[MATCHED] -> 1 Capture, Experience(tacit to explicit? ) from, People , Internal 
[NOT MATCHED] -> ICapture, Peoples capabilities, Who knows what info, 
-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-FULL RESULTS CONDENSED - ABOVE IS A SAMPLE TO SHOW FORMAT AND LAYOUT-/-/-/-/-/-/-/- 
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8.1.5 Resource review results in summary 
Output Summary from Resource Review of. Casel NVH Problem Solving Process 
Time Analysis Complete: 10: 05: 32 
Date Analysis run on: 06/11/2006 
Resource Numberl(I a) Legislation documents and guidelines for testinglanalysis used. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
-> TI6 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Numberl(Ia) Legislation documents and guidelines for testing/analysis used. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Best Solution 
-> TI6 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number2(I b) Test site and customer feedback reviewed. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
-> TI6 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number2(I b) Test site and customer feedback reviewed. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number3(2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
--> Tl6 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number3(2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where the storage process/mechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ) Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number3(2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
'Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with the resources where by resources could be updated or changed and people 
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may not know about the changes 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Evidence that their is no mechanism for making people aware that the resource has been updated. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism for making people aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
*Best Solution 
-> T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
-> 75% Match 
Resource Number3(2a) Development Engineers past NVH experience. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Best Solution 
-> TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews 
/ Lessons Learnt Reviews 
Or (TI 6- Lessons Learnt database) 
-> 50% Match 
Resource Number4(2b) Development Engineers NVH training. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
-> TI 6- Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number4(2b) Development Engineers NVH training. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR? :] Identifies where the storage process/mechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number4(2b) Development Engineers NVH training. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with the resources where by resources could be updated or changed and people 
may not know about the changes 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Evidence that their is no mechanism for making people aware that the resource has been updated. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism for making people aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
*Best Solution 
--> T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
-> 75% Match 
Resource Number4(2b) Development Engineers NVH training. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Best Solution 
-> TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews 
Or (T16 - Lessons Learnt database) 
-> 50% Match 
Resource Number5(2c) Legislation documents and guidelines for testing/analysis. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :) The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
--> TI 6- Lessons Learnt database 
--> 88% Match 
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Resource Number5(2c) Legislation documents and guidelines for testing/analysis. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
"Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number6(2d) Company expert. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
-> Tl6 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number6(2d) Company expert. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR? :] Identifies where the storage process/mechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
*Best Solution 
--> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number6(2d) Company expert. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with the resources where by resources could be updated or changed and people 
may not know about the changes 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Evidence that their is no mechanism for making people aware that the resource has been updated. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism for making people aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
*Best Solution 
T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
--> 75% Match 
Resource Number6(2d) Company expert. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Best Solution 
-> TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews 
Or (T16 - Lessons Learnt database) 
--> 50% Match 
Resource Number7(2e) External expert. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR? :] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number7(2e) External expert. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where the storage process/mechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process [ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
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[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
'Best Solution 
-> Tl6 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number7(2e) External expert. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
'Best Solution 
-> T 16 - Lessons Learnt database 
- 88% Match 
Resource Number8(2f) Findings recorded in Engineers personal log book. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their fomiat(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number8(2t) Findings recorded in Engineers personal log book. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where the storage processtmechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number8(2f) Findings recorded in Engineers personal log book. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
'Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
--> 88% Match 
Resource Number9(3a) Results of informal review via email, meeting or phone. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
'Best Solution 
> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number9(3a) Results of informal review via email, meeting or phone. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where the storage process/mechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
*Best Solution 
-> Tl6 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number9(3a) Results of informal review via email, meeting or phone. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with resources where by they may be created and not known about 
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[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Improvements needed to how people know the resource exists. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: j Provide mechanism for making people aware that the resource exists. 
'Best Solution 
-> T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
-> 64% Match 
Resource Number9(3a) Results of informal review via email, meeting or phone. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Best Solution 
-> TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews 
-> 55% Match 
Resource Numberl0(4a) Updated drawings and designs. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] If creating a solution using guidelines and rules can these be automated ? Explicit rules used? 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Evidence that this process may be suitable for automation using KBE type system 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Expert systems KBE may be suitable for this process 
*Best Solution 
->T2-KBE 
-> 100% Match 
Resource Numberl0(4a) Updated drawings and designs. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identify if solutions created based on an iteration of previous design (not on explicit rules) 
and/or past cases? 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Evidence that this process may be suitable for a degree of automation using CBR type system 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Expert systems CBR may be suitable for this process 
'Best Solution 
-> TI - Expert Systems/CBR 
-> 60% Match 
Resource Numberl0(4a) Updated drawings and designs. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR? :] Avoid repetition make use of past work - Identifies if resources are created but their is not 
mechanism for re-use 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Resources are created but mechanism for re-use, dissemination etc is not their. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism for re-using previously created work. 
*Best Solution 
-> T4 - Storytelling 
Or (TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews) 
Or (T13 - Learning Histories) 
-> 86% Match 
Resource Numberl0(4a) Updated drawings and designs. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where the storage process/mechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number I0(4a) Updated drawings and designs. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with resources where by they may be created and not known about 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Improvements needed to how people know the resource exists. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism for making people aware that the resource exists. 
'Best Solution 
-> T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
-> 64% Match 
Resource Number] 0(4a) Updated drawings and designs. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
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[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with the resources where by resources could be updated or changed and people 
may not know about the changes 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Evidence that their is no mechanism for making people aware that the resource has been updated. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism for making people aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
*Best Solution 
-> T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
-> 75% Match 
Resource Number I0(4a) Updated drawings and designs. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
'Best Solution 
-> TI 6- Lessons Learnt database 
-> 45% Match 
Resource Numberl I (4b) Results and solutions reported to manager via email or meeting. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
-> TI 6- Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Numberl I (4b) Results and solutions reported to manager via email or meeting. 
'Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where the storage processtmechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
'Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Numberl I (4b) Results and solutions reported to manager via email or meeting. 
'Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with resources where by they may be created and not known about 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Improvements needed to how people know the resource exists. 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: J Provide mechanism for making people aware that the resource exists. 
'Best Solution 
-> T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
-> 64% Match 
Resource Numberl I (4b) Results and solutions reported to manager via email or meeting. 
"Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
'Best Solution 
--> TI I- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews 
-> 55% Match 
Resource Numberl2(4c)Test and development report may be produced. 
'Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where resources represent a risk to the process because of their format(i. e. paper 
storage, experience stored away from process) 
[ WHAT WAS FOUND? :J The Format an location of this resource indicate security could be an issue and compromise the process 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism to improve the format of this resource 
*Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Number I 2(4c)Test and development report may be produced. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
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Blend of All filter results 
'Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88%. Match 
Resource Numberl 3(5a) Source in 1.1 is notified of resolution to problem. 
*Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies where the storage process/mechanism of the resource may present a risk to the process 
( WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Risk to the process due to storage mechanism 
[ INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide improved storage mechanism for the resource to protect the process 
'Best Solution 
-> T16 - Lessons Learnt database 
-> 88% Match 
Resource Numberl3(5a) Source in 1.1 is notified of resolution to problem. 
'Resource Filter Summary Result was_.... 
[ WHAT WAS LOOKED FOR?: ] Identifies issues with the resources where by resources could be updated or changed and people 
may not know about the changes 
( WHAT WAS FOUND? :] Evidence that their is no mechanism for making people aware that the resource has been updated. 
( INDICATES THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: ] Provide mechanism for making people aware when resources have been 
changed or updated. 
*Best Solution 
-> T6 - Disseminate Push - Portal, Intelligent agents, recommendation systems 
-> 75% Match 
Resource Numberl3(5a) Source in 1.1 is notified of resolution to problem. 
'Resource Filter Summary Result was...... 
Blend of all filter results 
*Best Solution 
-> TI 1- Post project reviews / Project post mortems / After Action Reviews / Lessons Learnt Reviews 
Or (T16 - Lessons Learnt database) 
-> 50% Match 
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